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A B S T R A C T
Network virtualization is recognized as an enabling technology for
the future Internet. It aims to overcome the resistance of the current
Internet to architectural change and to enable a new business model
decoupling the network services from the underlying infrastructure.
The problem of embedding virtual networks in a substrate network
is the main resource allocation challenge in network virtualization
and is usually referred to as the Virtual Network Embedding (VNE)
problem. VNE deals with the allocation of virtual resources both in
nodes and links. Therefore, it can be divided into two sub-problems:
Virtual Node Mapping where virtual nodes have to be allocated in
physical nodes and Virtual Link Mapping where virtual links con-
necting these virtual nodes have to be mapped to paths connecting
the corresponding nodes in the substrate network.
Application of network virtualization relies on algorithms that can
instantiate virtualized networks on a substrate infrastructure, opti-
mizing the layout for service-relevant metrics. This class of algorithms
is commonly known as VNE algorithms.
This thesis proposes a set of contributions to solve the research
challenges of the VNE that have not been tackled by the research
community. To do that, it performs a deep and comprehensive survey
of virtual network embedding.
The first research challenge identified is the lack of proposals to
solve the virtual link mapping stage of VNE using single path in
the physical network. As this problem is NP-hard, existing proposals
solve it using well known shortest path algorithms that limit the map-
ping considering just one constraint. This thesis proposes the use of a
mathematical multi-constraint routing framework called paths algebra
to solve the virtual link mapping stage. Besides, the thesis introduces
a new demand caused by virtual link demands into physical nodes
acting as intermediate (hidden) hops in a path of the physical net-
work.
Most of the current VNE approaches are centralized. They suffer
of scalability issues and provide a single point of failure. In addi-
tion, they are not able to embed virtual network requests arriving
at the same time in parallel. To solve this challenge, this thesis pro-
poses a distributed, parallel and universal virtual network embedding
framework. The proposed framework can be used to run any existing
embedding algorithm in a distributed way. Thereby, computational
load for embedding multiple virtual networks is spread across the
substrate network.
v
Energy efficiency is one of the main challenges in future network-
ing environments. Network virtualization can be used to tackle this
problem by sharing hardware, instead of requiring dedicated hard-
ware for each instance. Until now, VNE algorithms do not consider
energy as a factor for the mapping. This thesis introduces the energy
aware VNE where the main objective is to switch off as many network
nodes and interfaces as possible by allocating the virtual demands to
a consolidated subset of active physical networking equipment.
To evaluate and validate the aforementioned VNE proposals, this
thesis helped in the development of a software framework called
ALgorithms for Embedding VIrtual Networks (ALEVIN). ALEVIN al-
lows to easily implement, evaluate and compare different VNE algo-
rithms according to a set of metrics, which evaluate the algorithms
and compute their results on a given scenario for arbitrary parame-
ters.
vi
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
”It’s easy to know what you want to say, but not to say it“
Mario Vargas Llosa
The Internet has been very successful providing us the access to
exchange information in the modern world. Over the course of past
three decades, the Internet architecture has shown its robustness by
supporting a great bunch of applications and a large variety of net-
work technologies over which it currently runs. However, nowadays,
there is a big impediment to its further growth. Due to its multi-
provider nature, adopting a new architecture or modification of the
existing one requires consensus among a Internet Service Provider
(ISP) and its competition. Therefore, alterations to the current Inter-
net architecture have become restricted to simple incremental up-
dates and deployment of new network technologies have become in-
creasingly difficult [1, 2] – e.g. Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) or
Differentiated Services (DiffServ) –.
To overcome this situation, Network Virtualization (NV) [3, 4] has
been proposed as a main attribute of the future Internet. By allow-
ing multiple heterogeneous network architectures to cohabit on a
shared physical substrate, NV provides flexibility, promotes diversity,
promises security and increased manageability. NV can eradicate the
current Internet forces that have restricted changes to incremental up-
dates, and consequently stimulate innovation.
Network virtualization is outlined as one of the preferred technolo-
gies to model the architecture of future Internet, it will allow new
services and protocols to be tested and deployed much more rapid Network
virtualization is






than today. End to end customized applications will be offered by in-
stantiating a proper Virtual Network (VN) that fulfills the demanded
Quality of Service (QoS). A bunch of opportunities to develop and
test new protocols and services will appear with such an architecture.
However, the introduction of virtual networks to the current envi-
ronment is not a straight-forward task; there are many research chal-
lenges to deal with before NV is capable of running over the current
Internet architecture.
The problem of embedding virtual networks in a substrate net-
work is the main resource allocation challenge in network virtual-
ization and is usually referred to as the Virtual Network Embed-
ding problem. Through dynamic mapping of virtual resources onto
physical hardware, the benefit gained from existing hardware can be
maximized. Optimal dynamic resource allocation, leading to the self-
3
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configuration and organization of future networks, will be necessary
to provide customized end-to-end guaranteed services to end users.









ranging from QoS, economical profit, or survivability over energy-
efficiency to security of the networks.
The aim of this thesis is to study and evaluate current contributions
and propose new strategies to solve the VNE problem, improving
current research and exploring new application fields.
1.1 scientific contribution
Figure 1.1 gives an overview of the contributions generated out of this
thesis. There are four main covered research topics inside VNE: The
modeling, categorization and classification of the existing approaches in-
tending to solve VNE, the implementation of a software framework that
allows to develop, compare and analyze VNE algorithms, a set of new
VNE algorithms that overcome some of the shortcomings of existing
proposals and the introduction of an entire new field: Energy-efficient
VNE. Figure 1.1 comprises annotations of the form [x]y, denoting that
scientific publication [x] contributes to Chapter y. The main publica-
tions that give rise to the most of the content of this monograph are
typed in boldface whereas the remaining publications are early con-
tributions that have contributed to the maturity of this content.
The first part of this monograph is devoted to the presentation of
the main concepts needed to understand both the problem this thesis
faces and the set of existing proposals that have been made until the
current date. This is a contribution of this thesis to state of the art
of NV, particularly it surveys the VNE problem and its variants. The
main result of this contribution is published in [FBB+13] and was
made in close collaboration with the Chair of Computer Networks
and Communications of the University of Passau. This publication
was matured using elements of previous publications [BH09, GFB+10,
MMM+10].
The second part of this thesis details the contributions to the re-
source allocation problem in network virtualization: In particular, the
author of this thesis has collaborated in the development of a software
framework called ALEVIN [FBD+11, DSS+11] within the Virtual Net-
work Resource Embedding ALgorithms (VNREAL) project [DSB+11].
ALEVIN allows to easily implement, evaluate and compare differ-
ent VNE algorithms according to a set of metrics, which evaluate
the algorithms and compute their results on a given scenario for arbi-
trary parameters. Several subsequent contributions of this thesis used
ALEVIN to implement new VNE algorithms and to evaluate them
against existing proposals (also implemented in ALEVIN).
This thesis also proposes new algorithms and constraints for the
VNE problem. In particular, hidden hops [BHFDM13] are introduced.
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Figure 1.1: Contribution of this work illustrated as a classification of the re-
search studies conducted by the author
They make reference to the intermediate nodes of a directed path in
the Substrate Network (SN) that is mapping a specific virtual link.
Hidden hops entail a resource demand because they have to perform
packet forwarding of the traffic that will pass through this virtual link.
Existing VNE approaches are not able to provide optimal solutions
with non-linear constraints (e.g. packet loss) and are limited to mono-
constraint shortest path algorithms to solve the single-path virtual
link mapping. For this reason, this thesis introduces a VNE strategy
based on the mathematical multi-constraint framework called paths
algebra [5] that provides the flexibility to introduce an unlimited num-
ber of linear and non-linear constraints and metrics to the problem
while finding all the eligible paths in the physical network to per-
form the virtual link mapping resulting in better and more flexible
embeddings [BMHSA13].
This thesis also introduced a Distributed, Parallel and Universal
Virtual Network Embedding framework (DPVNE) that overcomes the
shortcomings of the existing distributed VNE algorithms. DPVNE can
be used as a framework to run any existing embedding algorithm in a
distributed way. Thereby, computational load for embedding multiple
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Figure 1.2: Thesis organization
virtual networks is spread across the SN. This reduces work load of
individual nodes and enables the network to embed multiple virtual
networks in parallel [BBF+13].
Finally, this thesis contributes to introduce the energy-aware VNE.
It presents the first foray in the energy topic when mapping VN de-
mands to the SN. The proposed strategy takes advantage of network
virtualization to enable a smart energy-aware network provisioning.
The objective is to switch off as many network nodes and interfaces as
possible by allocating the virtual demands to a consolidated subset of
1.2 organization 7
active physical networking equipment. This important contribution is
supported by two publications [BHD+12, BH13].
1.2 organization
The organization of this thesis is shown in Figure 1.2. There, the indi-
vidual chapters and their interdependences are shown. The first part
of the thesis devoted to the VNE problem statement and to the presen-
tation of the state of the art is confined to the Chapter 2. The second
part presenting a set contributions to the VNE problem is compiled
in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6: On the one hand, the results presented in
Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 come from the implementation
of the software framework presented in Chapter 6 (requirement); on
the other hand, those chapters provided feedback for improvement
of this software framework. The remainder of this monograph is or-
ganized as follows.
In Chapter 2, a deep background in the main concepts of this the-
sis is presented. In particular, network virtualization and its main
resource challenge, virtual network embedding, are widely surveyed.
The survey of VNE is a result of a collaboration between Juan Felipe
Botero and Xavier Hesselbach from the Telematics Department of the
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya and Andreas Fischer, Michael
Till Beck and Hermann de Meer from the Chair of Computer Net-
works and Communications of the University of Passau.
Chapter 3 presents two contributions to the virtual link mapping
stage of centralized VNE: The definition of new hidden hop demands
and a new algorithm to solve the virtual link mapping stage of VNE
based on the paths algebra framework. The analysis of VNE with Hid-
den hops was delved thanks to the collaboration of Juan Felipe Botero
and Xavier Hesselbach from the Telematics Department of the Univer-
sitat Politècnica de Catalunya with Andreas Fischer and Hermann de
Meer from the Chair of Computer Networks and Communications of
the University of Passau. The VNE proposal using the paths algebra
framework was developed in strong collaboration with José Roberto
Amazonas and Miguel Molina from the University of São Paulo.
Chapter 4 details DPVNE: A Distributed, parallel and universal
framework to perform Virtual Network Embeddings overcoming the
limitations of previous distributed VNE algorithms. DPVNE was de-
veloped in strong collaboration with Michael Till Beck, Andreas Fis-
cher and Hermann de Meer from the Chair of Computer Networks
and Communications of the University of Passau.
Chapter 5 describes the energy-aware VNE problem and proposes
exact and heuristic approaches to optimally solve it. Part of the out-
comes of this investigation were performed in collaboration with the
Institute of computer science of the University of Würzburg and the
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Chair of Computer Networks and Communications of the University
of Passau.
Chapter 6 presents the software framework ALEVIN, developed
within the VNREAL project in collaboration with the Institute of com-
puter science of the University of Würzburg and the Chair of Com-
puter Networks and Communications of the University of Passau.
Finally, Chapter 7 presents the conclusions and main results of this
thesis and Chapter 8 depicts the possible improvements of the pre-
sented contributions and the emerging research branches that can be
subject of future work.
2
B A C K G R O U N D
”Wisdom comes to us when it can no longer do any good“
Gabriel García Marquez
This chapter is devoted to present the basic knowledge required to
develop this thesis. The concepts of Network Virtualization and its
well recognized embedding problem are deeply explored here.
In particular, the main contribution presented in this chapter is a
comprehensive survey of Virtual Network Embedding (Section 2.2),
including a novel VNE classification scheme, a formal and generic
mathematical VNE formulation, the different parameters that can
be considered in the embedding for substrate as well as for virtual
networks, the different metrics used to evaluate the performance of
the VNE solutions, the possible variants to solve the coordination
between node and link mapping, the main optimization objectives
which relate to VNE, the set of possible algorithm strategies to solve
VNE, a detailed classification of the existing approaches based on
the employed strategy, the different available VNE related software
tools and the emerging VNE research directions. This contribution
was published in [FBB+13] as a collaboration of Juan Felipe Botero
and Xavier Hesselbach from the Telematics Department of the Uni-
versitat Politècnica de Catalunya with Andreas Fischer, Michael Till
Beck and Hermann De Meer from the Chair of Computer Networks
and Communications of the University of Passau.
2.1 network virtualization
Internet is, nowadays, the main communication medium and has
changed the way humans interact. Internet success is due to its capac-
ity of accommodate new services as they have been required. How-
ever, this trend might come to its end.
Internet architecture was developed 35 years ago and, incremen-








ture is not prepared to overcome the emerging challenges coming
from new services being requested by users. The lack of cooperation
among stakeholders does not allow radical changes to it. Nowadays,
it is difficult to test and implement new protocols and innovations,
proposed by the research community, that could help Internet to get
over the mentioned challenges (e.g. IPv6, Integrated Services (IntServ)
or DiffServ); this trend is called ossification [2]. One solution to this
9
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problem would be to reach an agreement among ISPs on any archi-
tectural change. However, this is almost an impossible mission due to
two reasons: In first place, the huge number of ISPs makes difficult
to arrange an agreement among all of them; in second place, such
an agreement would remove the competitive advantage from archi-
tectural innovation.
Following the point of view stated by Peterson et al. in [2], there
is a debate between architectural “purists” and “pluralists”. While
purists plead for incremental architectural modifications to meet legit-
imate needs that the architecture itself can not afford, the pluralists
argue that these architectural barnacles may serve as short-term valid
solutions, but in the long-term they affect the flexibility, reliability
and manageability of the Internet. They (pluralists), instead, propose
a new architecture to overcome the ossification impasse.
The central technology of this architecture is Network Virtualiza-
tion, seen as the alternative to face up ossification [1]. A network virtu-
alization environment is an accumulation of heterogeneous network
technologies cohabiting on a shared physical substrate, also known
as substrate network. On top of the SN, several virtual networks run
offering end-to-end customized QoS to the end users.









plementations. Examples are the Virtual Private Network (VPN), Peer-
to-Peer networks and networks virtualized with System Virtualiza-
tion.
In VPNs, a dedicated (usually encrypted) Virtual Link is set up
between two routers, possibly spanning several physical links. VPNs
can be set up on different layers in the network stack, with the IPSec
implementation on the network layer being one of the more popular
ones [6]. VPNs provide just point to point virtual links and do not
consider the virtualization of nodes.
In Peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks [7] an entire network struc-
ture is created on top of an existing network. P2P nodes correspond
to Virtual Nodes, setting up Virtual Links between them, that do not
reflect the underlying network infrastructure, but rather the logical
grouping of nodes within the P2P network. However, P2P overlay
networks are created with the end hosts and do not imply the virtu-
alization of the core network infrastructure.
Network virtualization can be answered to solve the shortcomings
of today’s Internet due to its ability of combining the main Internet
achievements [8]: P2P-Overlays that achieve high performance and
provide better reliability than other network architectures; the diver-
sity of networked resources with respect to connectivity and quality; and
Operating System (OS) virtualization that provides the opportunity to
consolidate safely multiple networks in one physical platform.
To realize NV, physical network nodes and links are virtualized cre-
ating isolated VNs that coexist on top of a shared physical substrate.
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Virtualization of nodes can be performed using several techniques,
mainly "System Virtualization" [9] that virtualizes the resources of
the physical node and creates virtual machines hosting an isolated
guest OS with the same functionalities of a normal OS. In networks
virtualized with System Virtualization, core routers host several OSs
with routing functionality. The routers are interconnected with Vir-
tual Links that are virtualized using encapsulation techniques (e.g.
Internet Protocol Security (IPsec), Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE),
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS), etc.) and may span several
physical links. This approach allows for easy management and even
mobility of Virtual Routers [10]. Moreover, it becomes possible to de-
ploy different network protocols alongside each other with the con-
cept of system virtualization providing a clear compartmentalization.
Besides, network virtualization provides reusable topology and an
energy-efficient scheme.
The following definitions of virtual nodes, virtual links, and virtual
networks are used throughout this monograph [9]:
A virtual node/router is a software component with routing
functionality, for example an operating system encapsulated in a vir-
tual machine that is managed by a virtual machine monitor.
A virtual link is a logical interconnection of two virtual routers,
appearing to them as a direct physical link with dynamically chang-
ing properties.
A virtual network consists of virtual routers and virtual links
that form a directed connected graph using the infrastructure of the
underlying physical network. Several independent virtual networks
can exist in parallel on top of a physical network.
To be implemented, Network Virtualization needs a sustainable
economic model. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [11] is a business
model where the hardware (server, storage and network), and asso-
ciated software (operating systems virtualization technology, file sys-
tem), are delivered as a service. Based on IaaS, Feamster et al. pro-
pose a model distinguishing between the two functions provided by
current ISPs: Network infrastructure and network services [12]. This
business model clearly differentiates infrastructure and service roles,












• Infrastructure Provider (InP): Owner of network infrastructure.
It offers the owned infrastructure as a service, that is, it “leases”
a slice of its infrastructure to the service provider. This slice is
provided as a virtual network.
• Service Provider (SP): It offers network services to end users. It
does not own network infrastructure; its infrastructure is a set
of virtual networks leased from one (or several) InPs.
With such an architecture, the innovations (network protocols and
services) proposed by the research community can be handled. A SP
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Figure 2.1: Network virtualization environment
offers isolated virtual networks to realize tests (e.g. new protocols) in
it. Instead of just assisting to test purposes, an architecture based on
NV can help also to provide end to end guaranteed services to end
users; the service provider would behave as a virtual operator build-
ing its virtual network by borrowing the physical network resources
of several infrastructure providers (independently of their location).
Figure 2.1 shows two virtual networks managed by different SPs
that run on top of a SN composed of physical network infrastructure
owned by two different InPs.
The 4WARD project [13, 14] proposed a further decoupling of busi-
ness roles in network virtualization by means of the separation of
SP’s management and business roles [15]. Three main players are in-
troduced (see Figure 2.2): The Virtual Network Provider (VNP) which as-
sembles virtual resources from one or more InPs, the Virtual Network
Operator (VNO) which installs, manages and operates the VN accord-
ing to the needs of the SP, and the SP which is free of management
and concentrates on business by using the VNs to offer customized
services.
One of the advantages of an architecture based on virtual networks
is its suitability to be programmable. A programmable network [16]
is a network with separation of communication hardware (i.e., switch-
ing fabrics, routing engines) from control software. The introduction
of new services into existing networks is usually a manual, time
consuming and costly process. The goal of programmable network-
ing is to simplify the deployment of new network services, leading
to networks that explicitly support the process of service creation
and deployment. Typically, service providers do not have access to
switch/router control environments (e.g. Cisco IOS operating sys-
tem), algorithms (e.g. routing protocols) or states (e.g. routing ta-
bles, flow states) consuming and costly process. However, this ten-
dency has been changing in the last years; programmable routers
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Figure 2.2: Future Internet business model
have started to emerge [17, 18], and more recently the programma-
bility of the whole network is becoming possible by the introduction
of Software Defined Networks (SDN) [19].
Virtual networks using programmable routers are an excellent tool
to perform live experimentation (real testbeds) of new network pro-
tocols and services fulfilling the growing new requirements and de-
mands.
Introduced as a means to evaluate new protocols and services [2],
network virtualization has already been actively used in research










ture (VINI) [21], applied in distributed cloud computing environments
[22] and is, by now, seen as a tool to overcome the resistance of the cur-
rent Internet to fundamental changes. Indeed, even today network vir-
tualization approaches are applied in the telecommunication market.
An example for this is OpenFlow [23], which experiences strong sup-
port by the industry within the Open Networking Foundation [24].
However, NV imposes several challenges to solve for its implementa-
tion, the following are the more important ones [3].
1. Instantiation: It groups the set of functionalities needed to
set-up a virtual network. It can be divided into the following
aspects:
• Interfacing: Standardization of interfaces between different
actors in the architecture must be handled.
• Signaling and Bootstrapping: Guarantee the connectivity be-
tween both service and infrastructure providers (signaling
must be handled to perform this task). Bootstrapping ca-
pabilities must be managed to allow service providers to
customize virtual nodes and links.
• Admission Control and Usage Policing: Infrastructure providers
must make sure that they have enough available resources
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to accept virtual network requests on the part of service
providers.
• Virtual Network Embedding or Mapping: As stated in the
definition of virtual network, a virtual link may span sev-
eral physical links, so it is possible to realize multiple map-
pings of one Virtual Network Request (VNR). It is very im-
portant to know how to embed VN requests made by ser-
vice providers because the physical resources will be op-
timized depending on the way this embedding is carried
out.
2. Operation: It refers to the capabilities needed by the network
resources to operate virtual ones. The following capabilities have
to be developed.
• Virtual Routers: Guarantee the virtualization capability in
the router equipment.
• Virtual Links: The ability of creating tunnels (already avail-
able in VPNs) must be supported in VNs.
• Naming and Addressing: These two features have to be man-
aged to allow correct operation of virtual networks and to
reach universal connectivity in a global network virtualiza-
tion environment.
• Resource Scheduling: Guarantee of determined virtual at-
tributes must be provided by means of the implementation
of scheduling techniques.
• Topology Discovery: Infrastructure providers must be able to
discover its available network resources and their status.
3. Management: It refers to the activities, methods, procedures
and tools needed to operate, administrate, maintain and provi-
sion virtual networks. To ensure flexibility and manageability,
the programmability of network elements is an indispensable
requirement.
• VN Configuration and Monitoring: This task must be per-
formed by service providers.
• VN Management Frameworks: These frameworks must be
created to aggregate information of the set of infrastruc-
ture providers that are leasing their resources to a single
virtual network.
• Mobility Management: Mobility of devices must be allowed.
• Failure Handling: Prevention, detection, propagation and
isolation of failures should be handled, because a single
failure in one physical link or router could result in the
unworkability of several virtual networks.
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4. Interaction Between Players: It refers to the coordination
needed between the InP and the SP. It has to be maintained in
two fronts: Heterogeneity of the underlying network technolo-
gies and each end-to-end VN. Enabling virtualization in each
of heterogeneous substrate technologies requires specific solu-
tions for provisioning, operation, and maintenance. Interactions
between such contrasting underlying infrastructures, while pro-
viding a generic and transparent management interface for SPs
to easily compose and manage VNs, remains an enormous task.
This thesis is devoted to the study of the virtual network embed-
ding (or mapping) problem. The next section presents a deep investi-
gation that defines the VNE problem and a categorization that allows
to classify the different VNE variants and to survey the existing ap-
proaches aiming to solve the problem.
2.2 virtual network embedding
As already exposed in the previous section, the problem of embed-
ding virtual networks in a substrate network is the main resource allo-
cation challenge in network virtualization [25] and is usually referred






ping of virtual resources onto physical hardware, the benefit gained
from existing hardware can be maximized. Optimal dynamic resource
allocation, leading to the self-configuration and organization of future
networks, will be necessary to provide customized end-to-end guar-
anteed services to end users. This optimality can be computed with
regard to different objectives, ranging from QoS, economical profit, or
survivability over energy efficiency to security of the networks. Fig-
ure 2.3 illustrates how network virtualization makes use of embed-
ding algorithms in order to allocate virtual resources on a physical
infrastructure in an optimal way.
Virtual network embedding deals with the allocation of virtual re-
sources both in nodes and links. Therefore, it can be divided into
two sub-problems: Virtual Node Mapping (VNoM) where virtual nodes















where the virtual links connecting these virtual nodes have to be
mapped to paths connecting the corresponding nodes in the substrate
network.
A recent survey by Belbekkouche et al. [26] provides a description
of the main approaches proposed for resource discovery and alloca-
tion (including VNE) in network virtualization. The contributions pre-
sented in this chapter goes beyond just describing the main VNE ap-
proaches: A novel VNE classification scheme is presented. The VNE
problem is considered in all its variants and current proposals coming
from the research community are classified. In particular: A formal

































Figure 2.3: Resource allocation in future Internet
ent parameters that can be considered in the embedding for substrate
as well as for virtual networks, the main embedding objectives which
relate to VNE, the possible alternatives to decompose the VNE prob-
lem and to solve the coordination between VNoM and VLiM, the set
of possible optimization strategies to solve VNE, the different metrics
used to evaluate the performance of the solutions, a number of VNE
simulators, a detailed classification of the existing approaches based on
the employed strategy, and the emerging research directions currently
considered by the research community are presented.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows: Section 2.2.1
formulates the VNE problem and presents its different categories.
Different variants, strategies, parameters and metrics used by VNE
algorithms as well as the main software tools are presented in Sec-
tion 2.2.2. A classification of the existing VNE approaches is pre-
sented in Section 2.2.3. Finally, Section 2.2.4 highlights emerging re-
search directions in the VNE field.
2.2.1 Formulation and categories
Several papers have provided specific formulations for VNE. In this
section, a general VNE formulation and a novel categorization that
allows to easily identify each variant of the problem, are introduced.
2.2.1.1 Problem formulation
The application of virtualization mechanisms to network resources
leads to the question of how the virtualized resources should be real-
ized by the substrate resources. It is important to note that substrate
resources can be virtual themselves. This is commonly referred to as


























Figure 2.4: Two virtual networks mapped onto one substrate network
nested virtualization. In that case, only the lowest layer has to consist
of physical resources.
The hardware abstraction provided by the virtualization solution
provides a common denominator, allowing any substrate resource
to host virtual resources of the same type. Typically, a substrate re-
source is partitioned to host several virtual resources. For example,
a virtual node can, in principle, be hosted by any available substrate
node. Moreover, a single substrate node can host several virtual nodes.
Thus, the mapping of virtual nodes to substrate nodes describes a
n : 1 relationship (a strict partition of substrate resources).
In some cases, substrate resources can also be combined to create
new virtual resources. This is the case for a virtual link which spans
several links (i.e. a path) in the substrate network. In this case, a vir-
tual link between two virtual nodes v and w is mapped to a path in
the substrate network that connects the substrate hosts of v and w.
Each substrate link may then be part of several virtual links. As such,
the mapping of virtual links to substrate paths describes a n : m rela-
tionship (both, a partition and a combination of substrate resources).
Figure 2.4 depicts a scenario, where two virtual networks with
three nodes each are hosted on one substrate network with four
nodes. It can be seen that substrate nodes can host several virtual
nodes (up to two in this example). Likewise, substrate links can host
more than one virtual link. Moreover, one of the virtual links spans
two substrate links, thus representing a virtual resource combined
from several substrate resources.
Typically, there are some restrictions to be considered during the
mapping. Most obviously, the candidate substrate resources for a
mapping have to be able to support the performance requirements
of the virtual resources. For example, a 1000 MBit/s virtual link can
not be mapped to a path containing a 100 MBit/s substrate link. Like-
wise, the Central Processing Unit (CPU) power requested by a virtual
node has to be less than (or equal to) the CPU power actually pro-
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vided by a substrate node. Of course, substrate resources should be
spent economically. Therefore, the mapping has to be optimized. This
problem of mapping virtual resources to substrate resources in an op-
timal way is commonly known as the Virtual Network Embedding
problem. This is typically modeled by annotating a Virtual Network
Request with node and link demands. Likewise, the substrate net-
work is annotated with node and link resources (also depicted in Fig-
ure 2.4). Demands and resources then have to be matched in order to
complete the embedding. This means that virtual resources are first
mapped to candidate substrate resources. Only if all virtual resources
can be mapped, the entire network is then embedded and substrate
resources are actually spent.
Table 2.1: Terminology used throughout this monograph
Term Description
SN = (N,L) SN is a substrate network, consisting of nodes N and
links L
VNRk = (Nk,Lk) VNRk denotes the kth Virtual Network Request, con-




Rj Ṙ contains resource vectors for all resources R1, ...,Rm
cap : N∪ L→ Ṙ The function cap assigns a capacity to an element of
the substrate network (either node or link)
demk : N
k ∪ Lk → Ṙ The function demk assigns a demand to an element of
VNRk (either a node or a link)
fk : N
k → N fk is the function that maps a virtual node of VNRk to
a substrate node (VNoM)
gk : L
k → SN ′ ⊆ SN gk is the function that maps a virtual link of VNRk to
a path in the substrate network (VLiM)
Formally, the VNE problem can be described as follows (see Ta-
ble 2.1): Let SN = (N,L) be a substrate network where N repre-
sents the set of substrate nodes and L the set of substrate links and
let VNRk = (Nk,Lk) be a set of i = 1, ...,n Virtual Network Re-
quests where Nk and Lk represent the set of virtual nodes and vir-




a vector space of resource vectors over resource sets R1, ...,Rm and
let cap : N ∪ L → Ṙ be a function that assigns available resources
to elements of the substrate network. Finally, for each VNRk, let
demk : N
k ∪ Lk → Ṙ be a function that assigns demands to elements
of all Virtual Network Requests. Then, a Virtual Network Embedding
consists of two functions fk : Nk → N and gk : Lk → SN ′ ⊆ SN
for each VNRk such that ∀nk ∈ Nk : demk(nk) 6 cap(fk(nk)) and
∀lk ∈ Lk : ∀l ∈ gk(lk) : demk(lk) 6 cap(l). fk is then called a node
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mapping function (VNoM) and gk is called a link mapping function
(VLiM). Together, they form an embedding for VNRk.







way separator problem [27]. Even with a given virtual node mapping,
the problem of optimally allocating a set of virtual links to single
substrate paths reduces to the unsplittable flow problem [28, 29], and
thus also is NP-hard. Therefore, truly optimal solutions can only be
gained for small problem instances. Thus, currently the main focus of
work within the research community is on heuristic or meta-heuristic
approaches.
2.2.1.2 A Virtual Network Embedding taxonomy
The generic problem introduced in the previous paragraph is de-
scribed by three further constraints. Depending on the scenario, modi-
fication and relocation of virtual resources may be necessary. As such,
VNE approaches either have to be static (i.e. with unchanging infras-
tructures) or dynamic (taking changes in virtual and substrate infras-
tructure into account). Moreover, virtual networks might be spread
over the substrate infrastructure of multiple InPs. In this case, VNE
has to be performed in a distributed way with multiple entities con-
tributing to the mapping. Finally, depending on the scenario, virtual
resources may be realized either concise, i.e. minimizing substrate re-
source usage, or redundant, combining multiple substrate resources
to realize one virtual resource.
Instead of a particular property of a VNE algorithm, these con-
straints are rather different variants of the underlying VNE problem.
Thus, all VNE approaches proposed in the literature can be catego-
rized according to whether they are Static or Dynamic, Centralized
or Distributed, and Concise or Redundant. These six concepts will be
described here and used later on in Section 2.2.3 as a taxonomy to
classify current VNE approaches.
2.2.1.3 Static vs. Dynamic
In most real-world situations, VNE has to be tackled as online prob-










to the system dynamically and can stay in the network for an arbitrary
amount of time. To be realistic, the VNE algorithm has to handle the
VNRs as they arrive, rather than attending a set of VNRs at once (of-
fline VNE). While in principle, all approaches can be operated in an
online manner, static VNE approaches do not contemplate the possi-
bility of remapping one or more VNRs to improve the performance of
the embedding in the SN. Several effects lead to a need for relocation
of parts of (or even complete) virtual networks:
• Fragmentation of SN’s resources: Over time, as new VNRs arrive






















Figure 2.5: Relocation of mapped VNRs in online VNE
from the SN, the embedding becomes fragmented and the ratio
of accepted VNRs diminishes, resulting in a long-term revenue
abatement.
• Changes in the VN: Before its lifetime expires, a VN may change
in terms of topology, size and resources due to new require-
ments demanded by its users.
• Changes in the SN: The SN can also suffer of long-term changes.
InPs must be updating its networking infrastructure from time
to time to cope with scalability issues and, hence, SN extends
its size and current VNEs can find different and more optimal
allocations.
Dynamic VNE approaches try to reconfigure the mapped VNRs
in order to reorganize the resource allocation and optimize the uti-
lization of SN resources. For example, Figure 2.5 shows the online
embedding of three VNRs that arrive and leave the SN at different
times. The last one of them (VNR 3) cannot be embedded if the re-
sources of the SN are not first defragmented by reconfiguring the
already mapped VN 2.
A good example of dynamic VNE can be found in [30]. Here, the
authors realize that most of the VNR rejections are caused by the bot-
tlenecked substrate links. To improve the rejection rate and the load
balance in the SN, they propose a reactive and iterative algorithm
called Virtual Network Reconfiguration (VNRe). The algorithm is reac-
tive because it just acts when a VNR is rejected and works as follows:
In first place it sorts the mapped virtual nodes by their suitability for
migration, then it migrates the most suitable virtual node and its at-
tached virtual links to another substrate node and tries to map again
the VNR. If the network can not be mapped, the next iteration of
the algorithm migrates the following virtual node and the process is
repeated until the VNR is mapped or until a predefined number of
iterations. Performance results show a significant increase of mapped
VNRs after VNRe is applied.
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2.2.1.4 Centralized vs. Distributed
The VNE problem can be solved in either a centralized or in a dis-
tributed way. Both approaches are fundamentally different, each hav-
ing its own advantages and disadvantages.
centralized In a centralized approach there will be one entity
which is responsible for performing the embedding. This can be a
dedicated machine computing optimal solutions to the problem. The
advantage of this approach lies in the fact that the mapping entity is
at every step of the embedding process aware of the overall situation
of the network (i.e. it has global knowledge). This facilitates more op-
timal embeddings. On the other hand, a centralized entity presents
a single point of failure - if it fails, the entire mapping process fails.
Moreover, there may be scalability problems in large networks, where
a single mapping entity may be overwhelmed by the number of Vir-
tual Network Requests to handle.
distributed Contrary to centralized solutions, a distributed ap-
proach utilizes multiple entities for computing the embeddings. There
may be some internal organization in how the mapping is distributed
among the participating entities, or it may be organized completely
ad-hoc. The advantage of such an approach lies in its better scalabil-
ity. Since the load is distributed among several nodes, each individ-
ual node will be better able to cope with the embeddings. However,
one has to pay for this with synchronization overhead. In particular,
each node needs sufficient information about the global state of the
network. The more information is available to a node, the better the
results will be. However, there is also increased overhead – as such,
the situation becomes a trade-off between communication cost and
quality of the embeddings.
One specialization of this approach is the situation, where multiple
Infrastructure Providers each only map part of a Virtual Network (In-
terInP VNE). In this case, even if individual Infrastructure Providers
use a centralized approach within their own network, the overall pro-
cedure is to be considered distributed.
2.2.1.5 Concise vs. Redundant
A failure of a single substrate entity will affect all virtual entities that
are mapped upon it. Therefore, in environments where fault-sensitive
applications are deployed inside the virtual networks, it might be ad-
visable to set-up backup resources that can be used as fall back re-
sources in case the corresponding primary resources fail. To do that,
the embedding result itself can be redundant to be resilient regard-
ing node and/or link failures. Otherwise, the embedding result is
referred to be "concise" if there is no redundancy.
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concise The embedding results of concise approaches only use as
much substrate resources as they are necessary to meet the demands
of the virtual networks. There is no reservation of additional, redun-
dant resources. This means that in case some substrate devices fail,
there is no guarantee that the substrate network can recover from fail-
ure. However, since the approaches aim to be concise and to only use
as much resources as necessary, the saved resources can be used to
embed further virtual network requests.
redundant A redundant approach, however, reserves additional
resources for the virtual entities that can be used in case some sub-
strate resources fail at run-time. In general, there is a trade-off be-
tween the reliability of an embedding and its embedding costs: The
higher the degree of reliability, the higher the embedding costs. The
more resources are used, the less virtual entities can be embedded.
After the embedding has been done, the substrate entities have to
be monitored. In case an instance fails, there needs to be a fail-back
mechanism that is able to switch the primary instance that has failed
to one of its backup instances (e.g. update routing tables) and activate
it.
One can also include embedding algorithms that map virtual link
demands to multiple paths of the SN inside the redundant category.
Single-path approaches map virtual links to exactly one communi-
cation path within the substrate network. In contrast, multi-path ap-
proaches might split demanded Bandwidth (BW) of virtual links to
multiple substrate paths. In case a virtual link is mapped to multiple
substrate paths and some of these paths fail due to a failure within
the network, packages can still be routed through the remaining com-
munication links that have been set up between the substrate nodes
by changing the splitting ratio. No reconfiguration has to be done,
so it is fully transparent. However, bandwidth constraints have to be
considered to avoid overloading of substrate link capacity.
2.2.1.6 A notation scheme for VNE algorithms
The aforementioned categories are mutually independent. An algo-
rithm can be, for example, centralized, dynamic, and redundant at
the same time. Consequently, this thesis introduces a generic nota-
tion to determine the class a specific VNE algorithm belongs to. VNE
algorithms are described with the following syntax:
[C|D]/[S|D]/[C|R]
The first character denotes, whether the algorithm is Centralized
or Distributed. Likewise, the second character denotes whether the
algorithm is Static or Dynamic. Finally, the third character denotes
whether the algorithm is Concise or Redundant. So, an algorithm de-
noted as C/D/R will be a centralized, dynamic, redundant algorithm.
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This will allow to quickly categorize any given algorithm and prop-
erly compare it with similar approaches.
2.2.2 Computing optimal embeddings
This section elaborates on: The different parameters that can be taken
into account for VNE, the possible objectives that the embedding may
pursue, the problem decomposition and coordination applied by existing
VNE approaches, the optimization strategies used by those approaches
to solve VNE, the various metrics that can be used to judge the quality
of VNE, and a set of publicly available tools to evaluate the perfor-
mance of VNE algorithms.
2.2.2.1 VNE parameters
The resources investigated in the VNE problem are attributed with
parameters. On the one hand, substrate resources have individual
capacities and qualities. On the other hand, virtual resources each
have their respective requirements. For example, a substrate node can
provide a certain computing capacity due to the CPU available to it.
Per contra, a virtual node will require a certain computing capacity
in order to properly compute routing information. These parameters
are of paramount importance in order to achieve a valid embedding.
Here, only the different kinds of parameters are discussed. A list of
possible parameters is given both in [FBD+11] and [31].
One important distinction is that between linear and nonlinear pa-
rameters. The Linear Programming (LP) techniques described in Sec-
tion 2.2.2.4 require linear parameters to find optimal solutions. If non-
linear parameters (e.g. path loss probability) are considered, LP can
not be used.
Apart from classifying linear and non-linear parameters, parame-
ters can also be categorized according to several other dimensions.
As a first step, one can distinguish between node and link parameters.
Node parameters are attributes that refer to nodes, like computing VNE parameters










power. Link parameters are attributes that refer to links, like band-
width. However, there is a problem arising with such a strict model.
One of the contributions of this thesis is the identification of the hid-
den hop’s demand that refers to the computing power of substrate
nodes on the path that may have an impact on the bandwidth of the
virtual link being mapped [BHFDM13] (see Chapter 3). As such, vir-
tual nodes are somewhat easier to map than virtual links, since the
latter consist of a combination of substrate node and links, whereas
the former take only substrate nodes into account.
Realizing this, one can further distinguish between primary and sec-
ondary parameters [FBD+11]. Primary parameters are parameters that
can be directly assigned to a substrate resource and, likewise, can be
explicitly required by a virtual network request. Secondary parame-
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ters, on the other hand, depend on other (primary) parameters. For
example, the probability of packet loss at a node depends both on
its computing power and the size of its memory. Primary parameters
will be easier to regard during the embedding, since they can be di-
rectly matched, whereas secondary parameters have to be calculated
first.
Packet loss can also be a property of links (e.g. wireless links). In
that case, one can realize that there is also a difference between con-
sumable resources and static resources. Consumable resources are re-
sources that are consumed when a virtual entity is mapped. The stan-
dard examples for this are computing power and bandwidth. In some
VNE approaches though, the variability of the demanded bandwidth
in a mapped virtual link is taken into account either by considering
it a stochastic variable [32] or by opportunistically sharing it among
different flows [33, 34]. Static resources, on the other hand, do not
depend on the number of virtual resources mapped to a substrate re-
source. The loss probability of a wireless link in the substrate network
will stay the same, no matter how many virtual links are mapped to
it (provided the consumable resource “bandwidth” is not depleted).
Static resources are easy to match during the embedding. Consum-
able resources, on the other hand, are what makes the embedding
typically NP-complete.
Finally, one can further distinguish between functional and non-
functional parameters. Functional parameters specify low-level func-
tionality. Computing power and bandwidth are again good examples.
Non-functional parameters, on the other hand, are high-level proper-
ties of the respective entities. Examples are security or resilience of an
entity. The matching of functional parameters is typically straightfor-
ward (although possibly hard to compute), whereas non-functional
parameters will require more elaborate approaches in an embedding
algorithm.
2.2.2.2 Main embedding objectives
VNE consists of finding the optimal fk and gk functions in order to
solve VNoM and VLiM with respect to a particular objective. This
section describes the objectives that have been pursued by existing
approaches to solve VNE.
provide qos-compliant embeddings VNRs are installed and
operated by the VNO according to a set of quality of service con-Currently, the main
VNE’s objectives are





straints defined by the service provider. These QoS requirements must
be fulfilled by the virtual network embedding performed by the VNO.
There are several situations where these requirements are explicit
in the request. For instance, a virtual network that provides Voice
over IP (VoIP) services needs to count on medium bandwidth, low
delays and high CPU requirements. Another example could be a vir-
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Figure 2.6: Ordering by revenue in online VNE
tual network offering P2P services that must provide medium band-
width requirements, no relevant delay bounds and medium CPU re-
quirements [35]. This can be achieved, e.g. by minimizing substrate
resource stress (i.e. by distributing load equally across the substrate
network).
maximize the economical profit of the inp From the InP
point of view, a natural objective of an online embedding algorithm
would be to maximize the economic benefit of accepting VNRs (long-
term average revenue). This objective is directly proportional to max-
imize the number of embedded VNRs (acceptance ratio). In order to
reach this goal, VNE approaches should try to minimize the resources
spent by the SN to map a VNR, also known as embedding cost. In
this way, it is easier to embed the next VNRs, resulting in an incre-
ment of the VN acceptance ratio. However, as the revenue depends
on the VNRs, a pre-ordering of the set of VNRs to be embedded may
benefit the long-term average revenue. This pre-ordering must be car-
ried out taking into account the online nature of the virtual network
embedding problem.
The behavior of a typical online VNE algorithm is shown in Fig-
ure 2.6. Arriving VNRs are processed within time windows as well
as in a request queue. If a request within a time window can not be
embedded, it is deferred to the request queue and, in the next time
window, tried again. This procedure is repeated until the time the
VNR is willing to wait expires, in this case, the request is dropped.
To maximize the revenue, inside the time window, the VNRs can be
decreasingly ordered by revenue. In [36], Chowdhury et al. present
an approach: Window-based virtual Network Embedding (WiNE) al-
gorithm that implements this procedure. Obtained results show that
WiNE improves the mapped revenue when compared against online
algorithms performing the embedding at the arrival of each VNR.
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provide survivable vnes Resilience in terms of VNE can be
brought into play by integrating fallback resources within the sub-
strate network. Backup nodes/links can be setup either for all or just
for some specific primary nodes/links that may fail. At any time,
consistency of the network topology has to be guaranteed, especially
regarding the resources that were defined to be resilient towards fail-
ure. Recovery from failures should be transparent for the user. That
is, he should not notice that the network switched to the backup re-
sources. Even when using time-sensitive applications, the user should
not notice that something went wrong. This especially requires that
for selecting backup resources, all QoS requirements of the primary
entities have to be considered.
The backup resource itself can be either dedicated or shared [37].
Dedicated means that for each virtual network, a complete backup
network can be set up and backup resources are fully dedicated to
the virtual networks and independent from each other. However, this
is resource inefficient, since for each virtual resource that gets em-
bedded, a dedicated substrate entity is needed. But in some cases,
it might also be acceptable to share and reuse the backup resources
in order to reduce the footprint on the substrate network caused by
the additional backup resources. Usually, a higher degree of reused
backup resources results in lower reliability and vice versa.
Furthermore, (shared) backup resources can be allocated either in
advance (i.e., before the first virtual network embedding request ar-
rived) or “on-demand” (i.e., allocated for each embedding request).
Shared on-demand backup resources can be assigned at embedding
time, that is, each time a virtual network request arrives [38, 37, 39].
Shared pre-allocation algorithms, however, define some specific backup
resources in the configuration phase, i.e., before any virtual network
request arrives [40].
2.2.2.3 Problem decomposition and coordination
As it has been already stated in the formulation section (see Sec-
tion 2.2.1.1), the VNE problem is solved when its two sub-problems:
VNoM, represented by the fk function, and VLiM, represented by the
gk function, are solved. Looking at different InPs, one can decompose
the InterInP problem (i.e. the embedding across several InPs) into a











these problem decompositions are not coordinated, optimization in
one part can jeopardize optimization in another part. This subsection
will discuss the options to handle this kind of coordination.
One alternative for VNoM/VLiM coordination is to solve each sub-
problem in an isolated and independent way. In this case, VNoM
must be solved in first place because it provides the input to solve
VLiM. This variant is called uncoordinated VNE. On the contrary, some
VNE approaches have improved the performance of the solution by
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providing a coordination between the two phases. This variant, called
coordinated VNE, can be solved in two different and coordinated stages,
or in just one stage. Finally, some VNE approaches look for the map-
ping of a VNR across heterogeneous InPs. This variant, called InterInP
coordination, aims to split the VNRs in different sub-requests and find
the most adequate InP to map each of them.
uncoordinated vne A lack of coordination between VNoM and
VLiM implies that the solution is generated in two different stages.
The first stage solves VNoM and provides the function fk to the VLiM,
which is then solved in a second stage.
An example that demonstrates this lack of coordination between
the VNE sub-problems was proposed in [41]. The main goal of this ap-
proach is to maximize the long-term average revenue. VNE is solved
in two independent phases: VNoM follows a greedy algorithm, that
chooses, for each virtual node, a set of eligible substrate nodes and
then assigns one of them based on its amount of available resources.
Depending on the assumption taken for the SN, VLiM is solved in
two different ways: Single path mapping using one k-shortest path [42]
solution for increasing k, when each virtual link must be mapped just
to a single path in the SN and multiple path mapping when each
virtual link demand can be carried by several paths in the SN. In
the latter case, VLiM is reduced to the Multicommodity Flow Prob-
lem (MFP) [43] that provides a multi-path routing solution for each
virtual link using optimal linear programming algorithms [44].
However, the lack of coordination between node and link mapping
might result in neighboring virtual nodes being actually widely sep-
arated in the substrate topology. This fact increases the cost of sin-
gle/multi paths used to solve the virtual link mapping phase result-
ing in low acceptance ratio and, therefore, low long-term revenue.
coordinated vne A coordination between node and link map-
ping is desirable. If VNoM is preselected without considering its rela-
tion with link mapping, the solution space is restricted and the overall
performance of the embedding decreases. Coordination of VNE can
be performed in two stages when fk is provided trying to obtain a
result that optimizes the result of gk. Alternatively, coordination can
be also performed in one stage by solving the VNoM and VLiM at the
same time.
Two stages coordinated VNE An approach that illustrates the coor-
dination in two stages was first proposed by Chowdhury et al. in [45].
Its objective is to minimize the embedding cost. A new set of node
constraints is added: Geographical location for substrate and virtual
nodes and a non-negative distance per VNR indicating how far a vir-












Figure 2.7: Augmented substrate graph with meta-nodes and meta-edges
for a VNR
The node mapping stage starts by creating an augmented graph
over the SN, introducing a set of meta-nodes, one per virtual node,
each connected to a cluster of candidate SN nodes obeying location
and capacity constraints. Over this augmented graph, the algorithm
solves VNoM by proposing a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) for-
mulation. The MIP main goal is to solve the VNE trying to mini-
mize the embedding cost, considering that the added meta-nodes
map the requested virtual nodes (see Figure 2.7). To avoid the NP-
completeness of the MIP, its linear programming relaxation is solved
and virtual nodes are mapped to real substrate nodes (not meta-
nodes) by rounding the obtained solution in two different ways: De-
terministically or randomly -each resulting in a different algorithm:
Deterministic Virtual Network Embedding (DViNE) and Randomized
Virtual Network Embedding (RViNE)-. After that, VLiM is performed
following the same two solutions proposed in [41].
Coordination between both stages is strong, since the MIP formu-
lation used for the virtual node mapping also considers the mapping
of virtual links in the augmented SN between source and destination
meta-nodes. Therefore, the substrate nodes chosen to map the nodes
of the VNR are likely suited to provide virtual link mappings with
low embedding cost.
One stage coordinated VNE Solving the VNE in one single stage
implies that virtual links are mapped at the same time as virtual
nodes. When the first virtual node pair is mapped, the virtual link
between them is also mapped and, as each virtual node is mapped,
the virtual links connecting it with already mapped virtual nodes are
also mapped.
One good example for this variant is the approach proposed in [46]
where one of the most important parameters of a network node (sub-
strate or virtual) is its position inside the topology. Topological at-
tributes of a node have a direct impact on the efficiency of the em-
bedding. Taking that into account, a node ranking approach, inspired
by the PageRank algorithm used by Google’s search engine, is pro-
posed to measure the topology incidence of a node. When topology
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Figure 2.8: VNE in one stage
attributes are incorporated in node mapping, the acceptance ratio and
the link mapping efficiency are improved. This is due to the fact that,
given two nodes that are equal in resources, the node with the more
capable neighborhood will be chosen, leading to a higher success
probability for the embedding.
Figure 2.8 shows how the approach works. Based on Breadth-First
Search (BFS), the proposed algorithm (Random Walk-BFS (RW-BFS))
solves VNE in one stage considering the impact of node mapping
on the link mapping stage. The first step of RW-BFS is to calculate
node ranks for substrate and virtual nodes as shown in Figure 2.8a. It
then builds a BFS tree of the VNR, where the root node is the virtual
node with greatest rank and the children are placed from left to right
based on their rank. VNE is performed by going through the BFS tree
and mapping each virtual node in the first feasible substrate node of
its list and, at the same time, mapping the virtual links incident to
that virtual node onto the substrate shortest paths that satisfy the BW
demands. Figure 2.8b shows how the one stage VNE is performed.
At t1 and t2 the virtual nodes a and c are mapped on top of the
substrate node A and E respectively. At t3 the virtual link between al-
ready mapped nodes (a and c) is mapped. Subsequent virtual nodes
and links are mapped following the same procedure, combining, in
this way, the virtual node and link mapping in one single stage.
interinp coordination It is worth noting that previous algo-
rithm variants consider the VNE in the single-InP scenario (IntraInP






Figure 2.9: Inter-InP VNE process
a set of SNs managed by different InPs. Each InP provider should be
able to embed parts of the virtual network and connect them using
the external links among InPs. Therefore, to minimize the embedding
cost, the SP splits the VNRs in several sub-requests and map each of
them in the most convenient SN. Inside each InP, the sub-requests
are mapped using ordinary VNE algorithms. Figure 2.9 shows a split
VNR and its mapping to a set of SNs belonging to different InPs.
A good example of InterInP VNE is presented in [47]. Here, the
authors address the conflict of interest between SPs and InPs. On the
one hand, each InP strives to optimize the allocation in its equipment
by getting requests for their high-margin equipment while offload-
ing unprofitable work onto their competitors. On the other hand, the
SPs are interested in satisfying their demands while minimizing their
expenditure. The approach proposes a distributed protocol that coor-
dinates the InPs and ensures competitive embedding pricing for the
SPs.
2.2.2.4 Optimization strategies
The VNE problem is NP-hard (see Section 2.2.1.1). Therefore, for large
problem sizes (i.e. large SN and VNRs size) the time to find the op-
timal solution becomes unaffordable. Taking this into account, three
different types of approaches have been used to solve VNE. Exact







problem and to create baseline solutions that represent an optimal
bound for heuristic-based VNE solutions. Heuristic-based solutions are
not fixed on obtaining the global optimum. Instead, they try to find
a good solution while keeping execution time low. Usually, heuristic
solutions suffer from the problem that they can get stuck in a local
optimum that may be far away from the real optimum. Metaheuris-
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tic solutions improve the quality of the result by escaping from local
optima in reasonable time.
exact solutions Optimal VNE solutions can be achieved by
means of Linear Programming. More exactly, Integer Linear Program-
ming (ILP) can be used to optimally formulate the VNE including the
virtual node and link mapping sub-problems in the same formulation.
Although integer linear programs are in many practical situations NP-
complete, there are exact algorithms (e.g. branch and bound, branch
and cut and branch and price [48]) that solve small instances of the
problem in reasonable time. Software tools implementing these algo-
rithms, commonly called solvers, are available either as open-source
(e.g. GLPK [49]) or proprietary (e.g. CPLEX [50]).
Some approaches have used ILP to solve VNE. For example, in [51],
the VNE ILP formulation seeks for the minimization of the embed-
ding cost and the maximization of the acceptance ratio. In [35], the
ILP formulation of the problem introduces a set of new constraints:
delay in links, routing and location in nodes. To deal with multiple
connections between the same pair of nodes, the SN is described by a
multigraph. One of the contributions of this thesis, the novel energy
aware VNE introduced in [BHD+12] uses an ILP exact formulation
where the goal is to embed the VNs’ demand in a reduced set of
equipment in the SN to save power by switching off the remaining
SN resources (see Chapter 5).
heuristic solutions Execution time is crucial in VNE. Net-
work virtualization deals with dynamic online environments where
VNRs arrival time is not known in advance. Therefore, to avoid delay
in the embedding of a new VNR, the execution time of VNE algo-
rithms should be minimized. Accordingly, heuristic-based VNE so-
lutions are proposed. They attempt to find an acceptable solution,
compromising optimality for short execution time.
One good example of heuristic-based VNE approaches is presented
in [52]. It proposes virtual node and link mapping in a single stage.
To do so, VNE is reduced to the well known NP-hard Subgraph Iso-
morphism Detection (SID) problem. In graph theory, an isomorphism
of graphs G and H (G ' H) is a bijection between the vertex sets
of G and H, m : V(G) → V(H), such that any two vertices i and j
of G are adjacent in G if and only if m(i) and m(j) are adjacent in
H. The NP-complete SID problem tries to find a subgraph Gsg of G
(Gsg ⊂ G) such that Gsg ' H. A modification of an existing heuristic
is proposed to solve the VNE. It consists of finding an isomorphic
subgraph (representing the VNR), accomplishing the VNR demands
inside the substrate network, and using a hop limit constraint for the
substrate paths used for the mapping of virtual links. The hop limit
in the mapping of virtual link mapping determines the performance
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of the embedding. If the hop limit is too small, the acceptance ratio
decreases, as there are less virtual link mapping possibilities. Con-
versely, if the limit is too large, the embedding cost is increased.
metaheuristic solutions VNE can be seen as a combinato-
rial optimization problem where an optimal solution is sought over
a discrete search-space. As the optimal solution for large instances of
these problems is hard to find, metaheuristics like simulated anneal-
ing [53], genetic algorithms [54], ant colony optimization [55], Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) [56] or tabu search [57] can be used to find
near-optimal solutions by trying to improve a candidate solution with
regard to a given measure of quality. The following two approaches
provide good examples of metaheuristic-based solutions for VNE:
An approach based on the Max-Min Ant Colony metaheuristic [58]
has been recently proposed to solve the VNE in [59]. The problem is
divided into a set of solution components (equivalent to small parts
of the overall solution) and then, a set of parallel artificial ants are
launched to iteratively explore the search space until a predefined
number of iterations is reached. During each iteration, each ant builds
incrementally the solution by transiting from one solution component
to another. After all ants finish their full solution, the best one is
selected as the solution of that iteration. Finally, the best solution
among all iterations is chosen as the final embedding solution.
A PSO based approach is proposed in [60]. PSO is a population-
based stochastic global optimizer that generates near-optimal solu-
tions in low computing time with stable convergence. In [60], a PSO
based VNE approach is proposed where each particle is a possible
VNE solution that iteratively improves its position according to a
fitness function (embedding cost). Finally the approximate optimal
VNE solution is obtained through the evolution process of the parti-
cles. Each time, particles change their positions by modifying VNoM,
VLiM is used then to guarantee the feasibility of the solution. This vir-
tual link mapping can be performed using a single path (the shortest
path) or using a multi-path approach (greedy k-shortest paths). Sim-
ulation results show the improvement in long term average revenue,
acceptance ratio and Cost/Revenue (C/R) when compared against the
proposal in [45].
2.2.2.5 Embedding metrics
Metrics are necessary to evaluate the quality of a successful embed-The following
categories of metrics
can be used to
evaluate the quality




ding. They are used to compare different VNE approaches and to
quantify advances in optimization. Within this section, different met-
rics are structured according to the embedding objectives indicated
in Section 2.2.2.2 with “Other metrics” denoting metrics that don’t
exactly match one of the three objectives.
• Quality of Service metrics




Table 2.2 gives an overview over the various metrics discussed in
this section. Depending on the application scenario, one can compute
for most metrics the average, the maximum, and/or the minimum
value.
quality of service metrics Quality of Service metrics aim to
measure the impact of an embedding with respect to the service qual-
ity when using the virtual network. For example, when a user wants
to run real-time applications like video telephony on its virtual net-
work, the impact of the actual embedding that was chosen should
not be perceptible. In addition to typical QoS metrics, metrics like
the average length of paths between nodes should be taken into ac-
count because of the additional forwarding delay. Furthermore, uti-
lization of network resources should also be considered: When a lot
of different virtual entities are mapped upon a physical resource, the
physical resource has to manage the load somehow. This could also
include some additional scheduling overhead for switching between
different virtual allocations.
Path length The path length metric measures the number of links
between two substrate nodes that are mapped to two interconnected
virtual nodes. The longer a corresponding path, the more resources
had to be reserved for the embedding of the virtual link. This means
that the path length has a direct impact to the embedding costs. Since
every substrate node (except the receiving node) that is part of a path
will take some time to forward packages sent via this path, the quality
of service is influenced by the path length. In general, the package
delay increases in connection with the length of a path.
Stress level The stress level of a substrate entity reflects the num-
ber of virtual entities that are mapped onto it. The more virtual en-
tities use the same substrate resource, the higher the impact regard-
ing possible side effects. For example, mapping many virtual nodes
onto a single substrate node keeps the CPU of the host operating
system busy. A high substrate link stress might result in some ad-
ditional packet delay because the resources of the substrate link and
the host interfaces communicating through this link have to be shared
between virtual entities.
Utilization Utilization measures, in each SN entity (node or link),
the sum of the spent substrate resources due to the mapping of vir-
tual entities divided by the total amount of resources. This metric
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Table 2.2: Metrics for virtual network embedding
Optimization goal Metric Description
Quality of Service Path length Describes the number of substrate links that are
spanned by a virtual link on average
Stress level Describes the number of virtual entities realized
by a substrate entity
Utilization Describes the sum of all spent substrate re-
sources due to VNE divided by the sum of all
provided substrate resources
Throughput Describes the data rate achievable between vir-
tual nodes
Delay Describes the time a packet needs to travel
across a virtual link
Jitter Describes the variance in inter-arrival times of
packets on a virtual link
Resource spending Cost Describes the sum of all spent substrate re-
sources for embedding VNRs
Revenue Describes the sum of all demanded resources of
VNRs
Cost/Revenue Describes the ratio between spent substrate re-
sources and provided virtual resources
Acceptance ratio Describes the number of VNRs that could be em-
bedded
Resilience Number of backups Describes the number of available backup re-
sources
Path redundancy Describes the diversity of paths in multi-path
embeddings
Cost of resilience Describes the number of additional nodes re-
quired to maintain resiliency
Recovery blocking prob-
ability
Describes the ratio of unrecoverable failure sce-
narios vs. all failure scenarios
Migrations number Describes the number of virtual nodes that have
to be moved in case of failure
Other Runtime Describes the time a VNE algorithm will take for
an embedding of a certain size
Number of messages Describes the number of messages that have to
be exchanged in a distributed environment in
order to complete the embedding
Active substrate nodes Describes the number of substrate nodes that
have to be powered on in order to realize the
hosted virtual infrastructures
is a more precise measurement tool than the stress level metric, be-
cause it also takes into account the magnitude of the resource usage
instead of simply counting the number of virtual entities that use a
resource. For example, to measure the utilization of a substrate node,
the sum of mapped CPU resources divided by the CPU capacity of
the node could be used. The usage of a substrate link could be based
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on the sum of mapped bandwidth resources divided by the total link
bandwidth capacity.
Throughput Throughput is measured after the embedding of a vir-
tual network has been performed. For each virtual node pair, pack-
ages between the corresponding substrate node pair are generated
and sent through the path connecting these nodes. Then, the maxi-
mal data rate that can be transmitted through all connections between
source-destination pairs is determined.
Delay Delay describes the amount of time needed for a packet to go
from one node in the network to another node. With regard to VNE,
algorithms can optimize the mapping of virtual resources so as to
minimize delay between virtual nodes.
Jitter Jitter measures the variance in packet inter-arrival times.
In a network virtualization scenario, jitter can be inherent to the
substrate network (e.g. due to unreliable links) or introduced by
virtualization itself (e.g. due to concurrent resource usage by two
different virtual entities). The latter is strongly dependent on the
employed virtualization solution and cannot be solved by VNE. Jitter
that is inherent to the substrate network, on the other hand, can be
taken into account by VNE algorithms. However, so far (to the best
of the authors knowledge) there is no VNE approach that focuses on
minimizing jitter.
resource spending metrics
Cost Cost in the VNE context refers to the amount of substrate
resources that were used for embedding virtual networks. Cost is
usually determined by summing up, in a weighted manner, all CPU
and bandwidth resources of the substrate network that have been re-
served for VNRs. However, besides CPU and bandwidth, additional
types of resources can also be taken into account, and different types
of resources can optionally be weighted in dependence on their value
range. Cost is directly related to the length of substrate paths: The
longer the length of a path, the more substrate resources are used
and the higher the costs for an embedding.
Revenue Revenue refers to the sum of virtual resources that were
actually requested by the virtual entities. This value is usually com-
puted by applying the same scheme that was used to determine Cost.
Cost/Revenue To compare algorithms with respect to their embed-
ding results, typically many different network topologies with vary-
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ing size and properties are generated. Depending on these random
topologies, Costs vary and therefore impede a fair comparision.
So in addition to Costs, Revenue is typically also taken into account:
By dividing Cost by Revenue, varying Cost values are balanced. The
higher the value, the more resources were needed to embed the VNs.
Acceptance ratio The acceptance ratio metric measures the number
of virtual network requests that could be completely embedded by
the embedding algorithm, divided by the total number of virtual net-
work requests.
resilience-related metrics
Number of backups The number of backups metric counts the num-
ber of backup resources that are set up for a virtual entity. Several
additional substrate entities can be reserved to serve as replacement
in case the entity hosting the virtual entity fails.
Path Redundancy Path Redundancy measures the ratio between the
number of backup paths to the number of direct paths. Some redun-
dancy algorithms set up backup paths that could be used in case
some parts of the network break down and cannot be used to for-
ward data. Therefore, the metric refers to the amount of additional
resources that are used to backup the embedded network.
Cost of resilience Related to the number of additional nodes re-
quired to maintain resilience: This metric measures the ratio of total
number of running nodes and number of backup nodes. In contrast
to Path Redundancy, this metric does not focus on connectivity re-
sources but includes demanded node resources.
Recovery blocking probability When a substrate entity fails, the sub-
strate network has to perform re-organizing actions to recover from
failure. Especially, compensatory resources have to be allocated to
catch the outage. Some approaches do not reserve these extra capac-
ities in advance, so the system has to identify suitable backup re-
sources at run time. Due to limited capacities of the entities inside
the substrate network, this might fail which results in a failure of re-
covery. The recovery blocking probability metric measures the ratio
of the number of unrecoverable failure scenarios to the total number
of failure scenarios.
Number of migrations The number of migrations refers to the num-
ber of virtual nodes that need to be migrated to new facility nodes in
case corresponding substrate nodes fail. Typically, at least the virtual
nodes hosted on the failing substrate nodes have to be moved. Other
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constraints, like maximum path length, might however trigger even
more migrations. Since migrations are resource intensive, they should
be kept to a minimum.
other metrics
Runtime of the algorithm The runtime of algorithms can be used
to compare algorithms with respect to the execution time that they
need to compute an actual embedding result. For most real-life sys-
tems, runtime is a crucial factor, with a direct tradeoff between timely
completion and quality of embedding results (e.g. cost/revenue).
Number of coordination messages For a distributed embedding ap-
proach, various messages between substrate nodes need to be ex-
changed for coordination purposes. The number of coordination mes-
sages is one related metric that can be used to determine and com-
pare the communication overhead between different distributed ap-
proaches.
Active substrate nodes The number of active substrate nodes is
related to the average length of substrate paths, because additional
nodes are used to forward communication data between end nodes.
Therefore, the probability that previously switched off nodes are se-
lected to forward data rises. Regarding energy efficiency, the number
of nodes that need to be turned on for an embedding can be a rough
estimation of power consumption. In general, the ratio between run-
ning nodes and the total number of substrate nodes could be taken
into account.
2.2.2.6 Simulation tools
In order to evaluate VNE algorithms, simulation tools have been de-
veloped by a number of authors. Typically, algorithms are run with a
randomly generated set of scenarios. Each of these scenarios consists
of a SN and a number of VNRs to be embedded. Appropriate param-
eters are assigned to both substrate and virtual resources. After the
algorithms have tried to embed the VNRs, the results are evaluated
using one or more of the metrics described in Section 2.2.2.5. VNE
practitioners can use these simulation tools to develop and test their
own VNE algorithms or to compare the performance of existing al-
gorithms with regard to new metrics. This subsection presents three
exemplary implementations of VNE simulation tools. Although this
list is far from being comprehensive, it still indicates where one can
start with practical VNE experiments.
The first example is the Vineyard VNE simulation tool by Chowd-
hury1. It has been used to validate the DViNE and RViNE VNE al-
1 http://www.mosharaf.com/ViNE-Yard.tar.gz
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gorithms [45, 36]. Vineyard uses the GT-ITM network topology gen-
erator for random scenario generation. It is written in C++ with
some accompanying shell scripts. It can evaluate revenue, cost, stress,
and acceptance ratios. It has been extended in several other pa-
pers [40, 61, 62] to cover new VNE aspects.
Another example for a VNE simulation tool is the VNE Simulator
developed by Yu2. Similar to Vineyard, the tool is written in the C
programming language with some supporting shell scripts. It also
uses the Georgia Tech Internetwork Topology Models (GT-ITM) net-
work topology generator to generate network scenarios. It has been
introduced in [41] to demonstrate the advantages of path splitting in
virtual networks. Since then it has also been used and extended in a
number of other publications [46, 63, 64].One contribution of









One of the contributions of this thesis is the easy to use VNE sim-
ulation environment called “ALEVIN” [FBD+11]. The results have
been made available online3. ALEVIN uses a Waxman generator to
create random network topologies. ALEVIN is a Java project with
well-defined interfaces to implement new VNE algorithms and met-
rics. It comes with a number of pre-implemented algorithms drawn
from several VNE papers. Moreover, it comes with extensive users
and developers documentation, making it easy for others to jumpstart
their evaluation. Several of the metrics mentioned in Section 2.2.2.5
have already been implemented in ALEVIN. By now, ALEVIN has
been used in a number of publications [BHD+11, DSB+11, BHD+12]
to compare VNE algorithms and evaluate new approaches to the VNE
problem.
2.2.3 A taxonomy of VNE approaches
In this section, the criteria summarized in Table 2.3 are applied to clas-
sify the different approaches proposed to solve VNE by the research
community. The categories discussed in Section 2.2.1.6 are used to
group similar approaches. Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 list approaches
in their respective categories. Each of them is further characterized,
considering the coordination of VNE subproblems, as introduced in
Section 2.2.2.3. Moreover, for each approach the applied optimization
strategy is shown (see Section 2.2.2.4). Further comments describe in-
dividual contributions by each proposal. Approaches that appear in
more than one category are marked with an asterisk (*). This happens,
when an approach can be implemented in two ways (e.g. either static
or dynamic).
The C/S/C category groups the set of proposals taking the straight-
forward approach, where aspects such as distributed behavior, dy-
namicity and redundancy are not considered. Algorithms in this cat-
2 https://github.com/minlanyu/embed
3 http://alevin.sf.net/
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Table 2.3: VNE classification criteria
Criterion Values Comments
Category C/S/C, C/S/R, C/D/C, C/D/R
D/S/C, D/S/R, D/D/C,
D/D/R
Categories defined in Sec-
tion 2.2.1.6: Centralized or
Distributed / Static or Dynamic /
Concise or Redundant
Coordination Uncoordinated, One Stage,
Two Stages, InterInP
Variants of the algorithms specified
in Section 2.2.2.3
Strategy Heuristic, Metaheuristic, Ex-
act
Strategies used by the proposed ap-
proaches to solve VNE (see Sec-
tion 2.2.2.4)
egory will operate in a centralized manner, expecting full knowledge
of VNRs in advance, and providing concise solutions to the prob-
lem. The first VNE algorithms that have been proposed took this ap-
proach, with many other algorithms following. A taxonomy of these
approaches is presented in the upper part of Table 2.4.
The VNE approaches belonging to the C/D/C category are grouped
in the second part of Table 2.4. This set of proposals is able to per-
form a dynamic reconfiguration of currently mapped VNRs once a
new VNR arrives. Mappings are concise and the algorithms run on
a central instance. Dynamic approaches typically are more challeng-
ing – this leads to fewer publications in this category, compared to
centralized, static approaches.
The VNE approaches belonging to the C/S/R category are again
centralized and static. However, they consider redundancy. An exam-
ple for this are embeddings that use multi-path virtual link mapping
solutions. Redundancy can be used to increase resiliency when fail-
ures in nodes and links are foreseen. The VLiM stage is NP-hard if
each virtual link must be allocated to a single path in the SN (cf.
Section 2.2.1.1). However, if the virtual link can be mapped to multi-
ple paths, VLiM may be reduced to the well-known multicommodity
flow problem that can be solved in affordable execution time. As a
consequence, a significant number of the existing approaches solve
the VNE using multi-path for VLiM. The first part of Table 2.5 shows
the taxonomy of the approaches in this category.
The second part of Table 2.5 groups the set of approaches that use
redundancy to perform the reconfiguration of already mapped VNRs.
The algorithms still run on a central instance. It can be seen that only
few approaches try to combine redundancy and dynamicity.
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Category Reference Strategy Coordination Contribution
C/S/C [35] Inführ and Raidl (2011) Exact One Stage Provides delay, location and routing con-
straints
[65] Liu et al. (2011) Exact One Stage Exact VNE based on correspondence matrices
[66] Trinh et al. (2011) Exact One Stage Exact VNE problem with SLA QoS guaran-
tees
[67] Pages et al. (2012) Exact/MetaheuristicOne Stage Introduces the VNE for optical networks
[52] Lischka and Karl (2009) Heuristic One Stage Provides one stage VNE. Based on SID
[68] Di et al. (2010) Heuristic One Stage Improvement of the approach in [52]
[69] Ghazar and Saaman
(2011)
Heuristic One Stage Introduces hierarchical management of the
SN
[70, 71] Yun et al. (2011-
2012)
Heuristic One Stage First VNE approach in wireless multihop net-
works. Introduces metrics and feasibility mea-
sures for wireless VNE
[64] Chen et al. (2012) Heuristic One Stage Reduces resource fragmentation
[72] Yu et al. (2012) Heuristic One Stage One step VNE that increases coordination
[73] Liu et al. (2011) Heuristic Two Stages Improves coordination based on nodes prox-
imity
[33, 34] Sheng et al. (2011-
2012)
Heuristic Two Stages Opportunistic resource sharing to deal with
load fluctuation
[74] Li et al. (2012) Heuristic Two Stages Topology awareness to enforce VNE coordina-
tion
[75] Lu and Turner (2006) Heuristic Uncoordinated Embedding in specific backbone-star VN
topologies
[41] Yu et al.* (2008) Heuristic Uncoordinated Utilizes the KSP algorithm [42] for VLiM
[76] Razzaq and Siraj (2010) Heuristic Uncoordinated Different K values in KSP based VLiM
[77] Razzaq et al. (2011) Heuristic Uncoordinated Investigates the VNE impact of bottlenecked
nodes
[78] Nogueira et al. (2011) Heuristic Uncoordinated VNE considering SN resources heterogeneity
[79] Leivadeas et al.* (2011) Heuristic Uncoordinated Introduces VNE for wireless network testbeds
[BHFDM13, BHD+11]
Botero et al. (2011-2013)
Heuristic Uncoordinated Introduces hidden hop constraints
[80] Zhu and Ammar*
(2006)
Heuristic Uncoordinated Provides a balanced link and node stress in
the SN
[59] Fajjari et al. (2011) Metaheuristic One Stage Max-Min Ant Colony metaheuristic VNE ap-
proach
[81] Cheng et al. (2012) Metaheuristic One Stage Accelerates convergence of PSO VNE meta-
heuristic with topology aware node rank-
ing [46]
[82] Zhang et al. (2012) Heuristic Uncoordinated Maps one virtual node in several substrate
nodes
[83] Di et al. (2012) Heuristic One Stage Coordinated VNE reducing the number of
backtracks by carefully chosing the first vir-
tual node to map
[84] Abedifar and Eshghi
(2012)
Heuristic Uncoordinated Introduces VNE in the optical domain trying
to minimize the number of λs per link
[85] Aris Leivadeas et al.
(2012)
Heuristic Coordinated Considers importance of virtual nodes for em-
bedding
[86] Tae-Ho Lee et al. (2012) Heuristic InterInP clustering of virtual networks in multi-
provider environment
C/D/C [30] Fajjari et al. (2011) Heuristic One Stage Migration of nodes with bottlenecked adja-
cent links
[87] Bienkowski et al. (2010) Heuristic Two Stages Migration when service access position
changes
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[80] Zhu and Ammar*
(2006)
Heuristic Uncoordinated Reduce the cost of periodic reconfigurations
[88] Fan and Ammar (2006) Heuristic Uncoordinated Reduces the cost of VNRs reconfiguration
[89] Cai et al. (2010) Heuristic Uncoordinated Reconfiguration based on SN evolution
[90] Shun-li and Xue-song
(2011)
Heuristic Uncoordinated Identifies mapped virtual nodes and links
with not optimal mapping and migrate them
to save SN resources
[91] Sun et al. (2012) Heuristic Uncoordinated Introduces the VNE problem for evolving
VNRs
D/S/C [92, 93] Houidi et al. (2010) Heuristic Uncoordinated First distributed approach to solve VNE. Pro-
poses a VNE protocol to manage the commu-
nication among substrate nodes
[94] Xin et al. (2011) Heuristic InterInP Introduces the InterInP VNE for networked
clouds
[95] Lv et al. (2011) Heuristic InterInP InterInP VNE using hierarchical virtual re-
source organization
[51] Houidi et al.* (2011) Exact InterInP VNR is split assigning each subVN in differ-
ent InPs. Provides exact and heuristic splitting
approaches
[96] Leivadeas et al.* (2012) Heuristic InterInP Graph partitioning InterInP VNE using a
heuristic integrating a min k-cut algorithm fol-
lowed by subgraph isomorphism
D/D/C [97] Marquezan et al. (2010) Heuristic Uncoordinated First distributed dynamic approach. Reorga-
nizes the SN when VNs demands change
Table 2.4: Taxonomy of concise VNE approaches
Category Reference Strategy Coordination Contribution
C/S/R [51] Houidi et al.* (2011) Exact One Stage First approach providing an ILP exact solu-
tion
[98] Zhang et al. (2011) Exact One Stage Optimal resilient solution attaining an en-
hanced QoS mapping. Provides diversified
substrate back-up paths
[BHD+12] Botero et al.
(2012)
Exact One Stage Introduces the energy-aware VNE
[99] Wang and Wolf (2011) Exact One Stage Redefines the VNR as a traffic matrix
[100, 101, 102] Shamsi and
Brockmeyer (2007-2009)
Heuristic One Stage Recover link failures by providing backup
paths with intermediate nodes
[103] Koslovski et al. (2010) Heuristic One Stage Introduces reliabilty as a service offered by
the InP. Reliable VNEs based on subgraph iso-
morphism detection
[104] Yu et al. (2010) Heuristic One Stage Introduces failure-dependent protection with
a back-up solution for each regional failure
[105] Lv et al. (2012) Heuristic One Stage Introduces looses to multicast VNE in wire-
less mesh networks
[45, 36] Chowdhury et al.
(2009-2011)
Heuristic Two Stages Coordination in VNE using multi-path for
VLiM
[40] Rahman et al. (2010) Heuristic Two Stages Upon a failure, the economic penalty is mini-
mized by the pre-reservation of a bandwidth
quota for back-up in SN links
[61] Butt et al.* (2010) Heuristic Two Stages VNE awareness of the SN bottlenecked re-
sources
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[38] Yeow et al. (2010) Heuristic Two Stages Introduces sharing among back up resources.
Reduces resources allocated for redundancy
[106] Sun et al. (2011) Heuristic Two Stages Resilient VNE optimizing the embedding cost
and reducing computational complexity
[39] Yu et al. (2011) Heuristic Two Stages Resilient VNE analyzing failures in substrate
nodes
[41] Yu et al.* (2008) Heuristic Uncoordinated Introduces the multi-path approach for VLiM
[107] Gao et al. (2010) Heuristic Uncoordinated Improvement of the approach in [45]
[108] Yang et al. (2010) Heuristic Uncoordinated Divides the SN in regions to reduce VNE com-
plexity
[109] Zho et al. (2010) Heuristic Uncoordinated Maps one virtual node to multiple substrate
nodes
[110] Chen et al. (2010) Heuristic Uncoordinated Reactive resiliency protection approach
against failures during the online VNE
process. Considers just substrate link failures
[111] Yu et al. (2011) Heuristic Uncoordinated Proactive VNE approach offering protection
against SN link failures for links with high
stress
[32] Sun et al. (2011) Heuristic Uncoordinated Introduces stochastic BW demand to the VNE
[63] Lu et al. (2011) Heuristic Uncoordinated Introduces load balancing in links
[37] Guo et al. (2011) Heuristic Uncoordinated Proactive resilient VLiM approach sharing
back-up paths
[46] Cheng et al. (2011) Metaheuristic Two Stages Introduces topology-awareness in VNE
[112] Sheng et al. (2011) Metaheuristic Two Stages Embedding time depends on VNR lifetime.
Uses simulated annealing metaheuristic
[60] Zhang et al. (2012) Metaheuristic Two Stages Introduces particle swarm optimizaton (PSO)
metaheuristic
[113] Sun et al. (2012) Metaheuristic Two Stages Introduces VNE in multi-datacenter environ-
ments
[114] Lv et al. (2012) Metaheuristic Uncoordinated Introduces VNE in wireless mesh networks
[96] Leivadeas et al.* (2012) Heuristic Two Stages Uses the approach in [36] to solve the VNE for
an arbitrary pool of heterogeneous resources
[62] Masti and Raghavan
(2012)
Heuristic Two Stages VNE considering the residual capacity of the
substrate links
[115] Zhang et al. (2012) Exact/Heuristic One Stage Recover link failures providing disjoint SN
backup paths
C/D/R [61] Butt et al.* (2010) Heuristic Two Stages Reactive reconfiguration of virtual links and
nodes causing rejection to less critical SN re-
gions
[41] Yu et al.* (2010) Heuristic Uncoordinated Reconfigure the embedding by changing the
splitting ratio in the multipath VLiM solution
[116] Schaffrath et al. (2010) Exact One Stage ILP-based VNE. Dynamically reconfigures ex-
isting mappings
[117] Chen et al. (2011) Heuristic Two Stages Periodic reconfiguration of SN nodes with
high utilization
D/S/R [47] Chowdhury et al. (2010) Heuristic InterInP First InterInP VNE proposal. Mediates be-
tween InP and SP interests. VNR is split
across InPs and embedded locally
D/D/R [118] Houidi et al. (2010) Heuristic Two Stages Fault-tolerant VNE that acts upon node and
link failures
Table 2.5: Taxonomy of redundant VNE approaches
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Until now, there has been little interest of the research community
in finding distributed solutions for the VNE. This is likely due to
the fact that distributed algorithms are significantly harder to imple-
ment. Moreover, it will be more difficult to reach near-optimal solu-
tions with a distributed algorithm. As such, there are only a few ap-
proaches to list here. The lower parts of Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 show The taxonomy of
existing VNE
proposals shows a
lack of research in
distributed VNE
solutions
the existing approaches in the D/S/C, D/S/R, D/D/C and D/D/R cate-
gories.
2.2.4 Emerging research directions
This section highlights the future research directions of VNE. Three
main fields that may propel the VNE research in the near future are
identified: Approaches inside the categories of distributed proposals,
VNE proposals looking for the optimization of new objectives and the
application of VNE in specific network environments.
2.2.4.1 Distributed VNE
Since the VNE problem is NP-hard, finding an optimal embedding
is computationally complex. Therefore, most approaches tend to re-
lax the original problem, focusing on near-optimal solutions. How-
ever, even these heuristic approaches do not scale well for large net-
works [92]. Instead of relying on a single, central node that computes
all the embeddings, virtual network requests can be distributed to
multiple substrate nodes. In this way, load can be spread, possibly in-
creasing scalability. Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 show that, currently, there
is a lack of distributed solutions for the VNE.
The only static and concise approach that performs intraInP VNE
in a distributed way was proposed by Houidi et al. in [92]. Although
it solves the weaknesses of centralized approaches, it suffers from The comprehensive
survey of VNE
allowed to identify








two main problems: Excessive number of messages and suboptimal
embedding cost.
This thesis tackles the aforementioned insufficiency, Chapter 4 in-
troduces a distributed VNE framework that reduces the message over-
head by using clustering techniques that, in turn, confine the embed-
ding tasks to a reduced subset of the SN, thereby reducing the em-
bedding cost.
Until now, there is also a lack of VNE distributed solutions pro-
viding resiliency. The main interest of the research community has
focused on offering resiliency by setting up back up resources at the
provisioning time in a centralized way. However, the field of reac-
tive and distributed embedding reconfiguration that acts in real time
upon a failure has been only treated in one paper so far [118]. Unfor-
tunately, it does not evaluate the optimality of the solution after re-
configuration and results in a considerable overhead of interchanged
messages for big SNs.
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Figure 2.10: Green VNE
2.2.4.2 Emerging VNE objectives
Recently, VNE has acquired importance in two fields: Green Network-
ing and Security.
green networking Resource consolidation (several virtual in-
stances in one physical resource), will be an enabler for energy sav-
ings in future infrastructure networks. Currently, some green strate-
gies to allocate resources in cloud computing environments have been
proposed. In [119], Chang and Wu propose an heuristic approach
that seeks for the minimization of the computing and communica-
tions power of applications instantiated in a cloud substrate. In [120],
Yang et al. propose a Green Power Management (GPM) to perform
the virtual machine migration in cloud environments thanks to a dy-
namic resource allocation that seeks the ideal load balancing amongst
virtual machines.
In network virtualization environments, if the VNE main goal is
switched to the minimization of the power consumption, the SN can
be dynamically dimensioned for current traffic demand rather than
for peak demand. Due to power consumption insensitiveness of cur-
rent network equipment to traffic load [121], the best approach to
minimize the power consumption is to switch off or hibernate as
many networking resources (nodes and links) as possible without
compromising the network performance. The energy-aware dynamic
VNE should be performed during low traffic demand periods, when
some routers and interfaces can be switched off by rerouting the traf-
fic to a smaller set of consolidated network equipment, as shown in
Figure 2.10. Due to limited resource capacities, this sometimes leads
to longer substrate paths between entities, which not only has side-
effects to communication delays but also increases embedding costs.
So in general, there is a trade-off between these objectives which
should be taken into account.
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One of the main contributions of this thesis is the energy-aware
VNE approach called Energy-Aware Virtual Network Embedding
(EA-VNE) [BHD+12] (see Chapter 5). EA-VNE’s main goal is to mini-
mize the switched on nodes and links after a VNR is mapped. How-
ever, EA-VNE uses exact ILP and just provides an optimal bound
to evaluate future heuristic based algorithms. Furthermore, network-
ing resources are assumed to be homogeneous with regard to their
power consumption which is not a realistic assumption. The study
also concludes that, as VN traffic load increases, the solution saves
energy but at high costs in terms of acceptance ratio. To solve these
issues, the second energy-aware VNE contribution presented in this
thesis, published in [BH13], modifies and improves EA-VNE by in-
troducing embedding cost and load balancing to its ILP formulation.
Besides, as MIP-based energy-efficient VNE approaches are hard to
solve for large network sizes and have an adverse effect in the number
of successful embeddings, an heuristic approach to reconfigure, min-
imizing the energy consumption, the allocation of already embedded
virtual networks, is proposed.
Future research could be focused in the provision of heuristic
energy-aware strategies that find near-optimal solutions in reason-
able running times. Besides, topology and load dependence are non-
negligible aspects in power consumption. Current ISPs topologies
are hierarchical with many network elements consuming low power
amounts at the bottom and few network elements consuming higher
amounts in the top. The recent development of green Information
and Communications Technology (ICT) equipment [122] - where the
power consumption depends on the load - can also be subject of fu-
ture research in energy-aware VNE.
security In a virtualized future Internet, virtual network opera-
tors are envisioned to rent infrastructure from physical infrastructure
providers, as indicated in Section 2.1. Virtual networks can be hosted
on the hardware of multiple different InPs. At the same time, one InP
can host networks from multiple VNPs/VNOs. As such, there will
be security requirements on the one hand by the VNOs, and on the
other hand by the InPs. Both parties have an interest to protect their
respective assets (i.e. nodes and links – either physical or virtual).
In such an environment, the different stakeholders each have their
own security requirements. A VNO is interested in having his net-
work hosted on hardware that can offer a sufficient level of security.
On the other hand, an InP will want to ensure that virtual networks
are properly secured and do not run havoc on his equipment. Finally,
different VNOs may distrust one another and require that their vir-
tual infrastructure is not co-hosted on the same physical equipment
in order to minimize the risk of cross-virtualization attacks.
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This issue can not simply be solved by installing additional soft-
ware in either the virtual or the physical nodes. Instead, it is neces-
sary to avoid mappings that will increase risk for one of the stake-
holders. Thus, there is a need for security-aware VNE algorithms. A
security-aware VNE algorithm will have to take these requirements
into account, trying to minimize risk exposure for all involved stake-
holders. As such, it is necessary to allow virtual network operators
and infrastructure providers to express their security needs. A VNE
algorithm should then try to match those requirements as closely as
possible [123].
2.2.4.3 VNE environments
Network virtualization maturity is motivating its application in spe-
cific network environments. For this reason, virtual network embed-
ding strategies are migrating from theoretical to real scenarios trying
to deal with their specific constraints.
wireless networks Wireless networks have become one of the
main type of access technologies nowadays, and virtualization is ex-
pected to be applied in wireless scenarios as well. Wireless links have
broadcast nature and, consequently, the main distinctive feature of
wireless network virtualization is how to virtualize links. Up to now,
there have been some work on link virtualization based on Time-
Division Multiplexing (TDM) [124, 125], Frequency-Division Multi-
plexing (FDM) [126] and space division multiplexing [127, 128].
The main challenge to overcome in VNE for wireless network
comes from the broadcast nature of wireless links that may cause
interference with other wireless links [129].
Recently, some approaches dealing with VNE in wireless environ-
ments have been proposed. An approach to solve VNE in TDM-based
wireless virtualization environments was proposed in [70, 71]. Here,
the authors introduce the feasibility checking to examine whether an
embedding solution is feasible (not easy in wireless environments
due to interference) and embedding performance to provide a measure
on how good an embedding solution is. The approach, however, does
not consider the time-varying conditions that could strongly affect
the embedding performance.
VNE solutions for FDM-based virtualization have been recently
provided in [79, 114, 105]. The approach in [79] introduces VNE for
wireless network testbeds based on FDM link virtualization, while
in [114, 105], the authors introduce VNE for the Wireless Mesh Net-
work (WMN).
As can be noted, until now, VNE in space division multiplexing-
based wireless virtualization environments remains unexplored. Be-
sides, existing approaches miss some paramount characteristics of
wireless environments that should be subject of future work, namely:
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• Mobility: One of the main features of wireless network environ-
ments, is the mobility of their nodes. As a consequence, VNE
dynamic approaches that consider nodes’ mobility as a trigger
for mapping reconfiguration could be incorporated to current
proposals.
• Distribution: Some Wireless network environments are charac-
terized by the lack of a centralized management entity, e.g. ad-
hoc networks. Therefore, distributed VNE approaches in wire-
less networks deserve more interest in the near future.
optical networks The concept of Virtual Optical Network
(VON) is introduced in [67], in turn, virtual optical network mapping
is proposed. The VNE problem in optical environments is defined as
the maximization of the number of mapped VONs from the demand
set given the limited capacity of the optical SN. Two different variants
of the problem are proposed:
• Transparent optical mapping: In this variant of the problem, opti-
cally transparent end-to-end services are provisioned over the
VON. Transparent services mean that the optical VN is not
assumed to have electronic termination capabilities in nodes.
Therefore, the VON must allocate the same set of wavelengths
for every virtual link.
• Opaque optical mapping: This variant assumes electronic capabil-
ities in the optical VN, so that it is not necessary to allocate
the same set of wavelengths for each virtual link thanks to the
Optical-Electrical-Optical conversion.
The problem is formulated and solved with ILP techniques. To
reach feasible running times for larger scenarios, a metaheuris-
tic based on Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedures
(GRASP) [130] is also proposed.
Another VNE approach in the optical domain is presented in [84].
Here, Abedifar and Eshghi propose a VLiM approach that routes the
virtual links on the physical infrastructure and assigns the available
wavelengths to the resulting light paths trying to minimize the used
wavelenghts per physical link.
These are the first approaches in the optical networks field. How-
ever, they open some questions, e.g. how to include the effect of phys-
ical layer impairment degradations in the optical VNE feasibility, es-
pecially in larger networks scenarios.
2.3 conclusion
Virtual Network Embedding is a central problem to be solved when
networks are virtualized. Optimizing the embedding of multiple vir-
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tual networks on one substrate network is computationally difficult
for a number of important metrics. Multiple algorithms approaching
this problem have been discussed in the literature, so far.
This chapter has presented a survey of current work in this area.
A formal description of the VNE problem was provided. A catego-
rization of VNE algorithms along three distinct dimensions (static vs.
dynamic, centralized vs. distributed, concise vs. redundant) was de-
veloped. A list of optimization metrics was presented. A number of
algorithmical approaches to the VNE problem was discussed. Finally,
this information was used to create a taxonomy of VNE algorithms
proposed in the literature.
There are a number of opportunities for future work in this area. It
is to be noted, that the category of distributed VNE algorithms has re-
ceived only sparse attention, so far. This thesis proposes an approach
to alleviate this deficit in Chapter 4, in particular since centralized al-
gorithms will always be prone to the criticism of having a single-point
of failure. Moreover, there are also novel directions of VNE research
like energy efficiency or security which have also been largely ne-
glected by the scientific community up to now. New work in this area
will have to define appropriate new metrics for the VNE problem
and develop algorithms that will optimize according to power-saving
or security-enhancing goals. Chapter 5 presents the first approxima-
tion to the energy-aware VNE and proposes exact and heuristic algo-
rithms to solve it. The application of virtualization to real networking
environments, e.g. wireless networks, is currently being studied by
the scientific community. The definition of algorithms that study the
VNE problem with a focus on environment-based constraints is also
an exciting branch for future research.
Part II
C O N T R I B U T I O N S T O T H E V N E P R O B L E M

3
D I S C O V E R I N G PAT H S F O R C E N T R A L I Z E D V N E
”If you do not change direction, you may end up where you are heading“
Gautama Buddha
This chapter is devoted to present two main contributions of this
thesis to the VLiM: The introduction of hidden hops demands and
the utilization of a mathematical multi-constraint routing framework
called paths algebra to solve the virtual link mapping stage.
Up to now, existing VNE approaches did not include the virtual
link demands of the hidden hops (an intermediate node in the SN
path performing the VLiM of a determined virtual link). Also, they
considered a limited number of single linear constraints: CPU in
nodes and BW in links. Paths algebra provides the flexibility to intro-
duce an unlimited number of linear and non-linear constraints and
metrics to the problem while finding all the eligible paths in the SN to
perform the virtual link mapping resulting in better and more flexible
embeddings.
The introduction of the hidden hop demand concept is published
in [BHFDM13, BHD+11] with the collaboration of Andreas Fischer
and Hermann De Meer from the Chair of Computer Networks and
Communications of the University of Passau (Germany). The vir-







addition of a flexible
VLiM solution based
on the paths algebra
framework
[BMHSA13]. This work was developed as a collaboration between
Juan Felipe Botero and Xavier Hesselbach from the Telematics Depart-
ment of the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya and Miguel Molina
and Jose Roberto Amazonas from the Department of telecommunica-
tions and control engineering of the University of São Paulo (Brazil).
3.1 introduction
The virtual link mapping consists on how to route the virtual link
demands between the pair of substrate nodes hosting the extremes of
this virtual link (see Section 2.2.1.1). In this chapter, two contributions
that deal with VLiM are presented: The addition of new demands
caused by virtual link demands into hidden hops inside the SN paths
and the addition of flexibility to the single-path VLiM solution thanks
to the use of the paths algebra mathematical framework.
Hidden hops make reference to the intermediate nodes of a directed
path in the SN that is mapping a specific virtual link of a VNR. The
first contribution presented in this chapter is the introduction of hid-
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den hop demands. This thesis claims that a hidden hop entails a re-
source demand because it has to perform packet forwarding of the
traffic that will pass through this virtual link.
Several implementation ways of QoS control (either by the net-Hidden hops are the
intermediate nodes








work, directly by the application or via a mixed solution [131, 132,
133, 134, 135]) and the singular nature of each QoS parameters (avail-
ability, distance, flow, etc.) allow several network routing solutions to
be proposed such as: Exact and approximated routing algorithms, al-
gorithms based on backward-forward heuristics, linear composition,
hybrid, random, routing computation from the origin or destination,
reservation and resource allocation protocols etc. [136, 137, 138, 139].
In practice however, the multi-constraint routing problem is NP-
complete [140, 141], and as such, it is possible to verify that many of
the aforementioned solutions are restricted either by the size of the
networks or by their topology, and their intuitive portability does not
work for other applications. Normally, current solutions are focused
on a specific type of metric (additive, multiplicative or concave). For
instance, the use of an heuristic originally designed for distance met-
rics such as Dijkstra does not converge with another kind of metrics
such as flow [142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147].
Analyzing this problem under the perspective of protocols design,
it has been necessary to conceive an heuristic or an algorithm to en-
sure the routing convergence for different types of QoS metrics or
QoS metrics composition, in which this problem could be addressed
from an integrated and generic manner by means of a mathematical
framework that allows to validate the proposed solutions indepen-
dently of network topology or implementation details [148].
Therefore, besides establishing a homogeneous mathematical basis,
the concepts of paths algebra used in this work [149, 150] provide a
guideline for developing a traffic engineering adaptive tool in which
users can define their own path searching policy that can be closer
to the existing traffic profile of their networks. The paths algebra is a
mathematical framework that allows the validation and convergence
analysis of the mono and multi-constraint routing problems indepen-
dently of the network topology or size.
In addition, such mathematical framework allows for systemati-
cally comparing different mono-constraint and multi-constraint rout-
ing heuristics concerning their convergence guarantees, best path con-
vergence and loop avoidance, and validating a generic and homoge-
neous solution that can be integrated into a single mathematical out-
line, flexible enough to be used in the development of new routing
protocols that can be used either inside of a single administrative do-
main -Autonomous System (AS)- or across different ASs.
To accommodate a demand between two virtual nodes inside a
virtual network, in this chapter, only one path is taken into ac-
count. This is often a realistic restriction due to the routing proto-
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col used, or simply because it is an explicit management require-
ment. However, multi-path approaches have been proposed. To avoid
the NP-completeness of the virtual link mapping, some VNE pro-
posals [41, 45, 36, 51] split the virtual link demand and transport
it through multiple SN paths (multi-path mapping). To do this, the
virtual link mapping is reduced to the Multicommodity Flow Prob-
lem [43] that provides a multi-path routing solution for each virtual
link using optimal linear programming algorithms. It is worth noting
that optimal linear solutions are not available when the considered
constraints are not linear (e.g. packet loss ratio or availability) and
that, although the support of path splitting in the SN entails optimal
link mapping solutions, the difficulty of its implementation is higher
due to packet re-sequencing [151].
Most of the existing VNE proposals treat the single-path VLiM







can be performed in
a multi-constraint
basis, i.e. virtual





virtual link in substrate paths that minimize/maximize the usage of
one resource (typically bandwidth). This chapter introduces a virtual
link mapping approach supporting multiple constraints thanks to the
paths algebra routing framework.
The virtual link mapping stage of the VNE problem may be seen
as a set of multiple multi-constraint routing problems. VLiM corre-
sponds to finding the best route(s) on the substrate network for each
virtual link in the VN, where best implies the adoption of some opti-
mization criteria.
The paths algebra is an adequate mathematical framework to explore
the design space. It solves the multi-constraint problem using linear
metrics as bandwidth, number of hops and delay, or non-linear met-
rics as availability and package loss rate. It can also use a combination
of metrics as, for example, QoS taken as:
QoS = f(THRU, PDT, PDV, PLR),
where:
• Throughput (THRU);
• Packet Delay Transfer (PDT);
• Packet Delay Variation (PDV)→ delay jitter;
• Packet Loss Rate (PLR).
In this case, QoS is a function of physical parameters associated to
the network performance.
However, considering that network virtualization is mainly a busi-
ness strategy, the important metrics may be cost and revenue. The
paths algebra may also use these metrics and, for example, associate
them with the QoS.
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Such flexibility associated to its computing efficiency makes the
paths algebra a suitable tool to perform the VLiM stage inside the
VNE.
The second contribution presented in this chapter is then the in-
troduction of a flexible approach, based on the paths algebra frame-
work, that provides a methodology to solve the link mapping stage
of the VNE. Using paths algebra, VLiM can be performed in a multi-
constraint basis, that is, virtual links can be mapped to substrate paths
that are characterized by an unlimited number of constraints (or com-
bination of constraints). For instance, if the instantiated VN runs an
application that demands extremely low delay and also low packet
loss rate, the proposed approach is able to rapidly provide all the
SN paths ordered in first place by delay and then by PLR, so that,
the virtual link mapping can choose the best suited path for each vir-
tual link. VNE strategies using the proposed VLiM strategy can be
categorized as uncoordinated C/S/C approaches (see Chapter 2).
After this Introduction, Section 3.2 provides an insight of the pos-
sible demands that hidden hops entail and present the evaluation of
several well known VNE algorithms in presence of hidden hop de-
mands. To motivate the need for the paths algebra-based VLiM solu-
tion, Section 3.3 identifies the limitations of the existing VLiM strate-
gies. Section 3.4 summarizes the paths algebra framework, while Sec-
tion 3.5 introduces the novel paths algebra-based strategy to solve
the VNE problem. Section 3.6 presents the simulations scenarios and
experimental results. At last, Section 3.7 concludes the chapter and
indicates the future work.
3.2 hidden hop demand and its implications
Mapping a virtual link to a path in the SN obviously uses resources
of the physical links on the path. However, there are also physical
nodes on the path that will be traversed by the virtual link. These are
called hidden hops here. The virtual link will also consume resources
of all hidden hops on the paths. A hidden hop entails a resource
demand because it has to perform packet forwarding of the traffic
that is passing through this virtual link.
3.2.1 Hidden hops: An example
Hidden hop demand depends on the demand in the virtual links and
the node type. Therefore, for each hidden hop l ∈ N in a SN path
mapping a virtual link (ik, jk), the demand is a function HH(ik, jk, l),
l ∈ N, (ik, jk) ∈ Lk calculated from a combination of the virtual link
demand and the node characteristics. It closely depends on the spe-
cific mapping scenario and equipment type.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of parameter categories and their application
Table 3.1: Evaluated algorithms
Notation Algorithm Description
DViNE [45, 36]
SP→ Coordinated node and link mapping with k-
shortest paths
PS→ Coordinated node and link mapping with
Path Splitting
GAR [41]
SP→ Greedy Available Resources with k-shortest
paths
PS→ Greedy Available Resources with Path Split-
ting
As an example of a hidden hop demand calculation, let’s consider
a SN transporting packets with size of 1500 bytes among substrate
nodes as illustrated in Figure 3.1 (node type extracted from [152]).
Assuming that CPU and bandwidth capacity units are scaled in a
way that 100 CPU units = 2.66 GHz and 100 BW units = 1Gbps, the
hidden hops CPU demand, due to the virtual link bandwidth de-
mand, is calculated based on the number of cycles used to process a
packet in the node when it is totally loaded (40000, in this case). One
bandwidth demand unit is equivalent to ∼ 833 packets/sec, therefore,
the amount of CPU units needed to process it is 1.2. That is, the hid-
den hops belonging to the SN path mapped to the virtual link (ik, jk)
CPU demand will be 1.2 multiplied by the units of BW demand of
the virtual link (ik, jk).
3.2.2 Evaluation of hidden hops Incidence
To evaluate the incidence of hidden hop demands, several VNE al-
gorithms are compared in different scenarios with different SNs, as
well as different VNs, which cause a certain average resource load
(the generation of load-based scenarios is detailed in Section 3.6.3.1).
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Figure 3.2: Evaluation of VNRs acceptance ratio with and without hidden
hops
In this work, CPU cycles, denoted by capCPU, and bandwidth, de-
noted by capBW are considered as node and link resources, respec-
tively, in the substrate network. Resource values are uniformly dis-Including a hidden
hop demand
equivalent to the




decrease of the VNs
acceptance ratio
tributed with a maximum of capmaxCPU = 100 and cap
max
BW = 100. As a
trade-off between runtime of some algorithms and realistic scenarios,
the number of substrate nodes and the number of virtual nodes per
virtual network are chosen to be 50 and 20, respectively. Significant
results were obtained by choosing 15 VNs to be embedded and per-
forming 10 runs for each set of scenario parameters with a confidence
level of 95%. Table 3.1 lists the evaluated VNE algorithms. For details
of these algorithms, please refer to Chapter 2.
The evaluated algorithms were challenged by including a hidden
hop demand factor of 0.5, i.e. each hidden hop on a substrate path
will have a CPU demand equivalent to the 50% of the realized vir-
tual link’s demand. Figure 3.2 shows the VN acceptance ratio of the
evaluated algorithms with the hidden hop factor and the behavior of
the algorithms without considering hidden hops. The decrease of the
VNs acceptance ratio is very noticeable (up to 50% in the worst case).
These results show the importance of hidden hop constraints. If
VNE approaches do not take them into consideration, the obtained
results neglect the effect of the extra demand in SN nodes, producing
non-reliable results with regard to acceptance ratio and embedding
cost.
3.3 shortcomings of existing vlim strategies
Depending on the assumption taken for the SN, the VLiM is solved
in two different ways in the existing VNE proposals (see Chapter 2):
Single and multi-path mapping. In single-path mapping, each virtual
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link must be mapped just to a single path in the SN whereas in multi-
path mapping each virtual link demand can be carried out by several







To consider a unique substrate path to transport a virtual link
(single-path mapping) is often a realistic restriction due to the used
routing protocol, or simply an explicit management requirement stip-
ulating avoidance of packet re-sequencing in receiving nodes. How-
ever, the problem of mapping multiple virtual link demands to a
set of single paths in the SN is NP-Complete [BHFDM13]. Conse-
quently, existing VNE proposals resolve single-path link mapping us-
ing heuristics based on K shortest path routing algorithms for increas-
ing k [80, 52, 41, 46]. This greedy solution allows to find the best path
working in a mono-constraint basis, optimizing just one constraint or
a function combining a set of constraints characterized by a specific
type of metric (additive, multiplicative or concave).
In this chapter, a flexible strategy to solve the single-path VLiM
based on paths algebra is proposed. Contrary to K shortest path-
based mono-constraint approaches, the multi-constraint routing al-
gorithm based on paths algebra Loop Avoidance by the DestiNa-
tion (LADN) [150] is able to find all the possible paths between each
pair of nodes in the SN and organize them based on an unlimited
number of constraints (or combination of constraints). LADN is com- Here, a flexible







posed of four stages: SEARCHPATH (discovers all paths between
each pair of SN nodes), SORTPATH (selects only cycle-free paths),
EVALUATEPATH (characterizes each path based on the defined link
parameters) and ORDERPATH (orders the paths according to the
defined metrics and priorities). The proposed strategy tries to map
each virtual link in the best compliant path (previously sorted by
LADN). Also, the proposed strategy supports linear and non-linear
constraints, or even a combination of them.
Summarizing, the contributions of the paths algebra-based VLiM
strategy are threefold:
• It introduces constraint flexibility. Besides CPU and BW, an un-
limited number of constraints can be introduced. The multi-
constraint routing problem can be solved using any set of met-
rics resulting of the combination of different constraints.
• As well as linear, non-linear constraints can be easily introduced
in paths algebra.
• Paths algebra finds all eligible paths between each pair of nodes
in the SN. This feature can be used for virtual network resiliency
or online topology changes in mapped VNs.
The paths algebra framework allows to consider multi-constraint
routing with linear and not linear constraints providing a more flexi-
ble and extensible solution for the VLiM stage of the VNE.
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3.4 the paths algebra framework
In 1979, trying to analyze and solve path searching problems in di-
rected graphs, Carré [153] proposed a paths algebra that allowed to
validate the mono-constraint routing algorithms and analyze their
convergence under a single paradigm independently of the network
topology.
Taking this first approach as a reference, 20 years later, in [142],
Gouda and Schneider included the multi-constraint routing problem
and proposed a formal definition of routing metrics based on three ba-
sic metrics types: Flow, distance and reliability; and two metrics com-
positions: Additive composition and lexical composition. The main
contribution of Gouda and Schneider is the identification and valida-
tion of two properties: Boundedness1 and isotonicity2, as the neces-
sary and sufficient conditions to maximize a metric or, in other words,
to build a tree using only the optimized paths that connect a starting
node to all other nodes in a network.
Using the previous ideas, in [154], Sobrinho redefined the concept
of paths algebra presented by Carré and the previously described
properties defined by Gouda and Schneider. Sobrinho also indicated
that isotonicity is a necessary and sufficient condition to enable the
hop-by-hop routing and to ensure the best path computation through
a generalized Dijkstra algorithm. In [154], Sobrinho also proposed the
strict isotonicity property as the necessary and sufficient condition to
be followed by the path weight function in a hop-by-hop routing for
loop avoidance. Subsequently, in [155], Sobrinho expands the algebra
presented before incorporating the concepts of labels and signatures
without analyzing the multi-constraint problem.
In 2008, in [150], Herman and Amazonas integrated the aforemen-
tioned approaches and proposed a new generic mathematical frame-
work that can be applied without modifications to different applica-
tions. This framework facilitates the inclusion of new metrics, new
ways of computing the resulting values of such metrics along a path
and new ways of comparing these paths while keeping the same
analysis criteria. This new framework also introduces a new prop-
erty, called coherence3, as the necessary and sufficient condition for
a hop-by-hop routing algorithm to converge. The new framework in-
troduced new tie-break criteria that allows to distinguish paths con-
sidered equivalent by the previous approaches. Its basic principle is
the multidimensional lexical ordering.
1 Boundedness can be defined as a generalization of the concept of positive distance cy-
cles, for which a cycle is said free if at least one of its nodes forwards the information
to a node out of the cycle, avoiding the loop
2 The isotonicity property allows keeping the order relation between two different
paths having the same starting node that are extended through the same node [5]
3 Coherence is the existence of at least one direct path between any pairs of source-
destination nodes in a network
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(4, 4, 16) (3, 4, 12) (2, 5, 10)
(5, 3, 15) (2, 5, 10)
(b)
Figure 3.3: (a) Example of a simple path (b) Example of two paths to be
ordered
The main aim of this section is to show how to apply the new paths
algebra framework into the solution of the VLiM stage of the VNE.
Therefore, the mathematical formalism, already discussed in [150, 5],
is not included here. Instead, to make it easy to understand, the paths
algebra framework is presented in a simplified way by means of ex-
amples.
3.4.1 Paths characterization
A network is represented by a directed graph G = (N,L), where N is
the set of vertices and L the set of arcs. Consider the simple path rep-
resented in Figure 3.3.a. The set of vertices is given by N = {1, 2, 3, 4}
and the set of arcs is given by L = {a,b, c}. The source and destina-
tion nodes are (s,d) = (1, 4). This path can be represented either as a
succession of vertices p1,4 or as a succession of arcs pa,c.
In this example, each arc is characterized by a triple (m1(x),m2(x),
f [m1(x),m2(x)]), where: m1(x) and m2(x) are the values of metrics
m1 and m2 on the arc x ∈ L; f [m1(x),m2(x)] is a function of combi-
nation of metrics applied to m1(x) and m2(x).
In general, the paths algebra uses M as the set ofm adopted routing
metrics and F as the set of k metrics combination functions.





 m1(a) m2(a) f [m1(a),m2(a)]m1(b) m2(b) f [m1(b),m2(b)]
m1(c) m2(c) f [m1(c),m2(c)]

A synthesis S[.] is a set of binary operations applied on the values of
the links combined-metrics along a path to obtain a resulting value
that characterizes this path as far as the constraint imposed by the
combined-metric is concerned. So far, the syntheses are restricted to
the following set: {add(), mult(), max(), min()}.
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Table 3.2: Synthesis result of the network given in Figure 3.3.b
Path S1 S2 S3
min max add
γ 2; 3; 4 5; 4; 4 38; 28; 16
θ 2; 5 5; 3 25; 15
If the routing algorithm is mono-constraint, only one value is ob-
tained as the synthesis result and it is called weight-word. If the rout-
ing algorithm is multi-constraint, with k constraints, then k values are
obtained. In this example, S[.] = [S1S2S3]
t. The weight-word has as
many letters as the path’s number of arcs. The first letter corresponds
to the resulting value of the synthesis applied to the whole path; the
second letter corresponds to the resulting value of the synthesis ap-
plied to the sub-path obtained by dropping out the last arc; the last
letter corresponds to the resulting value of the synthesis applied to
the sub-path made of only the first arc. Any number of letters can





represents a j-letters abbreviation; b∞ (S[.]) represents no ab-
breviation, i.e., all letters are taken into account.
3.4.2 Paths ordering
Consider the network represented in Figure 3.3.b where two paths
connect the source node 1 to the destination node 4. These paths
are γ = (1, 2, 3, 4) = (a,b, c) and θ = (1, 5, 4) = (d, e). Each paths’
arc is characterized by a triple (m1(x),m2(x), f [m1(x),m2(x)]), where
f [m1(x),m2(x)] = m1(x)×m2(x). The syntheses to be used in this
example are given by S[.] = [min()max()add()]t.
The result of the synthesis is shown in Table 3.2. A path γ is less
optimized than a path θ, if S[γ] ML S[θ], where ML stands for
multidimensional lexical ordering. In the example ML= {>,6,>},
that is translated by the following ordering relations:
• S1[γ]  S1[θ]⇒ S1[γ] > S1[θ];
• S2[γ]  S2[θ]⇒ S2[γ] 6 S2[θ];
• S3[γ]  S3[θ]⇒ S3[γ] > S3[θ];
Different syntheses also have different priorities. In the example,
S1, S2 and S3 priorities go from the highest to the lowest.
Table 3.3 summarizes the results obtained for three different order-
ing criteria. It is important to realize that the syntheses letters are
examined from the highest priority to the lowest priority synthesis.
The next step, when the paths are considered equivalent, is then to
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b1[S1] b1[S2] b1[S3] S1 ⇒ γ ≡ θ
S2 ⇒ γ ≡ θ
S3 ⇒ γ ≺ θ
b∞[S1] b∞[S2] b∞[S3] S1 ⇒ 1st letters are equal
⇒ γ ≡ θ
S1 ⇒ 2nd letters⇒
3 < 5⇒ θ ≺ γ
b1[S1] b∞[S2] b1[S3] S1 ⇒ γ ≡ θ
S2 ⇒ 1st letters are equal
⇒ γ ≡ θ
S2 ⇒ 2nd letters⇒
4 > 3⇒ θ ≺ γ
examine either the next letter of the same synthesis or will move to
the next synthesis. This is determined by the adopted abbreviation.
3.5 paths algebra-based virtual link mapping
In paths algebra,










This is very useful to
solve the VLiM
The example presented in Section 3.4.2 has shown that the paths alge-
bra provides a great flexibility to the mapping of transport network
requirements. Any set of metrics and combination of metrics can be
employed, different optimization criteria can be examined simulta-
neously and the quality of different solutions can be evaluated. It is
important to realize that lexical ordering will always provide a total
ordering of the paths, while a cartesian product ordering accounts
only for partial ordering.
As far as network virtualization is concerned, once the require-
ments of the virtual networks requests have been annotated in a
weighted digraph, the paths algebra is a useful tool to find a suitable
assignment of the substrate network. It is very powerful to consider
different metrics as spare bandwidth, CPU use, reliability, power con-
sumption, etc. Besides finding the best path between a source and
destination pair of nodes, the paths algebra ranks all eligible paths
from best to worst, along the cost functions values. This is a valuable
information for restoration problems, where alternative paths can be
stored in the database.
Paths algebra-based VLiM approach is uncoordinated, i.e. the sub-
strate node assigned to each virtual node, is known in advance. Node
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Table 3.4: Metrics for virtual link mapping
Metric Definition
Spare CPU Remaining CPU load available in a SN node after
virtual link mapping
Stress Number of virtual instances running on top of a
specific substrate node or link
Spare memory The remaining memory capacity of a node after
mapping a virtual link
Delay The individual delay of a link belonging to the SN
Link Jitter The jitter of a SN link used in the mapping of a
virtual link
Losses The percentage of packet loss in a link belonging
to the SN
Reliability The individual reliability of a link belonging to
the SN
Energy The energy consumed by each SN node to process
the packets
Cost The cost incurred by each SN node to process the
packets
Revenue Revenue produced the SN to carry out the VN
demands
mapping has been discussed in several previous works (see Chap-
ter 2).
Table 3.4 shows some (but not limited to) possible metrics that can
be applied to the virtual link mapping in the VNE. A complete set of
VNE metrics can be found in Section 2.2.2.5.
All metrics are associated as arc weights to the SN, even when they
represent a node characteristic as, for example, the spare memory
capacity. This association will be detailed in Section 3.5.1.
As already mentioned in Section 3.4.1, individual metrics can be
combined into a cost function. There is no restriction neither about
how the metrics are combined nor about the number of metrics plus
cost functions to be used in a specific VNE problem.
The value of a metric (or cost function) along a path and its corre-
sponding sub-paths is evaluated by means of the paths algebra Syn-
thesis operation. As already mentioned, four syntheses may be used:
i) minimization - min(); ii) maximization - max(); iii) addition - add()
and iv) multiplication - mult(). The synthesis to be used is metric de-
pendent. For example, to evaluate the path delay, the links delay must
be added, while to evaluate the path spare bandwidth capacity, the
minimum of the links spare bandwidth must be found.
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The paths algebra has been implemented by the LADN algo-
rithm [150]. In hop-by-hop routing algorithms, each node decides
about the best next hop to forward a packet independently from the
decision by any other node. This may create loops when, for exam-
ple, a node x to reach a destination d decides that the packet has to
be sent to node y and node y to send the packet to the same desti-
nation d decides that the best next hop is node x. The packet will be
traveling forever between x and y. The LADN algorithm takes care
of this situation and enforces the coherence property [149, 150] that
avoids loops.
3.5.1 Solving the VNE
To solve the mapping of virtual links, a paths algebra-based approach
composed of four stages was used in this thesis.
Here, a flexible strategy to solve the single-path virtual link map-
ping based on paths algebra is introduced. Contrary to K shortest
path-based mono-constraint approaches, this proposal uses the paths
algebra-based multi-constraint routing algorithm LADN [150] to ex-
ploit its capability of finding all the possible paths between each pair
of nodes in the SN and organizing them based on an unlimited num-
ber of constraints (or combination of constraints). LADN is composed
of four stages:
• SEARCHPATH discovers all paths between each pair of SN
nodes;
• SORTPATH selects only cycle-free paths;
• EVALUATEPATH characterizes each path based on the defined
link parameters and
• ORDERPATH orders the paths according to the defined metrics
and priorities.
The proposed strategy tries to map each virtual link in the best
compliant path (previously sorted by LADN). Also, it supports linear
and non-linear constraints, or even a combination of them.
3.5.1.1 Dealing with node metrics
The paths algebra has been developed associating weights to the arcs
of the digraph that represents the network. In order to deal with the The proposed VLiM
strategy maps each







metrics associated to the digraph’s nodes it is necessary to perform
the following transformation. Consider, for example, the part of a di-
graph shown in Figure 3.4.a. In this figure, the weights are associated
both to the nodes and arcs. Nodes A and B spare CPU capacity are
given by CPU(A) and CPU(B), respectively. The spare bandwidth of
the link connecting nodes A and B is the arc weight BW(A-B). When











Figure 3.4: (a) Weights associated both to nodes and arcs; (b) Nodes’ weights
associated to the arc connecting the nodes; (c) Final metrics asso-
ciated to the arc that is to be used by the paths algebra
a packet traverses the network going from node A to node B it will be
processed by both CPUs and flow through the link connecting both
nodes. This being so, all metrics can be artificially assigned to the arc
connecting both nodes as depicted in Figure 3.4.b.
As one possible objective could be to maximize the spare CPU
capacity, the most restricting condition is given by min[CPU(A),
CPU(B)]. So, the metrics combination function provided by the paths
algebra can be used and the arc’s metrics reduced to the pair (BW(A-
B), min[CPU(A), CPU(B)]) as shown in Figure Figure 3.4.c.
It is important to realize that independently of a specific objective,
any VNE problem has to assign the VNRs to SN nodes and links,
under the constraint of available physical resources. The possibility
of the paths algebra to deal with both node and CPU metrics as well,
makes it a complete framework to solve the VNE problem. It can be
even envisaged the development of new algorithms in which nodes
and link assignments can be done in a coordinated way instead of in
separate stages as is presently the case.
3.5.1.2 Paths enumeration
The first step taken by the paths algebra algorithm is to find all paths
connecting all pairs of nodes in the SN. It may seem that this is a too
expensive procedure. This is true for highly connected networks but
it is not true for small and sparse networks, what is usually the case.
It is a procedure to be done only once and the computing time can be
neglected as the procedure can be performed offline (before the em-
bedding process starts). In addition, the procedure pays off in terms
of the quality of solution. However, as it will be shown later, the pro-
cessing time can be significantly reduced by limiting the number of
paths to be discovered.
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3.5.1.3 VN requests ordering
In existing VNE approaches, mapping optimization must be per-
formed assigning the greatest number of virtual networks requests
instead of the greatest number of virtual links. This means that each
VN request is considered as a unit independently of how many vir-
tual links it is made of.
It is important to realize that virtual requests consume physical re-
sources, i.e., CPU processing power and BW. Such physical resources
are finite and represent the limit of VN assignments. The way they
are allocated affects the number of VN requests that can be satisfied.
There are different ways to allocate the virtual requests:
i) allocate them in the order they arrive as if it were a First In First
Out (FIFO) procedure;
ii) allocate them in a non-decreasing, or non-increasing, BW order;
iii) allocate them in a non-decreasing, or non-increasing, CPU or-
der;
iv) allocate them in a non-decreasing, or non-increasing,
(BW+CPU) order.
Suppose, for example, a substrate network that has a total BW of
10 and there are virtual requests of BW = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. In principle,
using the non-decreasing order, 1, 2, 3 and 4 can be allocated. On the
contrary, in a non-increasing order only 5, 4 and 1 can be allocated.
So, the order in which the VN requests are processed may affect the
final result. A priori it is not possible to say what is the best policy.
If, for example, the number of satisfied VNRs is the optimization
criterion, then the non-decreasing order allocation is better. However,
if the total amount of assigned BW represents revenue, both policies
are equivalent.
Within a virtual request, there exists also the choice of ordering
how the virtual links should be allocated.
It is out of the scope of this work a deep investigation of the effect of
the VN requests and VN links ordering on the quality of the obtained
results. Here, a FIFO ordering that emulates an online operation and
non-increasing (BW+CPU) for off-line operations have been chosen
to order the VN requests. This will decrease the chance to have to
perform backtrack: i.e., to re-assign a previous virtual link in order to
accommodate another one.
As far as the VN links ordering is concerned no specific ordering
has been done and the VNR matrix is read by rows.
3.5.1.4 VN links assignment
Having performed the aforementioned preparatory steps, a virtual
link is picked up to be assigned to the SN. Any assignment will con-
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Figure 3.5: SN and VN requests used in the example
sume SN’s resources and the packets will undergo the effects of the
path it traverses: Delay, jitter etc. The SN’s weight arcs are adjusted
to the values they would have if the SN’s resources were consumed
according to the corresponding VN request. Using the paths algebra,
the paths are ordered taking into account all specified metrics. The
virtual link is assigned to the best path and the SN resources are up-
dated according to the real values consumed by the chosen path. This
procedure is repeated until all virtual links have been assigned to the
SN.
In case a virtual assignment is not found because there aren’t
enough resources to accommodate the request, an analysis can be
made to find out if a re-assignment (backtrack) of a previously as-
signed virtual link would free enough resources to accommodate the
current virtual link. This analysis is left for future work. Currently, if
there are no available resources to map a virtual link it is necessary
to define if the VN request will be simply dropped out or if it will
be accommodated with less resources than originally demanded. It
is important to point out that the decision is related to the adopted
business model and it is not affected by the paths algebra.
3.5.2 Proof of concept examples
In this section, two examples are introduced as proofs of concept.
The first example deals with only physical resources: CPU and BW.
It is a very simple example to show the basics of the paths algebra
procedures. The second example introduces PLR and C/R to show
how the paths algebra deals with non-linear metrics and non-physical
resources.
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3.5.2.1 Example 1
Consider the SN and VN requests represented in Figure 3.5. For SN,
weights (in bold) over links indicate links’ bandwidth and the nodes’
weight (in parenthesis) are the nodes’ capacity, link delay is shown
in italics. For the VNs, the arcs weights indicate the requested band-
width, and the requested virtual link delay refers to the maximum
delay allowable when the virtual link is mapped, nodes’ weight are
the total CPU capacity requested for terminal nodes, and the arcs
weights shown between parentheses are the total CPU capacity re-
quested for hidden hops. Total CPU requested is to be understood as
the capacity demanded by the whole VN request, independently of
the number of times the node is used (as terminal or hidden) by the
SN assignment.
In this example, the objectives to be fulfilled are:
• assign the largest number of virtual networks to the substrate
network;
• maximize the global spare resources in SN, i.e., the links spare
bandwidth added to the nodes spare CPU capacity. This ob-
jective can be fulfilled by mapping each virtual link using the
shortest available path;
• minimize the path delay.
The metrics, syntheses and ordering relations to be used to fulfill
the listed objectives are M = {Hops, Delay}; S = {add, add}; ML= {>
,>}.
Additionally, the links spare bandwidth and the nodes spare CPU
capacity will be used as lower priority metrics to verify if the SN has
enough resources to accommodate the VN requests. The correspond-
ing metrics, syntheses and ordering relations are M = {BW, CPU},
S = {min, min}; ML= {6,6}.
All the above criteria can be summarized as:
• M = {Hops, Delay, BW, CPU}
• F = M
• S = {add, add, min, min}
• ML= {>,>,6,6}
It is important to note that there are different types of demands in
the VN requests. Some resources lessen when virtual link requests
are being assigned, and some others do not. Bandwidth and CPU
demands are subtracted from the SN resources each time a virtual
link is mapped, while delay remains unchanged after a virtual link
mapping. Delay acts as a constraint: A SN path with a delay greater
than the indicated one in the virtual link request cannot be used to
map it.
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The first step in solving the VNE problem is to enumerate all paths
between pair of nodes of the SN. Such enumeration is completely
independent of the VN requests. The pair of nodes of the SN are then
used as terminal nodes by the VN requests. This sequence is also
followed by the LADN algorithm. The obtained paths are:
• (s,d) = (C,D): (C,D), (C,A,D), (C,B,A,D);
• (s,d) = (A,C): (A,C), (A,B,C), (A,D,C);
• (s,d) = (A,E): (A,C,E), (A,B,C,E), (A,D,C,E);
• (s,d) = (B,E): (B,C,E), (B,A,C,E), (B,A,D,C,E).
Next, the VN requests have been sorted in an increasing order of to-
tal demand, and within a VN request the virtual links to be assigned
to the SN have been sorted in a decreasing order. The total demand
is calculated as the weighted sum of requested CPU and bandwidth;
to simplify the example, equal CPU and bandwidth weights of value
1 are considered. CPU demand of hidden hops is not considered to
calculate total demand. The final ordering is:
1. VN #1: Total demand = 240; links ordering: (C,D), (A,C);
2. VN #2: Total demand = 300; links ordering: (A,E), (B,E).
For each virtual network link request the digraph arcs’ metrics are
updated by subtracting the bandwidth and CPU capacity demands.
The paths are then synthesized and lexically ordered. In this case, the
whole weight-word was used. The synthesis results for VN #1 virtual
link (C,D) are:
Path S1 S2 S3 S4
#hops delay BW CPU
(C, D) 1 500 30 30
(C, A, D) 2; 1 2000; 1000 30; 30 30; 80
(C, B, A, D) 3; 2; 1 2000; 1500; 500 30; 30; 130 30; 80; 80
The chosen path is (C,D): It is the shortest one; the delay is less
than 1500; the spare BW and CPU are positive indicating that the SN
has enough resources to accommodate the request. The assignment of
the virtual link (A,C) does not present any difficulty and it is mapped
to the SN’s path (A,C). At the end of the VN #1 assignment the SN’s
resources are updated and the new values are:
• CPU capacity: (A) = 50; (C) = 80; (D) = 30
• links BW: (A,C) = 70; (C,D) = 30
The other values remain the same.
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The synthesis results for VN #2 virtual link (A,E) are:
Path S1 S2 S3 S4
#hops delay BW CPU
(A, C, E) 2; 1 2000; 1000 −20;−20 0; 0
(A, B, C, E) 3; 2; 1 2500; 1500; 1000 10; 10; 10 0; 0; 0
(A, D, C, E) 3; 2; 1 2500; 1500; 500 60; 110; 210 0; 0; 0
It is seen that the shortest path does not have enough resources to
fulfill the demand because the resulting value of S3 is negative. The
chosen path is (A,D,C,E) because it shows a lower delay in the third
letter of the weight word S2 than the path (A,B,C,E). It is impor-
tant to realize that if only the first letter is used, both paths would
be equivalent. After this assignment the SN’s resources are updated
and the new values are (note that CPU capacities are also updated
subtracting hidden hops D and C demands):
• CPU capacity: (A) = 0; (C) = 60; (D) = 10; (E) = 20
• links BW: (A,D) = 210; (D,C) = 110; (C,E) = 60
The synthesis results for VN #2 virtual link (B,E) are:
Path S1 S2 S3 S4
#hops delay BW CPU
(B, C, E) 2; 1 1500; 500 40; 180 20; 40
(B, A, C, E) 3; 2; 1 3000; 2000; 1000 40; 50; 80 −5;−5;−5
(B, A, D, C, E) 4; 3; 2; 1 3500; 2500; 1500; 1000; 500 40; 80; 80; 80 −5;−5;−5;−5
The shortest path (B,C,E) is chosen because it fulfills all conditions.
It is also worth noting that it is the only possible solution because
the other alternatives don’t have enough CPU capacity (S4 with a
negative value).
All assignments were made without having to perform any back-
track.
3.5.2.2 Example 2
In this example, consider again the SN and VN requests represented
in Figure 3.5. However, in this case, the following aspects are simulta-
neously considered:
• the use of non-linear metrics;
• a QoS-aware mapping;
• a business optimization criterion.
In Figure 3.5 each SN link is also characterized by its PLR, depicted
by the value in parenthesis under the substrate links.
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From the PLR, a function of metrics combination is applied and for
each link the packet throughput, designated as pTHRU = 1− PLR,
is evaluated. The synthesis associated to pTHRU is mult() and the
ordering relation is 6.
It is important to realize that PLR is non-linear metrics but it intro-
duces no difficulties to the paths algebra as it can be treated by one
of the proposed syntheses.
Let’s also consider that the demanded BW (in this case equal to
BW(A-C) + BW(C-D) = 100) is a measure of revenue (R) and that the
employed CPU processing power is a measure of cost (C).
Summarizing, the corresponding metrics and syntheses for pTHRU
and C are M = {mult, add}; S = {6,>}.
Using only the first letter of weight word for pTHRU and C, the
synthesis results for VN #1 are:
link−(C-D)
Path S5 S6 PLR C/R
pTHRU C (%)
(C, D) 0.9999 90 1.0000 0.90
(C, A, D) 0.9702 105 2.9800 1.05
(C, B, A, D) 0.9752 120 2.4801 1.20
link−(A-C)
Path S5 S6 PLR C/R
pTHRU C (%)
(A,C) 0.9800 70 2.0000 0.70
(A, B, C) 0.9850 80 1.4950 0.80
(A, D, C) 0.9850 80 1.4950 0.80
When only BW and CPU had been considered, for VN #1 virtual
link (C−D), the chosen path was (C,D): It is the shortest one; the
delay is less than 1500; the spare BW and CPU are positive indicating
that the SN has enough resources to accommodate the request. It is
also the best one when PLR and C/R are taken into account. So, for
the VN #1 virtual link (C−D) the result does not change if either a
QoS or a business criterion is employed.
It is also important to realize that lower PLR does not necessarily
implies lower C/R. It is enough to observe the values obtained for
paths (C,A,D) and (C,B,A,D).
Formerly, considering only the availability of physical resources,
the assignment of the virtual link (A,C) was mapped to the SN’s
path (A,C). However, under QoS-aware PLR criterion it is the worst
path. So, either (A,B,C) or (A,D,C) could be chosen. Under the PLR
criterion they are equivalent. If PLR is not used as an ordering crite-
rion but as a threshold, the path (A,C) could still be chosen if a 2.0 %
loss rate is acceptable.
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Table 3.5: Modeling of optimization strategies
Optimization Optimization Physical QoS M
criterion metrics constraints thresholds F




















CPU, BW CPU, BW - M = {BW, CPU}






Hops, PLR CPU, BW Delay M = {Hops,PLR,Delay,
BW,CPU}
pTHRU = 1 - PLR
F = {Hops,pTHRU,Delay,
BW,CPU}
If only the business criterion C/R is used the path (A,C) would be
chosen. However, if a QoS-aware threshold of PLR equal to 1.5 % has
to be achieved then the choice would be between paths (A,B,C) and
(A,D,C).
The example is not developed further, but similar conclusions can




allows the InP to use
different policies to
achieve the SP goals
In this example, more important than the result itself is to realize
how powerful and flexible the paths algebra approach is. It allows the
InP to exercise different policies to achieve the SP goals. In this way,
both technical and financial performances can be optimized. The ac-
cess to the performance of all eligible paths also implies that recovery
strategies can be implemented.
All the above observations were possible by just inspecting the re-
sults of the paths algebra syntheses. However, the paths algebra en-
ables to explore different optimization strategies by just changing the
metrics M and the function of combined metrics F.
Table 3.5 shows how some different strategies can be modeled us-
ing the paths algebra. In this table, the optimization metrics are pri-
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marily used to order the enumerated paths. The physical constraints
indicate if the achieved mapping is feasible or not. A feasible map-
ping requires positive physical constraints. A QoS threshold is a lower
priority metrics and represents a bound on the value of the corre-
sponding metrics.
In Table 3.5 any strategy that minimizes cost (a business objec-
tive) also minimizes the cost over revenue because the demanded
VNR’s BW is constant and is a measure of the achievable revenue.
For each strategy the number of mapped VNRs may be different and
the mapped revenue as well. So, different strategies may be exploited
to optimize business objectives and achieve different levels of QoS.
The listed strategies also mix linear and non-linear metrics that are
treated simultaneously by the paths algebra.
As mentioned before, the LADN is made of four stages:
SEARCHPATH, SORTPATH, EVALUATEPATH and ORDERPATH.
The SEARCHPATH and SORTHPATH are metrics independent. The
paths enumeration depends only the SN topology. So, these two rou-
tines can be run offline and the results stored to be exploited by differ-
ent optimization strategies. Different strategies imply running EVAL-
UATEPATH and ORDERPATH, which can be done either online or
offline.
3.5.3 Preliminary conclusions
The paths algebra-based strategy transforms the link mapping stage
of the VNE problem into the simpler problem of mapping network
virtualization policies into an appropriate set of metrics or combina-
tion of metrics. With paths algebra, the addition of new metrics will
not go in detriment of the problem complexity. In addition, the order
in which the metrics are considered introduces newer degrees of free-
dom. The paths algebra is a flexible and powerful tool to explore the
design space to find the best strategy according to a specific business
model.The inclusion of








It is important to realize that even if the discovery of all eligible
paths is computing expensive, it has to be done only once, it can be
performed off-line and is metrics independent.
3.6 evaluation scenarios and experimental results
This section shows how to deal with the computational complexity
of the multi-constraint routing algorithm, introduces the simulation
scenarios and presents the experimental results.
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3.6.1 Computational complexity
The paths algebra-based multi-constraint routing algorithm pre-
sented in [150] is made of four routines:
1. SEARCHPATH: Discovers all paths between all pair of nodes of
a given network.
2. SORTPATH: Selects only the elementary and simple paths.4
3. EVALUATEPATH: Evaluates the syntheses along the paths.
4. ORDERPATH: Orders the paths according to the metrics and
priorities of a given problem.
When the graph is fully connected with n nodes and n× (n− 1)
edges, the maximum number of simple and elementary paths can be
obtained by induction and is given byNp = 2n!+n!/2!+n!/3!+ · · ·+
n!/(n− 2)! that can be written as
∑n−2
i=0 Cn,i × (n− i)!,n > 3. Substi-
tuting the combination of (n) taken i at a time by (n)!/[i!× (n− i)!],
Np = (n)!
∑n−2
i=0 1/i! is obtained. Therefore, for this case, the algo-





e, for n → ∞, e× n! < e× nn ⇒ n! < nn, in which according to the
usual definition of O(g(n)), for n > n0 = 2 : 0 6 f(n) =! 6 cg(n) =
nn.
This means that for fully connected networks, the paths algebra-
based multi-constraint routing algorithm is computationally explo-
sive. In practice, it has been verified that for real networks with a
small number of nodes and sparse connectivity, paths algebra per-
forms well. However, it is not guaranteed that it would perform ade-
quately for any network but, as it will be shown in the sequence, the
number of operations performed by the algorithm can be controlled
without sacrificing the quality of results. By doing so, the algorithm
can be applied to networks with hundreds of links.
In order to estimate the algorithm’s performance, 100 random uni-
form and transit stub topologies with 10, 20, 50 and 100 nodes were
generated, and total number of paths was evaluated. The results have
shown that the number of paths do increase as nn. Thus, it is nec-
essary to introduce some modification in order to decrease the algo-
rithm’s complexity.
Consider a given network specified by its adjacency matrix A
where the element a[i, j] is equal to 1 when there is a link connecting
the source node i to the destination node j. If Ak = A×A× · · · ×A,
k times, where ak[i, j] 6= 0 indicates that there is at least a path of
length k connecting the source node i to the destination node j, it
is then possible, for each network, to evaluate the minimum length
4 Elementary and simple paths are those paths that traverse each graph’s node and
edge only once.
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Figure 3.6: Path depth distribution for 50 nodes in random flat and transit
stub topologies
Table 3.6: Minimum path depth for 20, 50 and 100 nodes topologies





of paths that guarantee full connectivity, i.e., that there exists at least
one path between any pair of source and destination nodes [156].
Figure 3.6 shows the path depth which is the path length neces-
sary to obtain full connectivity for 100 topologies both for 50 nodes
random flat and transit stub cases. For n nodes topology the largest
path length is (n− 1). So, for the results shown in Figure 3.6 the max-
imum length is (n − 1) = 49. It can be seen that in both cases the
necessary path length for obtaining 100% coverage is much less than
the maximum value. Another way to appreciate this finding is observ-
ing Figure 3.7 that shows the connectivity increase as function of the
path length. These results were obtained by evaluating the average
coverage for each path length over all topologies. It can be seen that
for both types of topologies, 100% connectivity is achieved for path
lengths quite smaller than the maximum value. As the number of em-
ployed topologies is reasonably large, it is possible to state that the
obtained results are representative for classes of topologies studied
here.
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Figure 3.7: Connectivity increase as function of the path depth for 50 nodes
random flat and transit stub topologies
Table 3.7: Comparison between the average maximum of paths with the
number of paths up to the length equal to 6 links
Random flat topologies
Number of Average Maximum Number of paths





Number of Average Maximum Number of paths




Table 3.6 summarizes the results for topologies with 20, 50 and 100
nodes.
Table 3.7 compares the average maximum number of paths with the
number of paths up to the length equal to 6 links for random flat and
transit stub topologies with 20, 50 and 100 nodes. It can be seen that
limiting the maximum length of the paths produces an important re-
duction on the number of paths to be discovered and processed. This
modification has been introduced into the multi-constraint routing
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algorithms, providing a control over the number of operations per-
formed by the algorithm and enabling the possibility to work with
large networks. It is important to realize that the path length limit
introduced in the algorithms is not an arbitrary value. In fact, it is
determined as function of the SN that is going to be processed. It is
just a matter of finding the exponent k such that
⋃i=k
i=0 A
i = 1, where
1 represents a matrix where all elements are equal to 1. On the other
hand, it may be argued that limiting the search space may impact the
possibility of finding a mapping for a VN request. However, the re-
sults obtained for the VNE mapping show that, if there is any impact,
it seems to be of negligible practical importance.
3.6.2 Simulations environments
The simulation environment used for VNE is the Algorithms for Em-
bedding of Virtual Networks [FBD+11] (see Chapter 6).
As already mentioned, the algorithm used to implement paths al-
gebra, called LADN [150], was developed as a simulation tool for
testing multi-constraint hop-by-hop routing algorithms in which the
optimization strategy is user-defined. Considering that in hop-by-hop
routing algorithms each node decides about the best path indepen-
dently of any other nodes, loops may occur. The algorithm eliminates
loops occurrences by imposing the property of coherence on a global
basis to the next hop choice made by each node.
The LADN algorithm was modified to solve the VNE problem, i.e.,
to map virtual links to physical paths in a substrate network. Node
mapping is performed by the algorithms implemented in ALEVIN
and is out of the scope of this work.
Figure 3.8 shows the diagram of the VNE solution implementa-
tion using the association of paths algebra LADN and the ALEVIN
environment. The ALEVIN environment is in charge of generating
the VNRs and of performing VNoM. The other tasks are performed
by the LADN. Presently the environments communicate by files ex-
change, what impacts the processing time. A complete integration
will be implemented in a near future.
According to Figure 3.8, block 1 starts the LADN environment and
block 2 enumerates the eligible paths and pre-orders them according
to the number of hops metrics. Block 2 also implements the maximum
length of the searched paths in order to limit the processing time.
Block 3 defines if mapping will be done on-line or off-line. In the
case of on-line mapping, the VNRs must be processed in the order
of their arrival as if they were stored in a FIFO queue. In the case of
off-line mapping, the VNRs are ordered according to some policy, e.g.
Most Consuming First (MCF), Least Consuming First (LCF), etc. In this
work, the MCF policy has been selected.
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Figure 3.8: LADN and ALEVIN integration for VNE
Block 4 selects the first VNR waiting to be mapped and sends it
to the ALEVIN along the current status of the SN, i.e., the available
resources in the SN.
Block 5, implemented in ALEVIN, produces a virtual nodes to
physical nodes mapping and sends the results back to the LADN
environment.
Block 6, maps the virtual links to the physical links according to
the set of metrics and priorities selected by the user. If the mapping
is successful the algorithm proceeds to block 7 to evaluate the new
available resources in the SN and to update the metrics matrices. If
there are still pending VNRs, the algorithm goes back to block 4 and
repeats the procedure. If there are not pending VNRs, the algorithm
stops and stores the results. If the mapping is not successful, the algo-
rithm records the failure for further analysis and tests about pending
VNRs.
3.6.3 Simulation methodology
In this section, a methodology to create load-targeted scenarios is
introduced.
3.6.3.1 Scenario Creation Methodology
The aim of this methodology is to study the embeddings in a SN
that is subject of different load demands in the virtual networks, con-
sequently, a large set of offline evaluation scenarios with different
substrate as well as different virtual networks is created, demanding
a given average resource load ρ.
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topology creation Substrate and virtual network topologies
are generated using the Waxman algorithm [157]. The coordinates of
the nodes inside the topologies are uniformly distributed.
Waxman generator takes two parameters α and β and determines
the probability of an edge between every pair of vertices u and v as
follows:
P(u, v) = α · e
−d(u,v)
β·Le (3.1)
where 0 < α, β 6 1, d is the distance between node u and node
v, and Le is the maximum distance between any two nodes. As α
parameter grows, the probability of edges between any nodes in the
graph is increased. As β grows, there will be a larger ratio of long
edges to short edges. This topology generation is performed for the
SN as well as for all kmax VNRs.
resource and demand deployment After substrate and vir-
tual network topologies are created, resources and demands are cre-
ated in two steps.
In first place, substrate network is filled with resources by
uniformly distributing each node resource X in a given interval
(0, capmaxX ] on every SN node as well as each link resource Y in a
given interval (0, capmaxY ] on every SN link. This uniform distribution
has been chosen to provide comparability with previous approaches
in the literature [41, 52, 45, 51].
In second place, the demands are generated in all virtual networks
in order to achieve a certain average load of every resource. The cre-
ation of distributions for the node and link demands that fulfill these
requirements can be calculated using the theorem of Little [158].
As the number of nodes is fixed in the Waxman topology genera-








as well as the mean demand on a virtual node for a given overall load
ρ as




If a uniform demand distribution within (0,demmaxX ] is considered,
this results in a maximum demand of resource




It does not make sense to choose demmaxX > cap
max
X , as it would
lead to a situation where demands are generated, which can not be
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As the Waxman topology generation is probabilistic with regard to
link creation, the number of links in a Waxman-network is not fixed,
they can only be given by probabilities. To achieve the targeted load
ρ of link resource as well, the average number of edges in a Waxman-
network is considered. This is done by calculating the mean probabil-
ity E[P(u, v)] of creating an edge between any two nodes which de-
pends on the basic parameters of the Waxman-network, i.e. the area,
the number of nodes, and the distance metric used. Thus, an average
number of edges E[|L|] in a directed graph is yielded as:
E[|L|] = E[P(u, v)] · |N| · (|N|− 1) (3.5)
and in the virtual network it is:
E[|Lk|] = E[P(u, v)] · |Nk| · (|Nk|− 1) (3.6)








and the average link demand is given by:




Again, it is necessary to be sure that E[demY] 6 E[capY]. Following
Equation 3.8, and taking into account that 0 6 ρ 6 1, this only holds
when E[|L|] < E[|Lk|] · kmax. To that end, substituting in Equation 3.5
and Equation 3.6, yields:
|N|2 − |N| < (|Nk|2 − |Nk|) · kmax (3.9)
that only holds if:
kmax · E[|Nk|]2 > |N|2 (3.10)
If Equation 3.10 is violated, the approximation provided above will
achieve a higher load value than the targeted load ρ for the link re-
sources and even result in demmaxY > cap
max
Y which can never be
fulfilled.
3.6.3.2 Scenarios
As previously mentioned, the Waxman topology generation is used.
For evaluation, α = β = 0.5 and the coordinates of the nodes are
uniformly distributed in an 1 × 1 square area. Empirical studies for
these parameters have provided an average distance of any two nodes
E[d] ≈ 0.5 and a maximum distance of L =
√
2. Thus, according to
Equation 3.1 the average probability for creating a link between any
two nodes is E[p] ≈ 1/4.
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Table 3.8: Parameters chosen for the simulation scenarios
Parameter description Chosen values
Number of substrate nodes (|N|) 20
Number of VNRs (k) 10
Number of virtual nodes per VNR (|Nk|) 10
Range of loads (ρ) {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8}
In this work, CPU cycles, denoted by RCPU, and bandwidth, de-
noted by RBW, are considered as node and link resources, respec-
tively, in the substrate network. These values have been uniformly
distributed chosen the upper bounds RmaxCPU = 100 and R
max
BW = 100.
Table 3.8 shows the parameters used in the simulations. The values
chosen for the number of substrate nodes and the number of vir-
tual nodes per virtual network seem to be a good trade-off between
runtime of some algorithms and realistic scenarios. The loads’ range










number of linear or
non-linear
constraints
As the Waxman topology generation is probabilistic, 20 runs for
each value of load are performed.
3.6.4 Experimental results
The proposed approach introduces a new strategy to face the network
embedding optimization, permitting linear and non-linear parame-
ters. According to the current state of the art (see Chapter 2), only re-
sults with linear parameters are published yet. Therefore, this section
analyzes and compares results with the relevant linear parameters
based strategies. These comparisons show that the proposed proce-
dure in this work is more powerful, since it produces similar results
and, in addition, provides the capacity to include non-linear parame-
ters. Apart from the comparison with existing methods, an example
with non-linear parameters is depicted in Section 3.5.2.2.
Optimal cost-based solutions for the VNE problem have been pro-
vided in the literature. In [51], VNE is formulated as a MIP and solved
using exact algorithms [48]. However, MIPs are not scalable and the
time needed to solve them in medium to large networks is not afford-
able. Besides, unlike the approach proposed here, the MIP solution
in [51] provides multi-path VLiM. To make this cost-optimal solu-
tion comparable with single-path approaches, additional binary vari-
ables indicating that just one path can carry the virtual link demand
should be added to the MIP model, resulting in further complexity
that would increase the time to solve the MIP even for very small
substrate and virtual networks.
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Table 3.9: Algorithms used in the simulations
Algorithm’s name Algorithm’s description
GARSP [41] Greedy Available Resources with k-Shortest Paths
PathsAlgebra policy = M1 Greedy available resources for node mapping
and paths algebra for link mapping using M =
(Hops, BW, CPU), S = (add, min, min) and order-
ing relations (>,6,6).
PathsAlgebra policy = M2 Greedy available resources for node mapping
and paths algebra for link mapping using M =
(Hops, Total BW), S = (add, add) and ordering
relations (>,6).
Hops means the number of hops in the path
BW means the links available bandwidth after mapping
Total BW is the total SN available BW after mapping
Consequently, to evaluate the paths algebra-based approach, it
is compared against a well-known single-path VNE heuristic [41].
Simulations have been performed for all scenarios described in Sec-
tion 3.6.3.2. Paths algebra-based approach considers just the single
path-based VLiM stage of the VNE. As a consequence, to compare it
against other VNE solutions, the VNoM made by them is reused and
the focus is conducted to VLiM stage. As most of the current VNE
approaches performing single path-based virtual link mapping use
K shortest path approach (see Section 3.3), the performance of the
paths algebra approach is evaluated against the GARSP algorithm
(also called baseline algorithm in [41]) available in the ALEVIN envi-
ronment.
Table 3.9 summarizes the characteristics of the algorithms used in
the simulations. It is important to note that all algorithms produce
single path solutions. Multi-path investigation is left for future work.
Note that two different policies for the Paths Algebra are being
employed. The difference between them is the set M of metrics and
the appropriate syntheses and ordering relations for each set. The
maximum path length is evaluated according to the SN that is being
processed.
Among the several parameters that can be used to compare the
results obtained by the different algorithms, the following have been
chosen:
• VNR acceptance ratio: The percentage of virtual networks suc-
cessfully mapped;
• Mapped revenue ratio: The percentage of mapped revenue over
the total revenue that could be mapped;
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Table 3.10: Summary of the best results obtained for different parameters
and policies
Parameter M1 + M2 GARSP
Accepted VNRs 155 5
Ratio mapped revenue 144 16
C/R relationship 133 27
• Cost/Revenue (C/R) relationship: The lower this relationship
is, the better is the result.
Out of 160 simulated cases, the paths algebra produced the best
result 155 times, i.e., in 96.87% of the cases.
The discussion of the results shown in this section and the exploita-
tion of numerical results is made in Section 3.6.5.
3.6.5 Results compared to cost-optimal
The total number of times that each algorithm has been exercised is
given by N× k× |ρ| = 20× 10× 8 = 1, 600, and as 3 different policies
are being compared, the total number of VNR assignment attempts
is 4,800.
The dimension of the sample space does not allow to derive quan-
titative conclusions with statistical significance but it is large enough
to provide qualitative comparisons and obtain an understanding of
the observed behaviors.
Table 3.10 summarizes the best results obtained for different pa-
rameters and policies.
It is clear that the paths algebra policies performance almost always
exceeds that of the other strategy. It is not possible at this stage to
indicate a specific reason why the paths algebra policies is not always
the best. Looking at the whole set of results, it is possible to observe
that there isn’t any common pattern among the cases that the paths
algebra has not produced the best result. Such cases need to be further
investigated to identify the specific reason underlying a degraded
performance of paths algebra. Possible explanations for such cases
may be:
• different policies may employ different node mappings that
may affect link mapping. If this is the case, a better coordina-
tion between node and link mapping has to be developed;
• the non-paths algebra strategies may achieve a better result by
using longer paths. If this is the case an attempt may be made by
relaxing the limit of paths length and trying to find a mapping;
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• the order the VNRs are processed may impact the final result.
A backtrack procedure may be needed.
It is also important to realize that there are cases in which M1 pro-
duces the best result and cases in which M2 produces the best result.
The right interpretation of this observation is that the paths algebra is
powerful and flexible to allow the identification of the adequate pol-
icy to optimize the performance of a given parameter. Moreover, it is
not necessary to choose a policy beforehand. Several policies can be
simultaneously implemented without any significant computational
time increase. Remember that the enumeration of eligible paths is
computationally explosive. However, the number os operations is un-
der control by the limitation imposed on the paths length and the
enumeration of eligible paths may be performed off-line and is inde-
pendent of any optimization strategy.
Figure 3.9 shows part of (only 10 out of 20 runs) the obtained re-
sults of accepted VNRs for the M1 policy. The histogram like graphs
represent the results of each evaluated scenario. In all cases a trend
of a decrease can be observed in the number of accepted VNRs as the
load increases. Some scenarios don’t present a monotonic behavior.
Such instabilities have to be investigated in a case by case basis and
it is most likely that the explanations proposed above concerning the
reasons why the paths algebra is not always the best one may apply.
Figure 3.9: VNR acceptance ratio for M1 policy
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(a) M1 (b) M2
(c) GARSP
(d) M1 x GARSP (e) M2 x GARSP
Figure 3.10: VNR acceptance ratio mean values behavior for M1, M2 and
GARSP policies and comparisons: M1 vs. GARSP; M2 vs.
GARSP
Figure 3.10 summarizes the results obtained for the VNR accep-
tance ratio. In top three figures, Figures (a), (b) and (c), are shown the
mean values for all policies along the 95% confidence interval. The
two bottom figures, Figures (d) and (e), show the comparison between
the paths algebra policies (M1 and M2) and the GARSP strategy. The
comparison is made based on the mean values and it is clearly seen
that the paths algebra policies outperforms the GARSP strategy. In ad-
dition all policies present the same behavior and the 95% confidence
interval is similar for all of them.
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Table 3.11: Comparison of two possible mappings
Mapping 1 Mapping 2
Node mapping A→ 1; B→ 2 A→ 4; B→ 5
Path 1;2 4; 3; 5
Cost CPU(1) + CPU(2) + BW(1-2) CPU(4) + CPU(3) + CPU(5) +
BW(4-3) + BW(3-5)
= 20 + 30 + 100 = 20 + 0 + 30 + 100 + 100
= 150 = 250
Revenue CPU(A) + CPU(B) + BW(A-B) CPU(A) + CPU(B) + BW(A-B)
= 150 = 150
C/R 150/150 = 1 250/150 = 1.67
Note: CPU(3) = 0 because the cost of hidden hops is not being considered
The observed behavior can be understood considering that a SN
offers a certain amount of resources to be used by the VNE procedure.
The total resource that will be actually used is a fraction of the total
CPU and BW available. When the load ρ offered to the SN is low,
there are enough resources to absorb the demand and all VNRs are
successfully mapped. Increasing the load offered to the SN a value
is reached, ρ0, that all VNRs are still successfully mapped but all SN
resources are used. Above ρ0, the excess load cannot be mapped and
the VNR will be dropped. So, for a load ρ > ρ0, the percentage of




As the revenue is proportional to the number of accepted VNRs,
the ratio mapped revenue has the same behavior as the percentage of
accepted VNRs as it can be seen in Figure 3.11.
In order to understand the obtained results for C/R it is necessary
to consider how Cost and Revenue are evaluated. Let’s assume that
there is a VNR characterized by:
• virtual source node: A
• virtual destination node: B
• requested bandwidth: BW(A-B) = 100
• requested CPU: CPU(A) = 20; CPU(B) = 30
For this request the associated revenue is: R = CPU(A) + BW(A-B)
+ CPU(B) = 20 + 100 + 30 = 150.
Let’s assume that the paths algebra algorithm finds two possible
mappings summarized in Table 3.11.
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(a) M1 (b) M2
(c) GARSP
(d) M1 vs. GARSP (e) M2 x GARSP
Figure 3.11: Ratio mapped revenue mean values behavior for M1, M2
and GARSP policies and comparisons: M1 vs. GARSP; M2 vs.
GARSP
It can be readily seen that the best solution is achieved when a
virtual link is directly mapped on a single substrate link. In this case,
C
R = 1.0. Each time a hidden hop has to be used, the cost increases
by the cost of the CPU plus the cost of the bandwidth. As in these
examples the cost of the hidden hops’ CPU is taken equal to zero
then for a mapping that uses k hidden hops the cost is given by:
C = CPU(A) + CPU(B) + (1+ k)BW.
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As the revenue for a given VNR is a fixed number given by R =
CPU(A) + CPU(B) + BW, then C/R is given by:




i.e., C/R increases linearly as the number of hidden nodes increases.
All strategies evaluated in this section take the minimization of cost
as a priority. This means that all strategies try to map a VNR using a Results show that
the best strategy for
all loads is always a
paths algebra









shortest available path and the shortest paths will be consumed first.
When the load increases, in order to satisfy the VNRs, longer paths
have to be used and the cost will increase. It is then expected that
C/R will show either a constant behavior or slowly increasing as the
load increases.
Figure 3.12 compares the C/R relationship performance of the
adopted strategies. The obtained results are in agreement with what
is expected and the paths algebra policies outperform the GASP strat-
egy.
According to the whole set of results, it is important to realize that
depending on the performance criterion that is chosen, the best strat-
egy may not be the same for all loads but it is always a paths algebra
strategy. The meaning of this result is twofold:
1. Even if the numerical results do not vary significantly, it is im-
portant to emphasize that, according to the best of our knowl-
edge, the paths algebra sets the current limit of achievable per-
formance.
2. Different paths algebra strategies can be exploited to achieve
the best performance according to the chosen criterion.
In other words it may be stated that the paths algebra is a
powerful and flexible strategy.
Such flexibility allows a detailed exploration of the solutions space
and the identification of criteria that best suit the objectives of the InP,
taking into account technical requirements to guarantee a given QoS.
It is important to note that the exploration of the solutions space
is feasible as far as processing time is concerned because the paths
enumeration routine (that is the most time consuming) does not have
to be processed. Paths enumeration can be made off-line and needs
to be processed again only when there is a change in the physical
network.
In this work, the number of hops, spare bandwidth, spare CPU and
total spare bandwidth have been chosen as metrics. Spare bandwidth
and spare CPU are synthesized using the min() function, that is a
non-linear function. Other non-linear metrics as packet loss ratio and
reliability could be also employed.
In summary, it is possible to state that:
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(a) M1 (b) M2
(c) GARSP
(d) M1 x GARSP (e) M2 x GARSP
Figure 3.12: Cost revenue (C/R) mean values behavior for M1, M2 and
GARSP policies and comparisons: M1 vs. GARSP; M2 vs.
GARSP
the paths algebra does not impose any restriction on the
type and number of metrics that are used. Right on the
contrary, linear and non-linear metrics can be used to-
gether; any combination of metrics can also be employed.
The paths algebra empowers either the InP or the SP to look for the
best strategy that may satisfy the needs of end customer and at the
same time maximize the financial performance of the system. Strate-
gies can be changed whenever necessary to adapt to new demands
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conditions to keep the system operation close to the best achievable
performance.
In this chapter, the results have been only shown in terms of
the VNR acceptance ratio, mapped revenue ratio and Cost/Revenue
(C/R) relationship. The complete set of results obviously records the
mapped paths. However, the paths algebra orders all eligible paths
and, therefore, not only the best solution is available but all possible
solutions can be accessed. This is a very valuable feature to imple-
ment recovery techniques in case of failure. Not only an alternate
path for fast recovery is known by the system but also any perfor-
mance degradation can be anticipated and dealt with.
The feature that all eligible paths are enumerated and ordered also
shows the potential of the technique to implement multipath solu-
tions. Different multipath strategies may be envisaged, as for exam-
ple:
• always look for a multipath solution to promote load balancing;
• look for a multipath solution immediately after a single path
solution has not been found for a given VNR;
• look for a multipath solution after the completion of a single
path phase in order to map the set of discarded VNRs.
Multipath strategies are out of the scope of this work and will be
investigated in the near future.
3.7 conclusion
In this chapter, a novel strategy to solve the link mapping stage of
the VNE problem based on the paths algebra framework have been
presented.
The paths algebra technique has been originally developed to solve
the multi-constraint routing problem. It is a powerful technique that
can work simultaneously with any number of linear and non-linear
parameters permitting the optimization of technical and business re-
lated criteria. Besides, it provides great flexibility allowing to intro-
duce any number of network constraints to the virtual link mapping
stage and to provide the facility to organize the complete set of sub-
strate paths between any pair of nodes in mono and multi-constraint
environments.
Several parameters can be used to compare the results obtained
by the different algorithms. This work has chosen to use: VNR ac-
ceptance ratio, Mapped revenue ratio and Cost/Revenue (C/R) rela-
tionship. It has been shown that for all offered loads the Paths Alge-
bra strategies produce similar or better results when compared with
shortest path-based strategies both with the same node mapping ap-
proach.
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The process of finding all the possible paths between any pair of
nodes shows an increasing complexity for big networks. To overcome
this limitation, the computational complexity has been kept low for
all practical purposes by limiting the maximum length of the paths
to be considered. This procedure produces an important reduction on
the number of paths to be discovered and processed. This modifica-
tion has been introduced into the multi-constraint routing algorithms,
providing a control over the number of operations performed by the
algorithm and enabling the possibility to work with large networks.
The results obtained for the VNE mapping show that, if there is any
impact in the embedding, it is of negligible practical importance.
It is possible to conclude that the paths algebra is a powerful and
flexible strategy. Such flexibility allows a detailed exploration of the
solutions space and the identification of criteria that best suit the ob-
jectives of the infrastructure provider, taking into account technical
requirements to guarantee a given QoS. In addition, the paths algebra
does not impose any restriction on the type and number of metrics
that are used. Right on the contrary, linear and non-linear metrics can
be used together; any combination of metrics can also be employed.
Besides, paths algebra orders all eligible paths and, therefore, not
only the best solution is available but all possible solutions can be ac-
cessed. This is a very valuable feature to implement additional strate-
gies such as survivability or planning.
New VNE proposals show that the performance of the embedding
is improved when the node and link mapping stage are performed in
a coordinated way, i.e. nodes are mapped in a way that optimizes the
link mapping stage. Taking advantage of paths algebra, future work
can be devoted to improve the proposed VLiM approach by including
a coordinated node mapping stage that could provide a two stages-
based VNE solution or even a solution performed in one stage.
In addition, future work can be also dedicated to investigate back-
tracking strategies to act when a VNR cannot be satisfied due to bot-
tlenecks present in the substrate network. The investigation of multi-
path strategies based on paths algebra can also be an exciting branch
for future research.
4
D I S T R I B U T E D , PA R A L L E L A N D U N I V E R S A L V N E
”Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much“
Helen Keller
Chapter 2 showed that there has been little interest in the re-
search community in finding distributed VNE solutions. Only few
approaches are part of the D/S/C, D/S/R, D/D/C and D/D/R cate-
gories.
The main contribution presented in this chapter is DPVNE, a Dis-
tributed, Parallel and universal Virtual Network Embedding frame-
work. DPVNE can be used as a framework to run any existing embed-
ding algorithm in a distributed way. Thereby, computational load for
embedding multiple virtual networks is spread across the substrate
network. This reduces work load of individual nodes and enables the
network to embed multiple virtual networks in parallel. In contrast
to state-of-the-art distributed algorithms, DPVNE achieves lower mes-
sage overhead and, despite of being distributed, embedding costs are
kept comparable to those of centralized approaches. This contribution
was published in [BBF+13] as a collaboration with Andreas Fischer,
Michael Till Beck and Hermann De Meer from the Chair of Computer












4.1 why distributed vne
Taking the different constraints and the heterogeneity of the networks
into account, the VNE problem typically becomes NP-hard (cf. Chap-
ter 2). As such, the optimal embedding of virtual networks will be
difficult to compute – one has to refer to near-optimal solutions in-
stead.
However, although reducing the computational effort, even heuris-
tic approaches do not scale well for large networks. Moreover, most
of current proposals are centralized and therefore, load is not dis-
tributed among nodes. Instead, embeddings are computed by a sin-
gle node, which goes against scalability [92]. In addition, centralized
algorithms are not able to embed multiple VNRs in parallel.
Spreading load to several nodes introduces the problem of commu-
nication overhead. Current distributed approaches rely on the trans-
mission of a significant amount of messages that keep all embedding
nodes up-to-date. Increasing the size of the substrate network also
boosts the number of exchanged messages.
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So, both centralized and distributed approaches do either not scale
in terms of computational or message overhead. However, scalability
is a paramount requirement, especially for large networks.
In this chapter, DPVNE: An Universal, fully Distributed and Paral-
lel VNE approach, is presented. Contrary to a centralized approach
where a single node computes the entire embedding, DPVNE has the
advantage of making better use of available computing resources, let-











Multiple substrate nodes that are part of the SN perform the actual
embedding, instead of having a central instance that might be over-
whelmed by receiving a large amount of requests or by managing a
highly dynamic substrate network.
DPVNE makes use of hierarchical partitioning that allows to per-
form the VNE in smaller, cooperating parts of the SN. To avoid incon-
sistency within the hierarchy, locking mechanisms are used. Some
substrate nodes are defined to be the entry points of the embedding
framework (delegation nodes), managing these partitions. The VNRs
are initially randomly distributed to these nodes by a load balancer.
The delegation nodes then try to embed the VNRs they received, ei-
ther by delegating it to other, cooperating parts of the network or by
performing the embedding themselves. Having several parts of the
network that can operate independently not only distributes compu-
tational load to multiple nodes but also enables parallel embedding
of multiple VNRs.
Another advantage of the hierarchical partitioning applied in the
DPVNE framework is that message overhead is noticeably reduced
when compared with currently available distributed algorithms. Al-
though being distributed, the approach still achieves good embed-
ding results in terms of embedding cost.
More precisely, the main contributions of DPVNE are:
• Distributed Embedding: The VNE is not performed by a cen-
tralized embedder node. Instead, the network is partitioned into
several parts and computational overhead is spread among
them.
• Parallel Embedding: Since parts of the network can operate
independently, the SN is able to embed, in parallel, a set of
VNRs, which increases performance of computation.
• Universal Embedding Framework: DPVNE describes a gen-
eral framework that can integrate any existing VNE solution.
The embedder nodes use one of the existing VNE algorithms
to actually embed the VNR. As such, depending on the inte-
grated VNE solution DPVNE can belong either to D/S/C, D/S/R,
D/D/C or D/D/R category.
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Since DPVNE is distributed and embeds multiple VNRs in paral-
lel, it scales with respect to computational and messaging overhead –
even for large network topologies.
Although DPVNE is universal and embedder nodes can use any
arbitrary centralized algorithm to actually compute the embedding,
this contribution is focused on algorithms that aim to minimize cost.
For evaluation purposes, the centralized ASID algorithm is used [52]
in conjunction with the proposed framework.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 presents
the shortcomings of existing distributed VNE proposals. In Sec-
tion 4.3 VNE is formally described and DPVNE framework is intro-
duced. Section 4.4 evaluates DPVNE and compares it against central-
ized and distributed VNE solutions. Finally, in Section 4.5 conclusions
are drawn and future work is discussed.
4.2 shortcomings of existing centralized and dis-
tributed vne approaches
As discussed in Chapter 2, due to the NP-hardness of the VNE prob-
lem, most of the current solutions are based on heuristics or meta-
heuristics.
The majority of the existing VNE heuristics are centralized, i.e.
they rely on a centralized embedder node to perform the VNE while
they serve just one VNR at a time. Being centralized, they can bene-
fit from full knowledge of the substrate network to compute a near-
optimal VNE result without any communication overhead. However,
they have the following shortcomings:
• Single point of failure: If the centralized entity fails, the whole
system fails.
• Poor scalability: The centralized entity has to communicate the
embeddings to the nodes of the SN, so they can adjust their
parameters according to the results. Thus, the centralized en-
tity requires efficient message-passing mechanisms which can
impose a large overhead on it as the network grows.
• Delay to embed simultaneous requests: When multiple VNRs arrive,
as the requests are not attended in parallel, the delay to map a
VNR is increased.
In [92], Houidi et al. propose a distributed VNE approach that aims
to guarantee load-balancing among all substrate nodes during the VN
mapping. The proposal maps a VNR by subdividing it into a set of
hub-and-spoke clusters where each cluster is handled by a root node
in the SN. Although this proposal solves some of the weaknesses of
centralized approaches, it suffers from three main problems:
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• Excessive number of messages: Updated resources capacities are
broadcasted among all SN nodes. Besides, as each SN node can
be a root, all SN nodes receive the message containing the VNR
to be mapped. The exchange of this huge amount of messages
requires a separated signaling network.







SN resources or are
partly distributed
ordination to choose the root nodes for a set of VNR clusters.
Therefore, it is possible that VNR clusters are mapped in sepa-
rated locations in the SN. This increases the cost needed to map
the virtual links among these clusters.
• Assumes unlimited SN Resources: The distributed embedding as-
sumes unlimited resources. In real scenarios, this assumption
is unrealistic and may lead to overloaded substrate nodes and
links.
Another, partly distributed approach is presented in [69]: the sub-
strate network is split into different, hierarchical partitions. However,
this approach is not fully distributed as it relies on a general manager
and a set of sub-managers dealing with each partition level.
In contrast, DPVNE is a fully distributed and parallel approach that
partitions the SN into several isolated parts where the VNE is per-
formed. DPVNE keeps message overhead low while, despite being
distributed, also minimizes embedding cost. Besides, simulation re-
sults show that the message overhead is noticeable lower than the
one in [92]. Furthermore, in contrast to [69], DPVNE can be used as
an universal framework to run any arbitrary centralized embedding
algorithm.
DPVNE is focused on cost-optimizing embedding strategies and
therefore, for evaluation purposes, one cost-optimizing centralized
algorithm in conjunction with the proposed framework is used: The







is able to 4) embed
VNRs in parallel
to detect areas inside the SN that have the same or similar VNR struc-
ture and fulfills VNR’s demands. By keeping the length of paths be-
tween communication substrate nodes low, cost is reduced. However,
DPVNE is not limited to ASID but can also be used together with any
VNE centralized approach.
4.3 distributed, parallel and universal vne frame-
work
The Distributed, Parallel and Universal VNE framework presented
here uses a hierarchical partitioning scheme to achieve an efficient
distributed embedding. By partitioning the network, the partitions
can be used to perform parallel embeddings in independent parts of
the SN. In particular, DPVNE aims to achieve the following goals:
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• Distributed VNE: VNRs are embedded in a distributed manner.
This lays the foundations for an approach that really scales in
respect to the size of the underlying substrate network.
• Low messaging overhead: As DPVNE is distributed, SN nodes
have to exchange information by means of messages. The num-
ber of exchanged messages should be minimized to eliminate
unnecessary overhead and increase scalability.
• Low embedding cost: Although only part of the SN is available
for each VNR (i.e. the assigned partition), still the embedding
should be near-optimal with regard to embedding cost. Since
DPVNE prefers to cluster closely connected parts of the net-
work, the embedding cost is expected to remain low.
• Embed VNRs in parallel: Taking advantage of the SN partition-
ing, different VNRs are embedded at the same time in isolated
SN partitions. To achieve this, DPVNE keeps information about
busy partitions, distributing VNRs to parts of the SN that are
currently idle.
In order to accomplish these features, the network partition has to
be performed in a preparatory phase, before the first VNR arrives.
DPVNE is, thus, divided into two stages: The SN initialization phase
and embedding phase.
4.3.1 Substrate network initialization phase
DPVNE is divided




Before performing the actual embeddings, the SN has to be initialized.
The initialization phase consists of three steps: Partitioning the SN,
assigning delegation nodes, and setting up distributed lock trees.
4.3.1.1 Partitioning the SN
The partitioning algorithm divides a substrate network (or a parti-
tion of the SN) into several smaller parts. In principle, partitioning
can be done with respect to the nature of the expected VNRs that
will be embedded later. Here, partitions are created with a preference
to closely connected nodes, in order to keep embedding cost low. To
this end, DPVNE looks for a hierarchical partitioning that provides,
in each layer, a set of non-overlapping partitions. To facilitate embed-
ding, partitions should be highly connected: This increases the like-
lihood that virtual entities are assigned to well-connected substrate
resources. Figure 4.1a depicts an example, where a SN is partitioned
two times, from Level 0 to Level 1 and from Level 1 to Level 2. It can
be seen that partitions are not overlapping.
Here, the Multilevel Recursive Bisection partitioning algorithm pro-
posed by Karypis et al. in [159] is chosen. This algorithm finds a
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Figure 4.1: Hierarchical partitioning of a network
specified number of isolated and non-overlapping partitions inside
the substrate network’s graph that have nearly the same amount of
available CPU and bandwidth resources. It also aims at minimizing
the number of links between partitions. This means that the algorithm
tends to group nodes that are highly interconnected. Later, these par-
titions of nodes are used to embed virtual networks. The frequent
presence of direct links between nodes inside partitions makes it eas-
ier for the embedding algorithm to find a valid embedding result
within the partition.
For each partition, the node with the highest available CPU re-
sources is selected. This node is called a clusterhead. It runs the par-
titioning algorithm that builds isolated, non-overlapping partitions,
and runs also the actual embedding algorithm that the DPVNE im-
plementation is assembled with. After the partitioning algorithm has
finished, the procedure is recursively repeated: Within each smaller
partition, another clusterhead (that has not been chosen as a cluster-
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Figure 4.2: Locking of network areas
head before) is selected. Each new clusterhead then divides the par-
tition it is located in. Figure 4.1b gives an example, depicting the
chosen clusterheads that govern the partitions shown in Figure 4.1a.
For the sake of simplicity, partitioning is described as a centralized
process here, however, it can also be done in a fully distributed way.
This way, a hierarchical partitioning structure of the substrate net-
work is built. Network partitions are organized in a hierarchical tree
that allows an easy distribution of the VNRs through the SN. Parti-
tions located at the same hierarchy level do not intersect, and each
partition encloses all nodes of its children. The hierachic partition-
ing stops when the size of the partitions is 1 node. On each level,
DPVNE’s partitioning approach tries to find partitions having a sim-
ilar amount of resources. Figure 4.1c illustrates this for the hierarchy
depicted in Figure 4.1b.
Each clusterhead is aware of the topology and available resources
inside its partition and, as consequence, it is able to run an embed-
ding algorithm to compute the actual VNE. Partitions of the SN






4.3.1.2 Assigning delegation nodes
The Network Operator (NO) sets up a load balancer that randomly dis-
tributes VNRs. However, these requests are not sent to any arbitrary
substrate node, but only to special ones: Some clusterheads inside
the hierarchy will be in charge of receiving the VNRs and delegating
them to the partition that fits best to perform the embedding. Those
nodes are called delegation nodes. To increase the number of virtual
networks that can be embedded in parallel, more than just one sin-
gle node inside the partition hierarchy are defined to be a delegation
node.
If delegation nodes are situated at different levels in the hierarchy,
problems can occur with overlapping areas of responsibility. For in-
stance, if one delegation node is a child of another delegation node,
both nodes will forward VNRs to clusterheads below both of them,
leading to inconsistent information with regard to available resources.
To avoid this kind of problem, it is assumed here that delegation
nodes are all located on the same level in the hierarchy, taking care of
mutually independent parts of the network (cf. Figure 4.2).
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4.3.1.3 Setting up distributed lock trees
To perform parallel VNEs, a locking mechanism is implemented to
prevent inconsistencies of clusterheads sharing parts of the same sub-
strate topology. Therefore, partitions have to be locked temporarily.
For example, in the scenario presented in Figure 4.1a, a mapping
algorithm may not be run on the left partition of the level 1, while
at the same time, an embedding process is going on at the leftmost
partition of the level 2. Without locking mechanisms, in a distributed
environment, this implies inconsistencies. However, in the example,
the embedding can continue at the right partition of the level 1 in
parallel, since this area is independent.
For this reason, each clusterhead maintains a local locktree. This is a
data structure where information about the state of partitions that are
currently involved in a running embedding process is managed. Each
local locktree only covers the set of clusterheads that the clusterhead
itself communicates to (i.e., the subtree below the partition and the
parent clusterhead). Each partition is in one of the following three
states (cf. Figure 4.2):
• Fully Locked: The clusterhead that is responsible for the partition
is currently embedding a VNR.
• Partially Locked: Although the clusterhead that is responsible for
the partition is not currently performing a VNE, one or more of
its children are. As a consequence, the partition can not embed
a VNR at the moment, because it does not know the latest, up-
to-date resource information on all its nodes and has to wait for
it before starting new embeddings.
• Unlocked: Neither the partition nor its children are involved in a
VNE. Therefore, they can accept any VNR.
The hierarchical structure of the clusters and the existence of the
partially locked state avoid the possibility of deadlocks because two
competing clusterheads will not have to wait the other to finish in
order to start a new VNE.
4.3.2 Distributed and parallel embedding
After initializing the SN, the actual embedding can take place. To
reduce the number of exchanged messages, the distribution of the
VNR is confined to the hierarchical subtree starting at the delegation
node that has received the request.
4.3.2.1 Embedding within the scope of the delegation nodes
Each delegation node controls an independent part of the network.
To avoid interferences, a delegation node may only delegate embed-
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ding requests to clusterheads within its assigned partition scope (or
hand it off to its parent node). So, when an embedding request is
received, the delegation node tries to find another underlying cluster-
head within its partition scope that might be able to embed the VN
request.
The first requirement of a partition to perform a VNE is to have,
at least, the same number of nodes as the VNR. After this is checked,
the partition should also count on sufficient available resources to per-
form the embedding. To check that, a simple strategy is used. Its aim
is to calculate the potential π of a partition p (SNp = (Np,Lp), where
Np and Lp are the nodes and links of the partition p, respectively)
to embed the virtual network VNRk. The potential is calculated by
the delegation nodes for every underlying partition they know. It is
a combination of CPU potential and bandwidth potential. CPU po-
tential is calculated by dividing available CPU resources by the CPU








Likewise, the bandwidth potential is calculated by dividing the
available bandwidth by the bandwidth demanded by a VNR. Since
virtual links can span several physical links, the demanded band-
width is weighted with an additional parameter ω, which estimates
how much of the physical bandwidth will be used by a virtual link.
A higher ω leads to a more pessimistic bandwidth potential, expect-











The overall potential is then defined as:
π(SNp,VNRk) = πCPU(Np,Nk) · πBW(Lp,Lk) (4.1)
The potential tries to estimate whether a specific virtual network
can be embedded into a substrate partition. In this definition, only
bandwidth demands are weighted because the VNE definition as-
sumes that a virtual node consumes exactly as much substrate re-
sources as it demands, and not more. If the partition’s potential is
greater than 1.0, it is considered as a candidate to embed the VNR.
Note that Equation 4.1 can easily be extended to take various other
constraints (like link delays and location based constraints) into ac-
count.
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There might be more than just one single partition able to embed
the request. The delegation nodes start delegating the embedding
from the partition in the bottom hierarchy level having the small-
est complying potential value. The embedding is then performed by
the clusterhead of that partition. This behavior ensures both mini-
mization of the embedding cost in the SN and maximization of the
number of network areas that can be used for parallel VNRs: Only
the smallest possible network partitions are busy, while other parts
of the SN can be used in parallel. In the meantime, when a cluster-
head of an underlying partition is still busy calculating the VNE, the
delegation node that forwarded the VNR can continue receiving fur-
ther VNRs and delegate them to other clusterheads that are not busy
at the moment.
4.3.2.2 Embedding outside the scope of the delegation nodes
If the aforementioned strategy cannot find any suitable partition in
the scope of the delegation node, the request is forwarded to the par-
ent clusterhead. Clusterheads above the level of delegation nodes in
general do not have up-to-date information (since some nodes within
their scope are working in parallel so the availability of resources
might have changed in the meantime) and therefore do not estimate
to which of their children they forward the request to. They simply
forward the request to all of their children (except the one that sent
the request), one by one, and stop as soon as one of them can embed
the VNE. The original child that failed to embed the request stops






continue (this is done as soon as the parent node receives the final
embedding result). If none of the children is able to embed the VNE,
the parent clusterhead tries to embed the VNE itself. In case of fail-
ure, it forwards the request to its parent clusterhead and waits for its
answer. This parent clusterhead again operates in the same way. If
there is no parent clusterhead to forward the request to, the highest
level of the partition hierarchy has been reached and the VNE failed.
In this case, the process is not able to perform the VNE and the VNR
is finally rejected.
4.3.2.3 Distributed VNE protocol
To deal with the communication among the clusterheads of the hier-
archy, a VNE protocol with the following messages is proposed.
• DEREQ: A DElegate REQuest is used to delegate a VNR to one
clusterhead. It can be sent by delegation nodes or nodes above
them in the hierachical tree. This message must always be an-
swered with an EMRES message.





































Figure 4.3: Distributed algorithm behavior
• EMRES: An EMbedding RESult is the reply following a VNE. If
the embedding was successful, it also carries the updates in the
SN due to this embedding.
• STOP: When a delegation node receives this message, it has to
follow three steps: First, it stops accepting new requests. Sec-
ond, it waits until all the VNRs being embedded in its scope
finish. And finally it tries to embed the received VNR within its
partition scope. This message is always answered with an EMRES
message.
• START: When a delegation node receives this message, it can
start receiving VNRs again.
To facilitate the understanding of DPVNE, its behavior is illustrated
in Figure 4.3. The delegation nodes are chosen at level 1 of the parti-
tions’ hierarchy. The VNRs are processed for each time (tx) as follows:
t0: VNR arrives at delegation node B. The delegation node B tries
to find a suitable partition inside its scope by using the parti-
tion potential (Equation 4.1). Let’s assume the potential tells the
delegation node that there are not enough resources available
inside any of its subpartitions. In this case, the delegation node
tries to run the embedding algorithm inside its own partition.
However, let’s also assume that it is not able to map the VNR.
t1: Since the VNR can not be mapped inside the partitions of dele-
gation node B, it delegates the request to its parent clusterhead
A sending a DEREQ message. There might be unapplied updates
generated by previous embeddings that only B and some un-
derlying clusterheads are aware of, so B can also include some
update information inside its DEREQ message if neccessary. Clus-
terhead B fully locks all of its own partition scope locally, in-
cluding its parent clusterhead, so it queues any other VNRs
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that arrive in the mean time until the embedding of the current
VNR is performed.
t2: Upon receiving a DEREQ message, a clusterhead located above
the delegation nodes (clusterhead A) knows that the sending
clusterhead is unable to embed the VNR itself. So it fully locks
the corresponding partition scope locally and randomly chooses
one of its other, locally unlocked children and sends to it a STOP
message. (Since this example is a binary tree, the only possible
clusterhead is C). Parent node A sends a STOP message to the
delegation node C asking for the embedding of the VNR.
t3: Delegation node C receives a STOP message from its parent. As
defined previously, upon receiving a STOP message, delegation
node C stops receiving new requests, waits until all the VNRs
being embedded inside its partition finish and, using the poten-
tial, chooses the clusterhead F to delegate the VNR and sends
a DEREQ message to it. C fully locks node F locally; it also locks
itself partially. In the next step, VNR is successfully mapped in
clusterhead F and the result is notified to the clusterhead C by
means of an EMRES message.
t4: After the VNE finishes, clusterhead C unlocks the clusterheads
again and notifies its parent node A that the VNE was suc-
cessfully embedded and which resource allocations changed by
means of an EMRES message. Clusterhead A receives the mes-
sage, unlocks the locally locked clusterheads and applies the
corresponding updates.
t5: Clusterhead A forwards the EMRES message to delegation node
B, indicating that the embedding was performed successfully.
In turn, it sends a START message (with an empty set of up-
dates, since no relevant resource allocations were done in the
meantime that have to be notified) to the delegation node C that
was previously stopped. This message tells node C that it can










by means of a VNE
protocol
In summary, the DPVNE framework performs embeddings in par-
allel, distributing the load among different nodes in the SN. It first
partitions the SN to create a hierarchy of SN partitions within which
VNRs can be embedded. Each partition is coordinated by a cluster-
head. Each clusterhead maintains a local lock tree, containing infor-
mation about parts of the SN currently busy with an embedding.
Some clusterheads are assigned as Delegation Nodes, receiving VNRs
from the outside world and distributing them within the hierachy.
VNRs can be directed to higher levels in the hierarchy, if a clusterhead
does not have sufficient resources to satisfy the VNR. To coordinate
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Table 4.1: VNE approaches used for comparison with DPVNE
Algorithm Description
DAVNM Distributed approach proposed in [92]
Baseline Centralized VNE based on available
resources for node mapping and k-
shortest paths for link mapping [41]
ASID Centralized coordinated node and link
mapping VNE using an heuristic
based on subgraph isomorphism detec-
tion [52]
RW-MM-SP Centralized VNE with topology-aware
node mapping and k-shortest paths for
link mapping [46]
RW-BFS Coordinated node and link mapping
topology-aware centralized VNE [46]
the distribution of VNRs, a protocol with four message types (DEREQ,
EMRES, STOP, and START) is used.
In the following section, the efficiency of this approach is evaluated
and compared to other VNE algorithms.
4.4 evaluation
In this section, various characteristics of DPVNE with regard to its
distributed nature are evaluated. Therefore, it is compared to the
Distributed Virtual Network Mapping (DAVNM) algorithm [92], which
is, to the best of the knowledge of this thesis, the only other fully
distributed VNE proposal up to now. Independent of its distributed
nature, DPVNE is also analyzed concerning the quality of the embed-
ding, in particular the embedding cost. To this end, DPVNE is com-
pared to a set of well known VNE centralized algorithms. In contrast
to a distributed approach, the single embedder node of a centralized
approach benefits from full knowledge of the whole substrate topol-
ogy.
4.4.1 Evaluation methodology
In order to evaluate DPVNE, the ALEVIN simulation frame-
work [FBD+11, DSS+11] is used. This tool facilitates the development,
comparison, and analysis of VNE algorithms. Since the proposed
framework focuses on the optimization of cost, a set of appropriate
VNE algorithms sharing the same goal were selected. The list and
description of these algorithms is presented in Table 4.1. All of them
were implemented in ALEVIN.
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As already stated, DPVNE is a generic framework that can be used
in conjunction with any arbitrary embedding algorithm. For the fol-
lowing evaluation, embedder nodes used the ASID algorithm that
already was part of the ALEVIN tool.
As described in Section 4.3, the substrate network is initially par-
titioned into hierarchical sections. This partitioning is carried out by
means of the metis tool1, which provides a free implementation of
Karypis et al. algorithm [159]. SN is split into two parts at each level,
creating a binary tree hierarchy.
The set of evaluation scenarios were created over random net-
work topologies. This is in line with evaluations done in related
work [41, 45, 52]. To generate the random topologies, a Waxman gen-
erator [157], parametrized with edge probability 0.5 and long edge
ratio 0.5 was employed. Substrate networks were generated with 100
nodes. In order to evaluate the effect of increased stress on the sub-
strate network, requests of different sizes (5, 10, 15, or 20 nodes per
VNR) were generated.
As in most related work, CPU power in nodes and bandwidth
in links were chosen as constraints, but other kinds of constraints
can also be used without constriction. Substrate nodes received a
CPU capacity uniformly distributed between 1 − 100, whereas vir-
tual nodes received a CPU demand uniformly distributed between
1− 50. Likewise, substrate links received a bandwidth capacity uni-
formly distributed between 1− 100, whereas virtual links received a
bandwidth demand uniformly distributed between 1− 50. These pa-
rameters were chosen similar to the ones presented in related work.
In order to ensure stability of the results, 30 scenarios were generated
for each VNR’s size (5, 10, 15, and 20 nodes per VNR).
As stated in previous sections, DPVNE focuses on cost-
optimization. Therefore, several existing algorithms towards embed-
ding costs were evaluated and compared. As in previous approaches,
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indicates the amount of bandwidth of the
demBW(i
k, jk) that is allocated in the substrate link (i, j).
However, embedding cost heavily depend on the topology and the
demands of VNRs. Since generated topologies are random, costs vary
and thus, direct comparison can be unfair. A better strategy to com-
pare results is to additionally take the demands of VNRs into account
1 http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/metis/metis/overview
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by determining the revenue. As in previous work, revenue is defined










So, to bring cost and revenue together for an appropriate compar-




A smaller value means that less resources are consumed by the em-
beddings, whereas a higher value means that less resources remain
for embedding further VNRs. So, in general, embedding algorithms
should try to keep this value small.
4.4.2 Results
As discussed in Section 4.1, the goal of the contribution presented in
this chapter was to build a distributed, scalable and parallel framework.
From the obtained results2, the following are the key observations.
4.4.2.1 Reduction of message overhead by DPVNE
In general, there are two primary factors for the success of a scalable
algorithm that operates in a distributed manner – the distribution of
load (set of VNRs) and the message overhead generated by it: On the
one hand it is preferable that load is spread across as many nodes as








should be low. Otherwise, the approach will not scale well.
This is a problem of the DAVNM algorithm: DAVNM shows a no-
ticeable communication overhead in the performed simulations in or-
der to complete the embeddings. Table 4.2 compares the message
overhead of DAVNM to DPVNE with ω = 10, using the root node
as the only delegation node that distributes load. It can be seen, that
DPVNE comes with significantly lower message overhead in this sce-
nario. Later, the influence of different parameters in the number of
exchanged messages is detailed.
4.4.2.2 Influence of pessimistic estimations
Of course, there are various parameters that influence the behavior
of DPVNE and also have an impact to the number of messages that
need to be sent to quickly find an appropriate embedding result. One
important factor is a reasonable estimation of the available resources
inside SN partitions. DPVNE introduces the potential π of a deter-
mined partition that can be fine-tuned by its ω parameter: A higher
2 All figures are presented with a confidence level of 95%
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Figure 4.4: Coordination messages vs ω
value results in a more pessimistic evaluation of available substrate
resources, a smaller value in a more optimistic one.
Figure 4.4 shows the number of coordination messages that are ex-
changed between substrate nodes. This is evaluated for varying ω.
Additionally, the size of the virtual networks was varied between 5
nodes and 20 nodes per VN, and the root node was chosen as the only
delegation node. It can be seen that, regardless of the size of the VN,
there is a sharp drop up to ω = 10 with the amount of messages stay-
ing at or below 20 messages for larger ω. This is because for lower ω,
DPVNE acts in an optimistic way, trying to embed virtual networks at
levels too deep in the tree. This leads to an increased messaging over-
head, when oversized virtual networks have to be delegated to larger
partitions. On the other hand, if ω is too large, eventually everything
will be embedded by the root node, leading to lower message over-
head (but increased centralization). In the figure, this is the case for
20 virtual nodes per network.
4.4.2.3 Influence of delegation node placement
For Figure 4.4, to have a clear and understandable presentation of re-
sults, the root node (level 0) has been chosen as the only delegation





















Figure 4.5: Coordination messages vs delegation level
delegation nodes are placed, because this influences which level of
the hierarchy the VNRs are initially sent to and how they are dele-
gated. In Figure 4.5, the number of messages in dependence of the
level where delegation nodes are placed is shown. Each level is eval-
uated with varying load, having virtual networks with 5, 10, 15, or
20 nodes each. It can be seen, that message overhead does not signifi-
cantly change when delegation nodes were set to a lower level.
The advantage of choosing multiple delegation nodes that delegate
and spread computation to other clusterheads is the reduction of mes-
sage passing overhead and the dependability on a single node. How-
ever, delegation nodes should not be placed too deep in the hierar-
chy. Otherwise, this has a negative effect to message overhead: As
depicted in the figure, for level 3, message overhead starts to grow
again, especially for bigger networks. The average number of nodes
within one of the 23 partitions at level 3 is 100
23
≈ 13. Since a partition
of this size will, on average, not be able to embed a VNR that has
15 or 20 nodes, these VNRs have to be delegated to a higher level
inside the hierarchy – which results in additional message overhead.
As shown in the figure, for these values there is a significant increase
of communication.
4.4.2.4 Trade-off between number of messages and level of parallelism
Keeping the number of coordination messages at a low level is not the
only aim of a distributed VNE algorithm. Otherwise, an algorithm
that only uses one single node to compute all the embeddings (like
centralized algorithms do) would be ideal, already. For a distributed There is a trade-off
between the number








approach, however, VNRs should be appropriately distributed among
substrate nodes, so that they can be embedded in parallel. To spread
load equally, DPVNE organizes substrate nodes in a tree structure. As
such, it is interesting to see which percentage of the requested virtual
networks is mapped at which level in the tree. The deeper in the
hierarchy, the more nodes will participate in the set of embeddings.



















Figure 4.6: Embedding involvement vs ω
E.g. if 10% of all networks are mapped at level 3, then 23 = 8 nodes
take 10% of the load. This is depicted in Figure 4.6. In this figure, the
load distribution between levels in the binary tree is shown in relation
to ω, which is the main regulating factor in this approach. A higher
ω means that estimates for embedding costs are more pessimistic,
leading to networks being embedded at a higher level in the tree and,
as a consequence, to a lower level of parallelism. The number of nodes
participating in the embedding is shown at the top of the figure as
“embedding substrate nodes”. It can be seen that for higher ω there
are less nodes participating in the embedding.
Taking Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.6 into account, one can conclude
that ω = 10 provides a good tradeoff between message overhead and
load distribution. Taking the example of five virtual networks with 10
nodes per virtual network and a substrate network size of 100 nodes,
it can be seen that in this scenario, for ω = 10 more than one quarter
of the substrate network (28 nodes) participates in the embedding,
while only about 20 messages are necessary on average to coordinate
the embeddings. Comparing this to the more than 60000 messages
generated by the DAVNM algorithm, it becomes clear that DPVNE is
a significant improvement in terms of message overhead.
4.4.2.5 Economical resource usage
Figure 4.7 shows the cost/revenue ratio for several VNE algorithms
with a varying load of 5, 10, 15, and 20 virtual nodes per VNR respec-
tively. It can be seen that the C/R ratio of DPVNE is comparable to the
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Figure 4.7: C/R in different VNE algorithms







ratio of other approaches. On average, results are better than for the
distributed DAVNM algorithm. In some cases, DPVNE even outper-
forms centralized approaches, especially for smaller virtual networks,
although embedder nodes do not have full knowledge of the overall
network topology.
It is even slightly better than the pure ASID approach, because
embeddings are confined to a partition with just enough resources.
Since Karypi’s graph partitioning algorithm is used to detect highly
connected partitions inside the substrate network, the possibility to
find appropriate embedding candidates within the immediate sur-
roundings of a node is higher than when just choosing any arbitrary,
random node inside the whole network topology (as ASID does). In










network into areas of the SN that are already crowded and there-
fore has to choose further links and nodes that are only reachable
through longer paths. By measuring the number of virtual nodes
that are mapped to a substrate node on average, this behavior can
be demonstrated (see Table 4.3).
Thus, by distributing the workload to various parts of the network,
the number of virtual nodes mapped to a substrate node decreases.
More importantly, this also has a positive effect of reducing embed-
ding costs.
Summarizing, simulation results have shown, on the one hand,
that DPVNE drastically reduces the number of exchanged messages
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when compared with the other distributed alternative, DAVNM. Even
though substantially reducing the exchanged messages, the perfor-
mance of DPVNE depends on two main factors: potential estimation
– pessimistic estimations decrease the number of messages; and del-
egation nodes location – placing delegation nodes in deep hierarchy
levels leads to a growth of exchanged messages. However, making
pessimistic estimations and placing delegation nodes up in the hier-
archy reduces the level of parallelism of DPVNE (number of different
SN nodes performing VNEs). Therefore, there is a tradeoff between
the amount of exchanged messages and the number of VNRs that
can be embedded in parallel. On the other hand, results have shown
that embedding costs reached by DPVNE are comparable with the
ones of centralized approaches. With VNRs of low sizes, DPVNE even
achieves better cost/revenue ratio, due to the restriction of the VNEs
to smaller and strongly interconnected SN partitions.
4.5 conclusion
This chapter presented DPVNE a generic, distributed and parallel
framework for embedding virtual networks (DPVNE) that can be
used in conjunction with any arbitrary embedding algorithm. Simula-
tion results showed that, using this framework with one well-known
embedding algorithm, message overhead can be kept significantly
smaller than other fully distributed VNE solutions. This is achieved
by hierarchic partitioning of the SN instead of using the complete SN
topology to perform the embedding. Simulation results also showed
that, despite its distributed nature, embedding costs of DPVNE re-
main comparable to those of centralized algorithms.
Also, the influence of the location of SN nodes in charge of delegat-
ing VNE and the available resources of SN partitions in the number
of exchanged messages was illustrated. Results allowed to indicate a
tradeoff between the number of messages and the level of parallelism
that can be achieved with DPVNE.
DPVNE used ASID to perform VNE within each partition of the
SN. An interesting branch for future investigation can be devoted
to the evaluation of DPVNE with different VNE algorithms. Besides,
more sophisticated heuristics for estimating the potential of different
partitions could be investigated. Another subject of future research
is the placement of delegation nodes and its effect on message over-
head. Optimal delegation nodes placement is strongly related to the
expected size of the VNRs. Furthermore, the effects of different parti-
tioning methods could be investigated.
5
E N E R G Y- E F F I C I E N T V N E
”Efficiency is doing things right; effectiveness is doing the right things“
Peter Drucker
Waste of energy due to over-provisioning and over-dimensioning
of network infrastructures has recently stimulated the interest on en-
ergy consumption reduction by Internet Service Providers. By means
of resource consolidation, network virtualization based architectures
will enable energy saving. The main contribution presented in this
chapter is the introduction of the Energy-Aware Virtual Network Em-
bedding Problem, defined as the VNE where the main objective is to
switch off as many network nodes and interfaces as possible by allo-
cating the virtual demands to a consolidated subset of active physical
networking equipment.
The first contribution to solve EA-VNE consists on a C/S/R ap-
proach based on a mixed integer program that looks for the minimiza-
tion of active substrate nodes and links after performing the embed-
ding. EA-VNE shows great power savings over existing cost-based This thesis
introduced the
Energy-Aware VNE.







VNE approaches. This contribution was published in [BHD+12] as a
collaboration with Andreas Fischer and Hermann De Meer from the
Chair of Computer Networks and Communications of the University
of Passau and Michael Duelli and Daniel Schlosser from the Institute
of Computer Science of University of Würzburg.
The second contribution to solve EA-VNE was published in [BH13].
This C/S/R proposal modifies and improves the existing energy-aware
VNE solution proposed in [BHD+12] by introducing embedding cost
and load balancing to solve ties in optimal embedding solutions that
consume the same amount of power. Besides, as MIP-based energy ef-
ficient VNE approaches are hard to solve for large network sizes and
have an adverse effect in the acceptance ratio, a C/D/R VNE heuris-
tic approach to reconfigure, minimizing the power consumption, the
allocation of already embedded virtual networks, is also proposed.
5.1 energy efficiency and network virtualization
Network operators are becoming aware of the pressing necessity of
energy saving. According to [160], the ICT has the potential to re-
duce from 20 to 30% of its greenhouse gas emissions. This growing
interest of the NOs is mainly due to the rise of energy costs and
the international community call to act against the global warming.
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In developed countries, telecom and NOs are alarmingly increasing
their energy consumption [161]. A recent study [162] shows that the
impact of energy-aware strategies over the data and control planes
of wired network infrastructures would approximately be of 50% en-
ergy savings in the short-term and 80% in the long-term, resulting in
an unexpected potential for NOs to cut their energy bills in the near
future.
Nowadays, networks are designed for traffic loads during the busy
hour, making heavy use of over-provisioning to fulfill QoS constraints
under high loads. However, this leads to resource under-utilization
and, along with it, unnecessary power consumption [161]. This situa-
tion has substantially increased interest in the research field of green
networking. In particular, four different research areas have been re-
cently identified [122]: Adaptive Link Rate (ALR), interface proxying,
energy-aware applications and energy-aware infrastructure.
Most of the advances in energy-efficient networking are concen-
trated in the former area. As the energy consumption of a link de-
pends on its negotiated capacity, ALR goal is to adapt link power
consumption to its current load rather than to its negotiated rate.Nowadays, networks
are designed for peak





There are several proposals to sleep a link for idle times or to dy-
namically renegotiate its rate to fit the current load and save energy.
Interface proxying techniques are applied to idle end devices dealing
with control traffic that can be dropped or just delegated to be pro-
cessed in different entities, leaving the device free to switch to sleep
mode. Energy-aware software and applications is a research field where
both user-level applications and kernel-level network stack have to be
redesigned to save energy.
The remaining research area is concentrated on energy savings, not
just in individual networking equipment, but in the whole network
infrastructure. One key element of future network architectures will
be their energy awareness; future Internet will rely on architectures
that guarantee high performance and tight QoS while making an effi-
cient use of the energy.
One of the main characteristics of network virtualization is the pos-
sibility of concentrating several virtual instances in one physical re-
source, commonly known as consolidation. This feature will be one
of the main enablers of power savings in future Internet architectures.
These savings can be reached by the concentration of several virtual
networks in a reduced subset of strongly consolidated physical equip-
ment, leaving the rest of the infrastructure to be switched off or to
enter in sleep mode during low traffic demand periods (e.g. night
traffic).
Applying virtualization of network resources leads to the problem
of allocating virtual network demands to physical network resources,
known as the Virtual Network Embedding problem. Conducting the
objective of the VNE to the minimization of the power consumption,
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the physical network can be dynamically dimensioned for current
traffic demand rather than for peak demand.
The power spent by today’s routers and interfaces is almost insensi-
tive to the traffic load (according to [121] an idle router consumes 90%
of the power it requires when working at maximum capacity). This
affirmation is also supported by the study realized in [163]. There, the
authors performed a detailed benchmark of the power consumption
of current networking devices, taking into account the components of
current network switches (Base chassis power, line cards, active ports,
ternary content addressable memory and firmware). Inside the study,
the authors introduce the Energy Proportionality Index (EPI) that mea-
sures the relationship between load and power consumption; EPI is
expressed in percentage, with 100 implying that the device has per-
fect energy proportionality and 0 implying that the energy consumed
by the device is completely agnostic to the offered load. The tests per-
formed in the benchmark, for different networking equipment, show
EPI values ranging from 8.6% to 25%. These results allow to conclude
that the power equipment of current networking equipment is almost
not influenced by the traffic load.
Taking this into account, the first contribution presented in this
chapter is to lead the objective of the VNE to the minimization of
the power consumption, so that the physical network can be dynam-
ically dimensioned, leaving free as much networking equipment as
possible, to accomplish the VNRs demands. Free networking equip- Here, the objective of






SN, leaving free as
much equipment as
possible
ment can be then turn to sleep (low power consumption) mode or
switched off. The right side of Figure 5.1 shows how two different
virtual network requests are mapped to just two nodes and one link
in the substrate network avoiding to switch on two more nodes and
links when compared with a cost-based embedding, that shows en-
ergy inefficient results, of the same requests (on the left side of the
figure).
By means of resource consolidation, network virtualization enables
the energy-efficient use of network infrastructure.
In this chapter, the energy-aware virtual network embedding prob-
lem, where the goal is to allocate the set of virtual network requests
in a reduced group of physical network equipment is introduced, and
a MIP to optimally solve it is proposed. As a second step, an Energy-
Aware Virtual Network Embedding with Load Balancing (EA-VNE-LB)
and embedding cost is introduced, allowing to improve the accep-
tance ratio and power savings after performing the embedding.
Integer Linear Programs are in many practical situations NP-
complete, therefore, the implementation of the proposed EA-VNE
and EA-VNE-LB models is not scalable for large scenarios (big network
sizes). However, exact formulations represent an optimal bound for
future energy-aware VNE heuristics. To the best of our knowledge
this is the first attempt to formulate VNE for energy awareness.
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Figure 5.1: VNE consolidating network resources
Most of the algorithms proposed to solve the VNE look for the
minimization of the resources spent by the SN to map a VNR, also
known as embedding cost. In this way, as more SN resources are avail-
able, the next VNR is more likely to be embedded. This results in an
increment of the number of mapped VNRs (acceptance ratio). If the
VNE objective is totally shifted from cost to energy efficiency, there is
a trade-off between power savings and acceptance ratio; above all, in
energy-aware solutions, the acceptance ratio is lower (even including
embedding cost and load balancing) than in cost-based solutions, in
general, over equal load conditions.
Therefore, EA-VNE and EA-VNE-LB suffer from two main short-
comings: 1) due to MIP’s inherent complexity, the running time
needed to solve them is not affordable for big problem instances (big
SNs and VNRs sizes) and 2) they result in lower acceptance ratios
than cost-based VNE approaches (especially for high network loads).
To overcome these shortcomings, a scalable Energy-Aware Reconfig-
uration Heuristic (EA-RH) is also introduced. EA-RH takes a set of
already embedded VNRs as input to perform an energy-efficient re-
location of resources while maintaining the VN acceptance ratio for
small and large network sizes.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2
provides a review of the related work. Section 5.3 formulates and
evaluates the EA-VNE and EA-VNE-LB problems using a MIP for-
mulation. Section 5.4 presents and evaluates the heuristic algorithm
(EA-RH) to relocate existing embeddings. Finally, Section 5.5 presents
the conclusions of this chapter.
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5.2 related work
The aim of this contribution is to minimize the power consumption
in the network infrastructure by including it as the main objective of
the VNE. There have been considerable research effort dealing with
energy efficiency in the network architecture as well as numerous
proposals to solve the VNE. But, until now, they have been investi-
gated separately. Accordingly, this section separates the background
on energy efficiency proposals in the network architecture from the
proposals to solve the VNE.
5.2.1 Energy efficiency in network architecture
Most of the mechanisms to save energy in ICT technologies have been
devoted to the reduction of power consumption in a single network-
ing device or even in individual parts of it (network interfaces, packet
processing engines, etc.). However, the interest in energy-aware infras-
tructures has been growing recently.
Virtualization has been used in backbone networks to decouple
physical elements (e.g. line cards), which can be put in standby, from
their virtual functionalities, so these functionalities can be migrated
towards active physical elements of the same device [164].
An energy-aware network and a power-aware protocol design are
proposed in [121]. The objective is to replace power-hungry systems
in the core with energy-efficient systems that still provide the re-
quired reliability and performance. By means of a benchmark over
two different router equipment (access and core routers), the authors
conclude that, to save power, the network should be dimensioned by
minimizing the number of powered router chassis at a given point of
presence, and maximizing the number of line cards attached to each
chassis. With this objective, they formulate a mixed integer program
constrained by the network traffic matrix. The solution of the prob-
lem indicates how the nodes must be provisioned and which are the
best routes to minimize the power consumption. The obtained results
show power savings up to 65% for certain topologies.
From a point of view of the Internet Protocol (IP) layer, several
energy-aware routing approaches have been proposed. Their main
aim is to aggregate traffic flows in a reduced set of network equip-
ment using the consolidation principle, so that the unused links and
nodes can be switched off or slept. The proposal in [165] formulates
the routing problem as an ILP where the goal is to minimize the
power consumed by physical nodes and links while fulfilling the de-
mands of the traffic matrix and maintaining a certain level of QoS.
The authors propose heuristic algorithms to solve the problem and
reach power savings up to 30% in links and 50% in nodes. The ap-
proach in [166] follows the same goal, but taking care of the fact that
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in backbone networks, pairs of routers are typically connected by mul-
tiple physical cables that form one logical bundled link. This fact is in-
troduced in the ILP formulation where the goal is to turn off as much
cables of the bundled links as possible. The proposed heuristics reach
up to 73% of power savings when tested over the Abilene topology.
The authors in [167] propose to solve numerically the ILP formula-
tion of the energy-aware routing problem with the introduction of
three different models for the network device energy consumption:
idle energy (difference in power consumption between an idle and a
full loaded device is not too noticeable), fully proportional (power
consumption is directly proportional to device load) and energy-
agnostic (power consumption is equal independently of the device
load). Recently, a similar approach was proposed in [168] where dif-
ferent energy-profiles are proposed and a linear programming prob-
lem looking for the minimization of the power consumption is solved
for each profile. Finally, Cianfrani et al. propose an OSPF-compliant
approach called Energy Saving IP Routing (ESIR) [169] where the
main goal is to share the Shortest Path Trees (SPTs) between neighbor
routers so that the overall set of active network links is minimized.
ESIR uses heuristic algorithms to solve the NP-complete problem of
sharing SPTs and reduces the number of active links in a percentage
of 40%.
As it has been briefly reviewed, current research in energy-aware
infrastructures is devoted to finding the best routing solution min-
imizing the power consumption in the network while maintaining
the QoS. Commonly, this can be modeled with ILP having as input
the network topology, the power consumption of the devices and the
traffic matrix. Although VNE can be also modeled with ILP and can
share the power consumption minimization of the whole network
as objective, the problem is not the same. VNE tries to allocate the
demands of one virtual network in links and also in nodes. The com-
plexity of VNE is higher as it has also to find, inside the SN, the most




finding the routes to
map virtual links,
also suitable nodes
have to be find to
map the virtual
nodes demands
tual network demands do not necessarily mean the same as current
traffic demands; VN demands are the capacity that the SP expects its
virtual network to have, they are the upper bound of the traffic flow
demands generated and transported by the VN. Even inside the VN,
when these demands have been allocated, further energy optimiza-
tion can be carried out by applying any of the previously mentioned
routing techniques.
5.2.2 Virtual network embedding in energy efficiency
As it is already stated in Chapter 2, all existing VNE approaches have
different goals, e.g. maximize the acceptance ratio or provide resilient
VNEs. However, to the best of our knowledge, the first contribution
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of this chapter [BHD+12] is the first approach tackling the power
consumption in VNE. There, an exact C/S/R solution, called EA-VNE,
based on mixed integer programming, that consolidates the network
resources in a subset of the SN, allowing the remaining resources to
turn to an energy-efficient mode (switched off, hibernated, slept, etc.)
is proposed. It shows that noticeable power savings can be reached
when the load of traffic demands is low. However, it presents two
shortcomings:
• EA-VNE does not consider the embedding cost and does not
balance the load demanded by the VNRs. It does not have a
mechanism to choose among different optimal embeddings that
consume the same amount of power; it chooses arbitrarily one
of them. This behavior may quickly deplete some substrate re-
sources leading to low acceptance ratios for high traffic loads.
• EA-VNE is not scalable. The complexity of the exact MIP is high
when the size of the problem grows resulting in unaffordable
execution times to solve problems with large network sizes.
Two contributions
are presented in this
chapter: 1) An MIP
VNE formulation
concentrating the
virtual demands in a
small number of
active equipment





To overcome these inconveniences, two new contributions are pre-
sented in [BH13]:
1. An exact C/S/R solution (EA-VNE-LB) that, instead of making
an arbitrary decision among optimal embeddings with equal
power consumption, minimizes the embedding cost and, be-
sides, balances the load demanded by the VNRs (i.e. it chooses
the substrate elements with higher remaining resources). The
resulting embedding maximizes the spare capacity of the SN
and reduces bottlenecks so the likelihood to succeed in the em-
bedding of the next VNR is increased. Through intensive sim-
ulations, EA-VNE-LB is shown to reach greater power savings
when compared against the approach proposed in [BHD+12]
and the optimal cost-based approach proposed in [51].
2. An C/D/R heuristic VNE approach (EA-RH) that relocates cur-
rent embedded VNRs in an energy-efficient manner while main-
taining the acceptance ratio. EA-RH reconfigures the embed-
dings performed by cost-based VNE approaches in reasonable
execution time. For evaluation purposes, EA-RH relocates the
embeddings made by exact [51] and heuristic [45] cost-based
approaches.
5.3 modeling greener networks
Most of the current proposals to solve VNE considers that two virtual
nodes of the same virtual network can not be mapped to the same
substrate node, that is, fk(ik) = fk(jk) ⇐⇒ ik = jk,∀ik, jk ∈ Nk.
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Table 5.1: MIP inputs and variables
Term Description
SN = (N,L) Directed Graph representing the SN
VNRk = (Nk,Lk) Directed Graph representing the VNR k
demCPUk (i
k) CPU demand of virtual node ik
demBWk (i
k, jk) Bandwidth demand of virtual link (ik, jk)
capCPU(i) Available CPU resource of SN node i




we Energy weight in the objective function
wc Load-balanced embedding cost weight in the objective
function
NOi Binary parameter, takes ’1’ value if SN node i is active
before the mapping, ’0’ otherwise
LO(i,j) Binary parameter, takes ’1’ value if SN link (i, j) is active
before the mapping, ’0’ otherwise
PowerNodei Power consumed by the SN node i
PowerLink(i,j) Power consumed by the SN link (i, j)
match(ik) Set of substrate nodes available to map the virtual node
ik
MaxDegree Maximum degree of any i ∈N
f
(i,j)
i′ ,j′ Bandwidth mapped from SN node i
′ to substrate node
j ′ passing through substrate link (i, j)
xi
ik
Binary variable indicating whether the virtual node ik is








BW Amount of BW allocated from SN node i to
SN node j supporting the BW demand of


















to avoid the non-linearity of the formulation [51]
δ(i,j) Binary variable indicating whether the substrate link
(i, j) is activated after the mapping
γi Binary variable indicating whether the substrate node i
is activated after the mapping
However, in [51] the cost minimization of the embedding is improved
by avoiding this constraint. Since there are mechanisms to create links
between virtual machines that are hosted in the same physical ma-
chines [170], EA-VNE, EA-VNE-LB and EA-RH rely in the fact that
to reach better levels of power consumption, it is necessary to allow
the hosting of more than one virtual node of the same VNR in the
same physical node as long as it fulfills all the virtual node demands.
5.3.1 VNE energy-efficient problem
As previously discussed, the power consumption of current network-
ing equipment is insensitive to the traffic load. Therefore, to reduce it
in the SN, the best approach is to use the minimum amount of equip-
ment to fulfill the VNRs demands. In this section, a power efficient
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MIP formulation of the VNE where the objective is to realize the map-
ping of a VNR in a small set of substrate nodes and links (here called
active equipment) introducing embedding cost and load balancing in
the embedding is proposed.
This formulation considers that all the SN equipment is inactive
(switched off) if there are not virtual network demands mapped
on top of it. Its main goal is to embed the arriving VNRs in the
smallest consolidated SN subset able to fulfill the demand constraints.
Therefore, it produces a VNE where virtual demands are allocated
in the smallest feasible set of substrate links and nodes trying to
minimize the SN resources to activate. In this way, the unused
network interfaces and nodes (inactive equipment) remain switched
off or slept to minimize the overall power consumption of the SN.
To reduce the complexity of the problem, network resources are
considered to be homogeneous with regard to their power consump-
tion, this can be the case of SNs confined to just one InP segment
(access, transport or core) where network equipment shares similar
characteristics. Embedding cost and load balancing are integrated to
the EA-VNE MIP formulation by including the load balancing-based
cost definition [45, 36] in the objective function of EA-VNE-LB.
EA-VNE and EA-VNE-LB formulation













The objective function (Equation 5.1) seeks to minimize the power
consumption of the SN after embedding the VNR k. It is composed
of two main terms: The left side of the expression represents the min-
imization of the power consumption, i.e. the sum of the power con-
sumption of the substrate nodes and links that are activated after
performing the VNE. It improves the objective in [BHD+12] that con-
sidered the number of substrate nodes and links activated without
considering the power consumption attached to each of them.
To avoid ties in optimal solutions with the same power consump-
tion, embedding cost is included in the objective function using the
formal definition in [45] that, unlike [51], introduces load balancing
in the embedding ensuring that the resources with more residual ca-
pacities are more likely chosen over the resources with less residual
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capacities. This feature is added in the objective function by includ-
ing the embedding cost needed to map the VNR k in the right side of






i ′,j ′∈N f
(i,j)









k), where δ → 0 is a small
value introduced to avoid dividing by zero. cost(VNRk) represents
the amount of resources spent in the SN to map the VNR k.
The main objective of EA-VNE-LB [BH13] is then to minimize
the power consumption in the SN after the mapping is performed.
The inclusion of costLB(VNRk) in the objective function help us to
evaluate the pure cost based approach (with we = 0 and wc = 1) and
to introduce load balancing in the energy-aware solution, i.e. to solve
the draws of energy-efficient embeddings promoting the solution
with more residual resources in the SN and resulting in better
embeddings with regard to power savings and acceptance ratio. To
do this, it is necessary to ensure that the right side of Equation 5.1
has a very small value with respect to the value of the left side
(power consumption), therefore we = 1 and wc → 0. To evaluate





k, jk) · zi,j
(ik,jk) = LD
i,j
BW ,∀i, j ∈ N (5.2)
Constraint 5.2 introduces the z variable to avoid the non-linearity
on the formulation. Variable LDi,jBW is also introduced in this con-
straint.
Flow related constraints:











BW ,∀i, j ∈ N (5.3)











BW ,∀i, j ∈ N (5.4)










′, j ′ ∈ N, l ∈ N\{i ′, j ′} (5.5)
Equation 5.3, Equation 5.4 and Equation 5.5 are flow conservation
constraints.













,∀(ik, jk) ∈ Lk,∀j ∈ N (5.6)














k, jk) ∈ Lk,∀i, j ∈ N (5.8)
The correlation between variables x and z is introduced in con-
straints 5.6- 5.8. zi,j
















k) 6 capCPU(l),∀l ∈ N (5.10)
Node and link capacity constraints are indicated in Equation 5.9
and Equation 5.10. Equation 5.9 assures that δ(i,j) will be set to ’1’
when
∑
i ′,j ′∈N f
(i,j)
i ′,j ′ > 0 (i.e. when substrate link (i, j) is active).
One substrate node per virtual node constraint:∑
i∈N
xiik = 1,∀i
k ∈ Nk (5.11)
xiik = 0,∀i 6∈ match(i
k) (5.12)
Equation 5.11 assures that just one substrate node is assigned to
each virtual node while Equation 5.12 makes sure that virtual node
ik is mapped to one SN node of its candidate set.











δ(j,i) 6 γi ∗MaxDegree (5.14)
Finally, Equation 5.13 and Equation 5.14 show the correlation be-
tween variables δ and γ, setting a node as active when at least one of
its incoming or outgoing links is also active.
5.3.2 Performance evaluation
In this section, a methodology to create load-targeted scenarios is




The load-targeted scenarios used for the evaluation are parameterized
by:
• topology creation performed just as in Section 3.6.3.1;
• resource and demand deployment performed just as in Sec-
tion 3.6.3.1.
5.3.2.2 Evaluation
simulation settings In this work, CPU cycles are considered
as node resource, denoted by capCPU, and bandwidth as link resource,
denoted by capBW in the substrate network. For the uniform distribu-
tion of these values capmaxCPU = 100 and cap
max
BW = 100 are chosen
following related work [45, 41].
Due to the complexity and unaffordable execution time of MIP
solutions for large network sizes, a small number of substrate and
virtual nodes |N| = 15 and |Nk| = 5 were chosen. To explore the
impact of consolidation of virtual networks, and the possibilities
of power saving, network scenarios with kmax = 80 VNRs were
considered. To study the VNs acceptance ratio and its implications
in power saving, all scenarios were considered for different loads
ρ ∈ {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}. The average load depicts the ra-
tio of demands generated by the set of VNRs to the SN capacity. As
Waxman topology generation is probabilistic, 50 runs for each set of
scenario parameters were performed.
According to Equation 3.5 with E[P(u, v)] ≈ 0.25, E[|L|] ≈ 53, and
therefore there are E[|L|]
|N| ≈ 4 links for each node.
As mentioned before, network resources are considered to be ho-
mogeneous with respect to their power consumption. Hence, to cal-
culate the power consumed by each network element, the SN is sup-
posed to be confined to the transport segment of InPs with links
of maximum 1000 Mbps that, according to [167], consume approxi-
mately 4 Watt (2 Watt for each end interface), thus PowerLink(i,j) =
4, ∀(i, j) ∈ A. In turn, the power consumption of a node is given by
P = C2/3 [171], where P [Watt] is power consumption and C is switch-
ing capacity. For this case, C =4000 Mbps to switch the link traffic of
each node, therefore, PowerNodei = 40002/3 ≈ 252 Watt,∀i ∈ N.
When all the elements of the SN are active, the maximum average
power consumption accounts for PowerNodei · |N|+ PowerLink(i,j) ·
|L|→ 252 · 15+ 4 · 53 = 3992 Watt.
comparison method and metrics VNE approaches evalu-
ated in this work are described in Table 5.2. These algorithms were
implemented in the ALEVIN framework [FBD+11, DSS+11] which
uses GLPK [49] to solve the formulated MIPs.
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Table 5.2: Compared approaches
Notation Approach Description
OCA Optimal cost approach that map each VNRs by using minimum
resources in the SN while balancing the load in it. This approach
is similar to the one proposed in [51] but improved by introduc-
ing load balancing (we = 0 and wc = 1 in the MIP formulation)
EA-VNE Proposed energy-efficient VNE approach without considering
load balancing [BHD+12] (using we = 1 and wc = 0)
EA-VNE-LB Proposed load balancing based energy-efficient ap-
proach [BH13] by using we = 1 and wc = 10−5 that embeds
VNRs in the smallest feasible set of SN equipment, trying at the
same time to use the resources with greater remaining capacity
The difference among those VNE approaches is better illustrated
in Figure 5.2 where three VNRs, each composed of two nodes and
one link, have to be embedded in a SN with four nodes and four
links. The Optimal Cost Approach (OCA) is able to map all VNRs but
it does not produce power savings because all substrate resources
are occupied after the embedding (Figure 5.2a). EA-VNE produces
power savings but, as it does not perform load balancing, embeds
VNR 1 in substrate nodes A,B leaving substrate link A-B depleted,
preventing the successful mapping of VNR 2 (Figure 5.2b). On the
contrary, thanks to load balancing, EA-VNE-LB embeds VNR 1 to
nodes A, D which leaves room for the embedding of VNR 2 and
VNR 3 (Figure 5.2c), while saving the same amount of power than
EA-VNE.
To evaluate the performance of OCA, EA-VNE and EA-VNE-LB,
eight metrics are used:
• VN average acceptance percentage: This metric measures the
percentage of successfully mapped VNRs, also called accep-
tance ratio.
• Total Power Consumption: This metric shows the power con-
sumed by the substrate network after the set of VNRs is embed-
ded.
• Power Consumed by nodes: This metric presents the power con-
sumed by all SN nodes after embedding the set of VNRs.
• Power Consumed by links: This metric presents the power con-
sumed by all SN links after embedding the set of VNRs.
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Figure 5.2: Load balancing in different VNE approaches
• Average embedding cost per mapped VN: The embedding cost


















• Utilization in SN nodes: It measures the utilization of active SN
nodes.
• Utilization in SN links: It measures the utilization of active SN
links.
• Runtime per mapped scenario average: It measures the time
needed to map a load-based scenario.


























(a) VNRs Acceptance Ratio (b) Power Consumption
(c) Power Consumption in Nodes (d) Power Consumption in Links
Figure 5.3: OCA,EA-VNE and EA-VNE-LB performance
results Evaluation results are shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4.
These results are displayed with a confidence level of 95%. The key
observations can be summarized as follows.
1. Great power savings with EA-VNE-LB: Figure 5.3b shows that,
after performing the embedding, EA-VNE-LB solution obtains
greater power savings with respect to OCA, especially for low
loads. For instance, when the load is 0.2 EA-VNE-LB consumes
40% less power than OCA. In fact, the power consumption in





reaches up to 40%
power savings
very close to 3992 Watt, indicating that nearly all SN elements
are activated due to the VNE performed by OCA.
In addition, EA-VNE-LB noticeably decreases the power con-
sumption when compared with EA-VNE for all loads. For in-
stance, when the load is 0.2, EA-VNE-LB saves 10% more power
than EA-VNE. Power savings come with a slight increase of the
embedding cost of the energy-aware solutions (see Figure 5.4c).
However, as EA-VNE-LB includes the embedding cost in the
objective function to resolve the ties when several optimal solu-
tions consume the same amount of power, it reduces the cost
needed to embed a VNR compared to EA-VNE.
2. Tiny contribution of SN links to the total power consumption:
Figure 5.3c and Figure 5.3d show that almost 100% of the


















































































































(d) Runtime per Scenario
Figure 5.4: OCA,EA-VNE and EA-VNE-LB embedding cost, utilization and
runtime
highly predictable with the values taken by PowerNodei and
PowerLink(i,j). In the best case (when the load is 0.9), the power
consumed by SN links is around the 5% of the total power con-
sumption in all the evaluated approaches. However, as shown
in the figures, the energy-aware solutions save power both in
links and nodes. It is worth noting that although EA-VNE-LB
consume less power in links and nodes, for all loads, than EA-
VNE; their consumption tends to match for very high loads (0.8
and 0.9) because the room for power saving is almost nonexis-
tent in such loaded SNs.
3. Trade-off between acceptance ratio and power savings: EA-VNE-LB
improves the percentage of accepted VNRs when compared
against EA-VNE (see Figure 5.3a). Even with these improve-
ments, EA-VNE-LB acceptance ratio is lower than the one of
OCA for high loads. This situation creates a trade-off between






savings come at the
cost of lower
acceptance ratios
EA-VNE-LB obtains great power savings maintaining the same
acceptance ratios of OCA, it becomes hard to allocate VNRs
with greater demands in a lower number of highly loaded SN
equipment that is more prone to reject future VNRs. Figure 5.3b
shows that, under loads from 0.6 to 0.9, EA-VNE-LB can con-
sume up to 2% less power than OCA, while the percentage of
accepted VNRs can be up to 17% lower than OCA’s. This trade-
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off should lead the ISP to choose the most convenient VNE ap-
proach depending on its goals and on the SN load.
4. Better resource utilization in the SN for energy-aware approaches: Fig-
ure 5.4a and Figure 5.4b show how, due to the concentration of
the virtual demands, the energy-aware approaches have a sig-
nificantly better utilization of nodes and links than OCA. In
nodes, EA-VNE has an utilization until 25% (when ρ = 0.2)
higher than OCA. Due to load balancing, EA-VNE-LB has a
better distribution of the load demand and, as a consequence,
a lower utilization than EA-VNE. In links, the differences be-
tween energy-aware strategies and OCA can be of almost 60%
(when ρ = 0.2).
5. EA-VNE-LB is more scalable than EA-VNE: As previously men-
tioned, even for small networks (as the ones used in the per-
formed experiments), a remarkable difference in runtime of EA-
VNE and EA-VNE-LB when compared with OCA can be ob-




is not scalable for
medium and big
networks
the execution time with respect to EA-VNE, none of these ex-
act solutions (including OCA) scale for big networks but can be
used as a baseline to evaluate new heuristic-based energy-aware
VNE approaches.
5.4 energy-efficient embedding reconfiguration
Previous section showed that EA-VNE-LB improves the power con-
sumption in the network but, as traffic load grows, the VN acceptance
ratio decreases. The main economic objective of the InP is to reject
the minimum number of VNRs, therefore, a long-term embedding
strategy based on EA-VNE-LB will not be profitable for high loads.
A desirable approach would be to reduce power consumption while
minimizing the number of rejected VNRs. Another shortcoming of
EA-VNE-LB is its excessive execution time that could deteriorate the
algorithm effectiveness for medium to large problem sizes.
The best strategy to minimize the VNRs rejection rate is the op-
timal cost embedding. Embedding cost is defined as the amount of











VNR. When the cost of mapping a VNR is minimized, the successful
mapping of the next VNR is more likely to occur as the SN counts
with more resources.
Over time, as new VNRs arrive and are embedded and others
expire and release their resources from the SN, the embedding be-
comes fragmented and the ratio of accepted VNRs diminishes, re-
sulting in a long-term revenue abatement. Current reconfiguration
1 Confidence intervals are not shown for time figures as they are not representative in
logarithmic scales
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VNE approaches perform a periodic reconfiguration of the mapped
VNRs in order to optimize and reorganize the resource allocation [30].
One of the contributions of this thesis, presented in this section, is a
C/D/R Energy-Aware VNE Reconfiguration Heuristic to relocate al-
ready mapped VNs trying to minimize the power consumption. This
reconfiguration approach is not motivated by the fragmentation of
the embedding but for its energy inefficiency. EA-RH tries to remap,
in short runtime, current embeddings to maximize power savings
without rejecting any mapped VN. The idea is to find the SN nodes
and links that are susceptible to be left free and to relocate their de-
mands in different regions of the SN. In this context, the concept of
stress is used. As introduced by Zhu and Ammar [80], the stress of a
SN node or link is defined as the number of virtual instances mapped
on top of it.
The relocation implies the migration of virtual nodes and links
from one place to another in the SN network. The undesirable effects
of virtual routers and links migration in the QoS of working trans-
missions can be mitigated using strategies such as the ones proposed
in [10, 172]:
• In [10], Wang et al. propose an approach to perform live migra-
tion of virtual routers that: 1) is transparent to routing protocols
and 2) does not impact the performance of the data traffic. The
proposed approach is able to migrate a virtual router to a dif-
ferent physical router without disrupting the flow of traffic or
changing the virtual topology. This is done by enabling the sepa-
ration of the control and data plane of the routers; the approach
only migrates the control plane while forwarding data in the
old data plane. When the migrated control plane can start at
the new location, the new data plane is populated in parallel.
• In [172], Lo et al. propose the live migration of a complete VN
using the aforementioned approach as a subroutine of the com-
plete VN migration. It tries to determine the best schedule (se-
quence) of virtual router migrations to move a complete VN
to a new physical location. The proposed approach introduce
heuristic algorithms to minimize the cost and duration of the
VN migration.
5.4.1 Energy-aware relocation heuristic (EA-RH)
The proposed greedy heuristic is divided into two steps: node and
link relocation.
5.4.1.1 Node relocation
The main idea behind node relocation is to reconfigure current em-
beddings to leave the SN with as many inactive substrate nodes as
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Procedure 1 Node Relocation Heuristic
Input: SN, set of embedded VNRs, relocating percentage
1: Find MaxNodeStress, numberStressedNodes
2: for all i=1 to MaxNodeStress do
3: Find ordered set SNODES of substrate nodes with stress = i
4: for all sNode ∈ SNODES do
5: Unmap the set VNODES of virtual nodes and its incident virtual links
mapped on top of sNode
6: for all vNode ∈ VNODES do
7: Find the best candidate SN node bestSNode based on its suitability
with regard to vNode
8: if bestSNode found then
9: Remap vNode to bestNode and its incident virtual links to the
shortest energy paths
10: else
11: Unmap previous mappings of VNODES, map them to their
previous location in sNode and GOTO 4
12: end if
13: end for
14: if remapped SN nodes > numberStressedNodes * relocating percentage then




possible. To do so, substrate nodes with low stresses are identified,
virtual nodes on top of them are unmapped and suitable substrate
nodes in the SN to relocate those virtual nodes and their incident
virtual links are looked for.
Node relocation algorithm is detailed in Procedure 1. The algo-
rithm tries to relocate a certain percentage of the current lowly
stressed nodes. The idea is to migrate the embeddings of low stressed
SN nodes to higher stressed ones. To do that, the algorithm starts a
loop from the substrate nodes with the lowest stress (stress = 1) to
the ones with the maximum node stress. The set of SN nodes with
the same stress are ordered from lowest to highest by the value of the
virtual demand mapped on top of them, that is, the first will have
the lowest mapped demand and, consequently, its relocation will be
easier. For each SN node, the proposed approach unmaps the virtual
nodes on top of it and their respective virtual links. Each virtual node
is then relocated in the substrate node with the highest suitability
value. When the number of deactivated (or attempted to be deacti-
vated) substrate nodes is greater or equal to the relocating percentage
of total stressed nodes (an input parameter), the algorithm finishes its
execution.
The suitability is calculated in all the available substrate nodes for
each virtual node that has to be relocated. It is defined as the sum
of the suitability of the substrate node itself (NS) and the suitability
of the substrate paths (PS), starting or ending in this substrate node,
that map the virtual links incident to the virtual node being relocated.
suit(snode ∈ V , vnode ∈ Vk) = NS(snode) + PS(snode, vnode)
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Node Suitability (NS) depends on the stress and the available CPU
resource of the node. The main goal of the proposed heuristic is to
relocate the virtual nodes in high stressed nodes that have the maxi-
mum amount of available resources, so they will be able to relocate
more virtual nodes for future reconfigurations.
Paths Suitability (PS) considers, for each virtual link incident to the
virtual node being relocated, the Shortest Energy Path (SEP) in the
SN that maps it. SEP is calculated by weighting each substrate link
considering whether it is active or not.
weight(i,j)
{
1 ⇐⇒ (i, j) ∈ ActLinks
100 ⇐⇒ (i, j) ∈ InactLinks
,∀(i, j) ∈ V
In this way the heuristic promotes the relocation of virtual links
in substrate paths with active links. PathsSuit also considers the
remaining BW resource and the number of inactive links in the
path, where PathRemBW(path) = min(i,j)∈path capBW(i, j), choos-
ing paths with greater remaining resources and less number of inac-
tive links.
Figure 5.5 depicts a simple example of a virtual node relocation.
Figure 5.5a shows the embedding of two virtual networks on top of
the SN. Virtual node relocation starts in the substrate nodes with
the lowest stress, for this example, suppose that the virtual node 4∗
hosted by a substrate node with stress = 1 has the lowest demand
and, therefore, is chosen for relocation. To relocate it, the algorithm
unmaps 4∗ belonging to the VNR 1 and its incident links as shown
in Figure 5.5b. After calculating the suitability of all substrate nodes
to remap virtual node4∗, the rightmost substrate node is chosen due
to its high suitability. The relocation of the virtual node implies the
relocation of its incident virtual links as shown in Figure 5.5c. In this
case, the virtual links are mapped on top of substrate active links.
Due to the relocation of the virtual node, one node and two links of
the SN are deactivated.
5.4.1.2 Link relocation
Even when the node relocation phase has been performed, there
could be substrate links with low stress that can be deactivated by
relocating the virtual links mapped on top of them to more stressed
areas in the SN. The left side of Figure 5.6 shows the embedding of a
VNR and the substrate link chosen to be left inactive (red link). The
right side of the figure shows how the virtual link is remapped to a
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Figure 5.5: Relocation of an already embedded virtual node
Figure 5.6: Relocation of an already embedded virtual node
new substrate path that is worse in terms of hops number, but better
in terms of energy because it just contains active substrate links.
Link relocation, detailed in Procedure 2, is similar to the algorithm
used for node relocation. In first place, it starts a loop looking for
the lowest stressed substrate links (stress = 1) to the ones with the
maximum stress and also order them by the value of their virtual de-
mands. For each substrate link with low stress, the algorithm unmaps
its mapped virtual links and subsequently starts a loop to remap each
of those virtual links to the shortest energy path in the SN. When the
number of deactivated (or attempted to be deactivated) SN links is
greater or equal to the predefined relocating percentage, the link re-
location phase finishes.
5.4.2 Performance evaluation
EA-RH is evaluated in the same set of load-based scenarios described
in Section 3.6.3.1. To show that EA-RH is scalable and can run over
networks of short, medium and large sizes, EA-RH is run to reconfig-
ure the embeddings made by the following VNE algorithms:
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Procedure 2 Link Relocation Heuristic
Input: SN, set of embedded VNRs, relocating percentage
1: Find MaxLinkStress, numberStressedLinks
2: for all i=1 to MaxLinkStress do
3: Find set SLINKS of substrate links with stress = i
4: for all sLink ∈ SLINKS do
5: Unmap the set VLINKS of virtual links mapped on top of sLink
6: for all vLink ∈ VLINKS do
7: MAP vLink to the shortest energy path in the SN
8: end for
9: if remapped SN links > numberStressedLinks * relocating percentage then




• OCA: Exact optimal cost approach used in Section 5.3.2. As
OCA solves a MIP formulation, it does not scale well and
short network sizes must be used in the simulations (see Sec-
tion 5.3.2.2).
• RViNEPS: Cost-based VNE heuristic, introduced in [45, 36],
based on Randomized VNE with Path Splitting. RViNEPS is
scalable and can run in networks of medium/large size.
To show the impact of the number of nodes and links to relocate,
the reconfiguration is performed with four different relocation per-
centages (30%, 45%, 60%, 90%) called EA-RH-30%, EA-RH-45%, EA-
RH-60% and EA-RH-90%.
5.4.2.1 Simulation settings
EA-RH relocates the embeddings performed by OCA and RViNEPS.
For OCA, the embedding results of Section 5.3 were taken. For the
execution of RViNEPS, the scenario and topology creation methodol-
ogy introduced in Section 3.6.3.1 were used. RViNEPS implementa-
tion needs to include location constraints in nodes. These constraints
are introduced by means of a distance parameter which indicates the
maximum distance a substrate node can be away from a virtual node
to be considered its available candidate. Although the value of the
maximum distance is not specified in [45, 36], a significant value, not
too short that a virtual node is left without substrate candidate nodes,
but not too long to avoid that all virtual nodes have the same candi-
dates is considered. Section 3.6.3.1 already mentions that the chosen
area size for the generation of SNs and VNRs is 12. Therefore, to
choose an appropriate value of maximum distance, RViNEPS is run
with different distance values (proportional to the maximum length):
0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45 and 0.5, and the results are compared based
on the acceptance ratio. Table 5.3 shows that RViNEPS achieves better
acceptance ratios for all loads when the maximum distance takes a
value of 0.35.
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Table 5.3: Average acceptance ratio for different maximum distances of
RViNEPS
Load








0.25 90.0 77.3 62.9 51.0 43.1 36.4 32.4 28.2
0.3 94.8 80.0 63.0 51.5 43.2 36.5 32.4 28.2
0.35 95.3 80.4 63.1 51.7 43.5 36.6 32.5 28.5
0.4 95.1 78.9 60.2 49.5 41.5 35.3 30.7 26.6
0.45 94.7 78.0 59.3 48.5 41.2 34.3 29.4 25.7
0.5 93.8 78.0 59.3 48.5 41.2 34.3 29.4 25.7
Average Acceptance Ratio (percentage)
It is worth noting that, as RViNEPS is an heuristic algorithm, the
runtime to embed a VNR in large topologies is affordable. Therefore,
substrate and virtual network sizes are larger than the ones used for
OCA. Consequently, the load-based scenarios for RViNEPS were gen-
erated with |Nk| = 15, all with the same SN size |N| = 50 and kmax =
80 VNRs, these values fulfill Equation 3.10. The power consumed by
network resources in this topology is calculated as before (see Sec-
tion 5.3.2.2). With E[P(u, v)] ≈ 0.25, the average number of substrate
links is E[|L|] ≈ 613 (Equation 3.5), and E[|L|]
|N| ≈ 12 links per node.
The links are also assumed to have a maximum 1000 Mbps of capac-
ity that consume approximately 4 Watt. Remember that the power
consumption of a node is given by P = C2/3. In this case, C =12000
Mbps to switch the traffic of node’s links resulting in a power con-
sumption of each active node equal to 120002/3 ≈ 524 Watt. When
all the elements of the SN are active, the maximum average power
consumption accounts for PowerNodei · |N|+ PowerLink(i,j) · |L| →
524 · 50+ 4 · 613 = 28, 652 KWatt.
Values of capCPU, bandwidth capBW were uniformly distributed
with capmaxCPU = 100 and cap
max
BW = 100 following the settings in [45,
36]. As Waxman topology generation is probabilistic, N = 50 runs for
each set of scenario parameters were performed.
5.4.2.2 Comparison method and metrics
Here, the same set of metrics (see Section 5.3.2.2) were used to eval-
uate the EA-RH behavior. RViNEPS was also implemented in the
ALEVIN software.
5.4.2.3 Results
Evaluation results are shown in Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8 Figure 5.9 and























(a) VNRs Acceptance Ratio (b) Power Consumption
(c) Power Consumption in Nodes (d) Power Consumption in Links
Figure 5.7: Performance evaluation OCA and EA-RH
separated subsections. In first place, EA-RH is run over the embed-
ding results of the exact OCA solution and then it is run over the
embedding results of the RViNEPS heuristic algorithm.
ea-rh over oca In the figures to evaluate the performance of
EA-RH over OCA, the results of EA-VNE-LB are also included, so
the power savings of EA-RH can be compared against the ones of the
exact ILP formulation. Intuitively, one can deduce that, on the one
hand, for high loads; as the acceptance ratio does not change when
EA-RH is applied, the relocation of VNRs becomes harder and the
power savings are shorter than the ones obtained for low loads. On
the other hand, power savings obtained by EA-VNE-LB tend to be
noticeable even during high loads due to the lower acceptance ratio
in these situations which is not the situation in EA-RH.
The results for the OCA algorithm obtained in Section 5.3.2, relo-
cated using EA-RH are shown in Figure 5.7. From these results, the
following are the key observations.
1. Great power savings maintaining acceptance ratio: EA-RH achieves
considerable power savings. When the network is lightly loaded,
EA-RH-90% consumes 50% less power than OCA (see Fig-
ure 5.7b).
It is worth noting that the power consumption is lower with EA-
RH-60% and EA-RH-90% than the one obtained by EA-VNE-LB
for loads up to 0.9, with EA-RH-45% for loads between 0.3 and
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an excellent outcome taking into account that the acceptance ra-
tio of the EA-RH solutions is always equal or better than the one
of EA-VNE-LB. The explanation of this behavior comes from
the fact that offline approaches, like EA-RH, act over the set
of embedded VNRs at the same time while online approaches,
like RViNEPS embed the arriving VNR without considering the
characteristics of the next request and, consequently, perform a
mapping that may not optimally adjust the SN for the subse-
quent VNR.
At the highest loads (0.8, 0.9), EA-VNE-LB’s power consump-
tion is slightly lower or equal than EA-RHs’. EA-VNE-LB ob-
tains this positive result at the cost of a worse EA-VNE-LB ac-
ceptance ratio (see Figure 5.7a), this is also reflected in the em-
bedding cost of EA-VNE-LB that starts to be higher than the
EA-RH’s from loads of 0.6 (see Figure 5.8c).
2. Greater power savings in nodes than in links with EA-RH: As ana-
lyzed in Section 5.3.2, the contribution to the total power con-
sumption made by SN links is almost negligible. EA-RH takes
advantage of this situation by deactivating as many nodes as
possible in its first step and subsequently, when the node map-
ping is concentrated in a short node-set, deactivating as many
links as possible. This division in the heuristic plays in favor of
nodes deactivation. Figure 5.7c and Figure 5.7d show how the
difference in power consumption between EA-RH approaches
and OCA is greater in nodes than in links. In fact, the power
consumption in nodes for some EA-RH relocation percentages
(60% and 90%) is lower than the one in EA-VNE-LB for almost
all loads, while the power consumption in links for EA-VNE-LB
is lower than the one of EA-RH for all loads and all relocation
percentages.
3. High impact of relocating percentage in EA-RH: Figure 5.7b shows
that different relocating percentages affect the amount of power
savings. The major differences can be seen in the intervals be-
tween 30% and 45% and between 45% and 60%. For low loads,
EA-RH-45% saves up to 12% more power than EA-RH-30%.
Similar differences, thought slightly lower, can be observed be-
tween EA-RH-60% and EA-RH-45%. However, the difference is
not the same between EA-RH-60% and EA-RH-90%, here the
savings obtained by fixing the relocating percentage in 90% are
short for low loads (up to 5%) and almost nonexistent when the
load grows. This is caused by the increased difficulty to perform
new reconfigurations after relocating a big percentage (60%) of
nodes and links.
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(d) Runtime per Scenario
Figure 5.8: OCA, EA-RH utilization, embedding cost and runtime
4. Utilization is increased in EA-RH compared with OCA: Figure 5.8a
and Figure 5.8b show how, due to the concentration of the vir-
tual demands after reconfiguration, EA-RH has a better utiliza-
tion of nodes and links than OCA, specially for high relocation
percentages. In nodes, EA-RH-90% has an utilization until 20%
(when ρ = 0.2) higher than OCA. The relocation tries to concen-
trate the demands in a few set of nodes and links. However, the
utilization of active equipment is higher in EA-VNE-LB both in
nodes and links than in EA-RH. This is due to the acceptance
ratio, for high loads, EA-VNE-LB rejects more VNRs due to the
high concentration of VNRs and therefore has a high utilization
both on nodes and links.
5. Shorter runtime of EA-RH: Figure 5.8d shows the enormous dif-
ference between the runtime used by OCA and EA-VNE-LB to
map a set of VNRs compared with the time used by EA-RH to
relocate them. It is worth clarifying that EA-RH is performed
after the embedding (in this case OCA) strategy has been exe-
cuted, therefore the total time to map and relocate the VNRs is
the sum of OCA’s and EA-RH’s runtime. Reconfiguration run-
time of EA-RH is almost insignificant and, as a consequence, pe-
riodic energy-aware reconfigurations are affordable. Although
the runtime of EA-RH-30% and EA-RH-45% is lower than the
one spent by EA-RH-60% and EA-RH-90%, one can conclude






















(a) VNRs Acceptance Ratio (b) Power Consumption
(c) Power Consumption in Nodes (d) Power Consumption in Links
Figure 5.9: Performance Evaluation RViNEPS and EA-RH
that the difference in power savings justifies the adoption of
high relocating percentages.
ea-rh over rvineps From the results of EA-RH reconfiguration
over RViNEPS, shown in Figure 5.9, the following observations can
be made.
1. Low acceptance ratios when load increases (Figure 5.9a): Until now,
there had not been research attempts to evaluate the perfor-
mance of VNE heuristics under increasing load produced by
the VNRs. In this context, RViNEPS shows very low acceptance
ratios when the load increases. Even with low loads (0.2), the
acceptance ratio does not arrive to 100%. When the load is high
(0.9) RViNEPS just embeds the 29% of the VNRs. Even with such
low acceptance ratios, the power consumption in RViNEPS re-
mains almost constant for all loads (see Figure 5.9b) and very
close to 28, 652 KWatt. This situation indicates that, even reject-
ing a big percentage of VNRs, RViNEPS activates nearly all SN
resources.
2. Great power savings with EA-RH (Figure 5.9b): Significant power
savings are achieved when EA-RH is applied over RViNEPS.
For low loads the results are similar to the ones obtained over
OCA. When the load is low (0.2), EA-RH-90% consumes 49%





















































































































(d) Runtime per Scenario
Figure 5.10: RViNEPS, EA-RH utilization, embedding cost and runtime
However, unlike EA-RH over OCA,the application of EA-RH
over RViNEPS achieves noticeable power savings in situations
of high load. At the highest load (0.9), EA-RH-90% and EA-RH-
60% consume 15% less power than RViNEPS. The difference
between power savings, under high loads, obtained by EA-RH
over OCA and RViNEPS can be explained by the poor behavior
of RViNEPS under high loads. Figure 5.9a shows that under
very high loads, the acceptance ratio of RViNEPS is very poor
(71% of the VNRs are rejected when the load is 0.9). Therefore,
RViNEPS leave some regions of the SN under low utilization
and EA-RH relocates the virtual demands mapped on top of
those regions into highly utilized ones. Figure 5.10c confirms
that RViNEPS leaves SN regions with low utilization because
the execution of EA-RH does not increase the embedding cost
of the relocated VNRs.
3. Reconfiguration of nodes produces greater power savings that recon-
figuration of links: The results presented in Figure 5.9c and Fig-
ure 5.9d allow us to obtain the same conclusion for EA-RH over
RViNEPS than over OCA. EA-RH’s first step is focused in the
deactivation of as many nodes as possible and then, when the
node mapping is concentrated in a short node-set, it tries to de-
activate as many links as possible. This division in the heuristic
is explained by the fact that nodes consumes more power than
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links. Similar to EA-RH over OCA, it is easy to note that the
difference in power consumption between EA-RH and OCA is
greater in nodes than in links.
4. Noticeable differences when the relocation percentage changes for low
loads: Figure 5.9b confirms that the relocation percentage is a
parameter of paramount importance when running EA-RH.
When the load is 0.2, EA-RH-90% consumes 24% and 11% less
power than EA-RH-30% and EA-RH-45% respectively. However,
power savings in EA-RH-90% with respect to EA-RH-60% are
very short, almost nonexistent for high loads. As in EA-RH over
OCA, it is possible to conclude that after trying to relocate a cer-
tain amount of nodes and links (60% in this case), saving power
gets harder because active elements (nodes and links) become
more stressed and, as a consequence, unable to be relocated.
5. Utilization is increased in EA-RH with respect to RViNEPS: Fig-
ure 5.10a and Figure 5.10b show how, due to the concentration
of the virtual demands after reconfiguration, EA-RH has a bet-
ter utilization of nodes and links than RViNEPS, specially for
high relocation percentages. As EA-RH reconfigures nodes in
first place and links subsequently, the difference in utilization
of links between EA-RH and RViNEPS is lower than the differ-
ence observed in the utilization of SN nodes.
6. EA-RH is scalable (Figure 5.10d): It is worth noting that the run- EA-RH is scalable.







time of EA-RH decreases when the load grows. This is due to
the fact that with more load, RViNEPS accepts less VNRs and
there are less mapped instances to reconfigure.
When compared with the runtime needed to relocate small net-
works (see Figure 5.8d), the one needed for larger networks is
not negligible. However, it is acceptable to perform periodic re-
configurations triggered by the detection of inefficient power
consumption in the SN. The highest execution time to reconfig-
ure the mapped VNRs (0.2 load for EA-RH-90%), is a quarter of
the time spent by RViNEPS to map all the VNRs. For high loads
(0.8 or 0.9), as the results of EA-RH-60% are almost the same
than the ones of EA-RH-90% and the time required to perform
the relocation is very small when compared with the one spent
by RViNEPS (for a load of 0.9 is one eleventh), it is a good idea
to use a relocation percentage of 60%.
From these results one can conclude that EA-RH reaches consid-
erable power savings both in small/medium (embedded with exact
VNE approaches) and in large SNs (embedded with heuristic VNE ap-
proaches). Bigger power savings are reached when the network load
is low because there is more room in the stressed network elements to
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admit the relocation of virtual elements hosted in low stressed areas
of the SN. Finally, it is also important to highlight that EA-RH is a
scalable strategy to reduce power consumption. Unlike EA-VNE-LB,
EA-RH can run in affordable times in networks with short, medium
or large sizes.
5.5 conclusion
One of the main outcomes of this thesis, is the introduction of the
energy-aware virtual network embedding problem and its optimal
formulation as a mixed integer program.
Besides, the EA-VNE power efficient MIP model was improved
by introducing embedding cost and load balancing to the formula-
tion. By means of intensive simulations, the new proposed approach,
called EA-VNE-LB, is shown to outperform EA-VNE in terms of
power savings and acceptance ratio. Simulations also shown that EA-
VNE-LB reaches big power savings when compared with an exact
cost-based VNE approach; power consumption can be reduced up to
a 40% for low loads.
It was also demonstrated that, under large networks, EA-VNE-LB
reduces its effectiveness, and also, that the power consumption is min-
imized at the cost of reducing the VNRs acceptance ratio creating a
trade-off between acceptance ratio and power savings. For those rea-
sons, an energy-aware reconfiguration heuristic trying to minimize
the power consumption by relocating the virtual nodes and links of
already mapped VNRs was also introduced. Through intensive sim-
ulations EA-RH showed shorter running times and noticeable power
gains (up to 50%), maintaining the VNRs acceptance ratio, when com-
pared with exact and heuristic cost-based VNE algorithms.
To reduce the complexity of the problem, this work considered ho-
mogeneous power consumption for nodes and interfaces. In future
scenarios, the power consumption of the networking devices will not
be constant when they are active, but will highly depend on their
load. Additionally, the current EA-VNE-LB model is not aware of the
high modularity of current network devices. In terms of power, the
main goal should not be just minimize the number of active links, but
to try to deactivate all the links terminated on the same line-card, so
that it can be shut down or slept.
Consequently, future work can be devoted to extend EA-VNE-LB
and EA-RH, so that so that the modularity of network devices and
the load dependent power consumption are included.
The evaluation environment used in this evaluation was off-line
and allowed to use a certain load and different VN sizes for evalu-
ation. However, future work can be also devoted to explore online
evaluation scenarios to see how EA-RH behaves throughout the time
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and which will be the optimal interval to execute periodic energy-
aware VN relocations.
6
S O F T WA R E T O D E V E L O P, C O M PA R E , A N D
A N A LY Z E V N E A L G O R I T H M S
”Initiative is doing the right thing without being told“
Victor Hugo
This chapter is devoted to present ALEVIN: The Software Frame-
work to Develop, Compare, and Analyze VNE Algorithms. ALEVIN
was developed in the framework of the VNREAL project in collabora-
tion with the universities of Passau and Würzburg.
ALEVIN was presented in [FBD+11] and its source code is available
online [DSS+11]. Some of the results (shown in the previous chapters)
of the research presented throughout this thesis were developed and
evaluated in ALEVIN.
6.1 introduction
Virtualization of network resources has been identified as key tech-
nology for Future Internet research and is actively used in current
research testbeds [13, 173]. Network virtualization is recognized as
an enabling technology for the Future Internet. Applying virtualiza-
tion of network resources leads to the problem of mapping virtual
resources to physical resources, known as “Virtual Network Embed-
ding“. Several algorithms attempting to solve this problem have been
discussed in the literature, so far.
The optimality of VNE algorithms can be computed with regard







efficiency to security of the networks. Comparison of VNE algorithms
is difficult, as typically each algorithm optimizes only for a subset of
all possible network parameters. In order to compare the efficiency of
these algorithms, a set of appropriate metrics has to be found. Here,
a framework is presented that allows to compare VNE algorithms
according to different metrics.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2
discusses the VNE problem in detail. Section 6.3 gives an overview
of the different parameters that can be taken into account for the
embedding. Section 6.4 presents the framework and metrics proposed
in ALEVIN to compare different VNE algorithms. Finally, Section 6.5
concludes this chapter.
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6.2 virtual network embedding algorithms
Algorithms solving the VNE problem come in two forms: offline al-
gorithms and online algorithms. Offline algorithms take a given set
of VNRs together with the description of a SN and compute a near
optimal embedding for these requests. While this approach achieves
good results with regard to optimality, it does not consider a dynamic
arrival process of the VNRs (i.e. each VNR arrives at a different time
and must be mapped in real time). Online algorithms, on the other
hand, take VNRs on a FIFO-basis, redistributing virtual resources as
the requests arrive. While this approach is better suited to deal with
high dynamicity, it tends to come at the cost of less optimal solutions.
Things might be further complicated by looking at heterogeneous re-
sources in the SN (i.e. resources that are described by different sets
of parameters or that have widely varying attributes). Adapting al-
gorithms to support such an assumption therefore remains an open
issue for now.
6.3 parameters
This section introduces a categorization of parameters for substrate as
well as virtual nodes and links. In addition, a mapping of primary to
secondary parameters is introduced. This was the first step in order to
provide a categorization allowed us to present a detailed distinction
of parameters presented in Section 2.2.2.
6.3.1 Categorization
Parameters for nodes and links are divided into three categories
regarding their mutability, accessibility, and interdependency with
other parameters:
• Primary parameters are fixed properties of the node or link itself.The parameters for
substrate and
virtual nodes and




These parameters – e.g. CPU or memory of a node, capacity and
delay of a link – are capabilities that do not depend on another
node’s or link’s state, but only on its utilization. Primary param-
eters can be directly requested by a virtual network. The set of
primary parameters is denoted by PRI.
• Secondary parameters are derived attributes of a node or link.
These parameters depend on the state of its node or link, i.e.
other primary and/or secondary parameters. For instance, the
loss probability of a node depends on its CPU load, which can,
in turn, indicate the queue size at a router, and the transmission
delay of a virtual link is the sum of the transmission and prop-
agation delay of all traversed substrate links and the processing
and forward delay of all traversed substrate nodes.
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Figure 6.1: A categorization of parameters that can be considered in the
VNE problem
To prevent cyclic dependencies, only the dependency on pri-
mary parameters is considered. Secondary parameters can also
be directly requested by a virtual network. The set of secondary
parameters is denoted by SEC.
• Indirect parameters are requested for a whole substrate path in-
cluding traversed links and nodes. For instance, the demand for
a resilient virtual link comprises that traversed substrate nodes
and links fulfill certain failure probabilities and that the primary
path is disjoint from the backup path in the substrate to avoid a
shared risk group.
These parameters are not specific to nodes and links. Hence, in-
direct parameters are not proportional to the number of virtual
networks embedded. Indirect parameters can only be indirectly
requested by a VNR.
Figure 6.1 illustrates some common parameters that can be consid-
ered in the VNE problem.
It is important to note, that some of the parameters have to be
handled differently for substrate and virtual network entities. For in-
stance, CPU resource is a primary (i.e. fixed) parameter for a sub-
strate node while it is a secondary parameter on a virtual link which
comprises the CPU resource on the nodes that are traversed in the
substrate to realize this virtual link. As a consequence, it is impor-
tant to define a mapping of virtual to substrate parameters including
requests to hidden hops.
6.3.2 Parameter mapping
To declare secondary parameters, it is necessary to define how the
mapping of primary parameters to secondary parameters is calcu-
lated.
6.3.2.1 Primary to secondary
PRI and SEC are defined as the set of primary and secondary param-
eters respectively. Secondary parameters are calculated from a set of
surjective functions mapsec : PRIn → SEC, sec ∈ SEC, 1 6 n 6 |PRI|.
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Figure 6.2: The framework ALEVIN and its modularity in parameters, algo-
rithms, and evaluations
Once all primary substrate node and link parameters have been de-
fined, a planning algorithm would compute each secondary parame-
ter sec ∈ SEC, based on the node characteristics and using the map-
ping function mapsec.
6.4 software framework and evaluation metrics
One of the contributions of this thesis is the development a software
framework to support the development of new VNE algorithms, ease
their comparison and analysis, and apply arbitrary evaluation met-
rics. In this section, this framework – named ALEVIN – is introduced
and its capabilities regarding parameters, algorithms, and evaluations
are outlined. After implementing new algorithms and defining their
optimization parameters, this framework can be used to test and com-
pare those algorithms.
6.4.1 ALEVIN – algorithms for embedding virtual networks
The focus in the development of ALEVIN is on modularity and effi-
cient handling of arbitrary parameters for resources and demands, as
described in Section 6.3, and the support of integration of new and ex-
isting algorithms and evaluation metrics (cf. Chapter 2). For platform
independency, ALEVIN is written in Java. ALEVIN’s Graphical User
Interface (GUI) and multi-layer visualization component is based on
the MuLaViTo project [174] which enables us to visualize and handle
the substrate and arbitrary virtual networks as directed graphs. Fig-
ure 6.2 depicts the architecture of ALEVIN and highlights the modu-
lar interaction of parameters for substrate as well as virtual networks,
algorithms, and evaluation.
ALEVIN provides the ability to illustrate the deployment of re-
sources in the SN and demands in an arbitrary number of VNs as
well as the mapping of demands on resources calculated by a VNE
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algorithm. Moreover, ALEVIN can be used to create VNE scenarios
as well as import and export them using an XML-based exchange
format. ALEVIN is completely modular regarding the addition of
new parameters to the VNE model. The use of the visitor design
pattern in a sophisticated way makes it possible to avoid any casts
to concrete demand/resource classes. Java’s instanceof statement
within the implemented algorithms. Thus, the number of parame-
ters is not performance-relevant and a convenient implementation of
arbitrary parameters is possible. To increase ALEVIN’s modularity
and to make it a flexible and extensible platform to compare exist-
ing and upcoming algorithms, the implementation of algorithms is
kept independent of the resource/demand implementation. To that
end, a simple interface is provided defining the rough structure of
an algorithm and connecting its output to the GUI as illustrated in
Figure 6.2. process demands sequentially with or without the ability
to revoke an already mapped demand for later re-processing.
6.4.2 Evaluation and comparison of VNE algorithms
ALEVIN also is the basis for the evaluation and comparison of VNE
algorithms. Therefore, ALEVIN provides a simple interface to add
evaluation metrics which are independent of the implemented pa-
rameters and algorithms. This further emphasizes the modularity of
ALEVIN.
During and after the calculation of a mapping of either one or sev-
eral virtual network demands, different evaluation metrics can be
applied. Table 2.2 list several evaluation metrics. These evaluation
metrics can be combined in an optimization objective/strategy for
a whole VNE scenario. For instance, a optimization objective for a
VNE scenario might be to minimize the maximum link utilization,
maximize the residual bandwidth capacity, minimize the total cost
for the substrate provider, maximize the acceptance ratio, avoiding
fragmentation or using load balancing minimize the overall energy
consumption, or minimize run time. Due to the ability to combine ar-
bitrary evaluation metrics and optimization objectives in combination
with arbitrary parameters and a simple interface for VNE algorithms,
ALEVIN is a powerful framework for the comparison and analysis of
VNE algorithms regarding different evaluation metrics and optimiza-
tion objectives.
6.5 conclusion
With the expected rise of network virtualization as enabler for flexi-
ble and autonomic network management, the decision on how to map
virtual resources to physical resources is gaining importance. Achiev-
ing optimal VNEs, therefore, is an important problem to solve for
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Future Internet infrastructures. In this chapter, the VNE problem has
been described in detail. Several algorithms solving the VNE problem
have been presented. It was argued that it is necessary to compare
these algorithms according to different metrics. This will allow to
rank different algorithms against each other and choose the best solu-
tion for a given embedding problem. ALEVIN - a framework that al-
lows to implement these algorithms and compute solutions for differ-
ent networks - was presented and discussed in this chapter. ALEVIN
is developed as open source and has been released under GNU Gen-
eral Public License (GPL) and GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL).
ALEVIN as well as the VNE exchange format will be made publicly
available on [DSS+11].
Part III
C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K

7
C O N C L U S I O N
”If one begins all deeds well, it is likely that they will end well too“
Sophocles
This thesis has exhaustively explored the resource allocation prob-
lem in network virtualization, commonly known as Virtual Network
Embedding. Thanks to this exploration, several contributions to the
existing state of the art were introduced in this thesis. In particu-
lar, a new taxonomy to classify existing VNE approaches, a general
formulation of the problem, its parameters-metrics, VNE’s existing
coordination variants, optimization objectives, algorithm strategies,
software tools and emerging research directions were identified and
delved in detail. In addition, this thesis introduced two contributions
to the virtual link mapping stage of the VNE: The inclusion of new
hidden hop demands and the flexible multi-constraint solution based
on the paths algebra framework. A clever approach to solve the VNE
in a distributed fashion is also a contribution of this thesis. Also, the
first approach tackling the energy-efficient VNE is a contribution of
this thesis.
It would not have been possible to implement and evaluate the
aforementioned contributions had it not been for ALEVIN: a soft-
ware framework to develop, compare and analyze VNE algorithms.
The author of this thesis actively participated in the development of
ALEVIN.
This chapter sums up the main contributions and results of the
thesis that were mainly directed to the exploitation of the identified
research opportunities. It will be split in three sections. Section 7.1
details the main results obtained throughout the development of the
thesis. Section 7.2 presents the publications achieved in this thesis
and their quality assessment. Finally, Section 7.3 shows the participa-
tion of the author of this thesis in national and international research
projects and how the contributions of this thesis were developed fol-
lowing the main objectives of these projects.
7.1 main contributions and results
This thesis has been devoted to the study of the main resource al-
location challenge in network virtualization: the VNE problem. This
thesis introduces a novel taxonomy that allows any variant of the
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VNE problem to be classified (see Section 2.2.1.2). Existing solutions
to the VNE problem are described with the following syntax:
[C|D]/[S|D]/[C|R]
The first character denotes, whether the algorithm is Centralized
or Distributed. Likewise, the second character denotes whether the
algorithm is Static or Dynamic. Finally, the third character denotes
whether the algorithm is Concise or Redundant. So, an algorithm
denoted as C/D/R is a centralized, dynamic, redundant algorithm.
This allows to quickly categorize any given algorithm and properly
compare it with similar approaches. Thanks to this taxonomy, this
thesis classified the main existing VNE approaches (see Section 2.2.3).
Besides, the thesis has deeply surveyed VNE; the following con-
cepts are presented (see Chapter 2): a formal and generic mathemat-
ical formulation of the VNE problem, the different parameters that can
be considered in the embedding for substrate and virtual networks,
the main embedding objectives which relate to VNE, the possible alter-
natives to decompose the VNE problem and to solve the coordination
between virtual node and link mapping, the set of possible optimiza-
tion strategies to solve VNE and the different metrics used to evaluate
the performance of the solutions, a number of VNE simulators.
Two main contributions in the virtual link mapping stage are pre-
sented in Chapter 3. In first place, a new "hidden hops” demand for
each virtual link is introduced: Mapping a virtual link to a path in
the SN obviously uses resources of the physical links on the path.
However, there are also physical nodes on the path that will be tra-
versed by the virtual link. These are called hidden hops here. The thesis
claims that a hidden hop entails a resource demand because it has to
perform packet forwarding of the traffic that will pass through this
virtual link (see Section 3.2). In second place, this thesis introduces
a flexible C/S/C strategy to solve the single-path virtual link map-
ping based on the paths algebra mathematical framework (see Sec-
tion 3.5). Unlike current single-path VLiM approaches that are mono-
constrained and use K shortest paths to solve the VLiM stage, paths
algebra-based multi-constraint routing algorithm is able to find all
the possible paths between each pair of nodes in the SN and orga-
nize them based on an unlimited number of constraints (or combina-
tion of constraints). It allows to consider multi-constraint VLiM with
linear and nonlinear constraints providing a more flexible and exten-
sible solution for the VLiM stage of the VNE. Simulation results show
that the paths algebra-based VLiM approach perform equal or better
than existing single-path heuristics and, besides, it does not impose
any restriction on the type and number of metrics that are used (see
Section 3.6). Right on the contrary, linear and non-linear metrics can
be used together; any combination of metrics can also be employed.
This thesis identified that, until now, there has been little interest
of the research community in finding distributed solutions for the
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VNE (see Section 2.2.3). To remedy this situation, this thesis proposed
DPVNE: an Universal, fully Distributed and Parallel VNE approach.
Contrary to centralized approaches where a single node computes the
entire embedding, DPVNE has the advantage of making better use of
available computing resources, letting multiple nodes calculate em-
beddings in parallel (see Chapter 4). Simulation results showed that,
using DPVNE, message overhead can be kept significantly smaller
than other fully distributed VNE solutions. These results also showed
that, despite its distributed nature, embedding costs of DPVNE re-
main comparable to those of centralized algorithms.
One of the emerging research branches introduced by this thesis is
the energy-aware VNE (see Chapter 5). Two different C/S/R energy-
aware VNE approaches based on Mixed Integer Programming, called
EA-VNE and EA-VNE-LB, are proposed in this thesis (see Section 5.3).
The main goal of these approaches is then to minimize the power
consumption in the SN after the mapping is performed; this is done
by dynamically dimensioning the substrate network leaving free as
much networking equipment as possible to accomplish the VNRs de-
mands. Free networking equipment can be left in sleep (low energy
consumption) mode or switched off. Simulation results show that,
under lightly loaded substrate networks, the proposed energy-aware
approaches consume up to 40% less power than cost-based VNE ap-
proaches.
It was also demonstrated that, under large networks, EA-VNE and
EA-VNE-LB reduce their effectiveness, and also, that, under highly
loaded SNs, the power consumption is minimized at the cost of re-
ducing the VNRs acceptance ratio creating a trade-off between accep-
tance ratio and power savings. To overcome these shortcomings, this
thesis also introduced an C/D/R energy-aware VNE reconfiguration
heuristic trying to minimize the power consumption by relocating the
virtual nodes and links of already mapped VNRs (see Section 5.4).
Simulation results showed that, also under lightly loaded substrate
networks, EA-RH consumes up to 50% less power that cost-based
VNE solutions.
One outcome of this thesis is the collaboration in the development
of ALEVIN: The Software Framework to Develop, Compare, and Ana-
lyze VNE Algorithms. ALEVIN was used to implement and evaluate
the aforementioned contributions to solve the VNE problem.
7.2 publications
The research work presented in this PhD. Thesis has been internation-
ally validated in different networking peer reviewed journals and con-
ferences. Several experts have provided their comments in the peer
reviews allowing us to improve our investigations and to guide the
direction of our research. The articles published during the develop-
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Table 7.1: Publications in journals
Journals
Year Paper Title Journal Quality Indicator
2011 ALEVIN - a framework to
develop, compare, and ana-
lyze virtual network embed-
ding algorithms [FBD+11]
Electronic Communica-
tions of the EASST
Open Access Journal In-
dexed in DBLP






2013 Optimal Mapping of Vir-
















2013 A novel paths algebra-based
strategy to flexibly solve the
link mapping stage of VNE
problems [BMHSA13]




2013 Greener networking in a net-
work virtualization environ-
ment [BH13]
Computer Networks Impact Factor: 1.2
Quartile Q2
ment of this thesis are detailed in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 with a qual-
ity indicator that highlight the quality level of the journal/conference.
7.3 research projects
The research contribution made by this thesis to the VNE problem
was made in the context of several national and international re-
search projects. The author has actively participated in the set of
projects summarized in Table 7.3. The interest in network virtualiza-
tion started with the Manticore Project1 which developed a proof of
the IP Network as a Service concept, the project allowed to create
a service for the Network Operations Centre and end users which
allows them to customize the configuration of their own dedicated
IP physical and/or logical network. As, in Manticore, the allocation
of physical resources to logical entities was performed manually and
without any optimization criteria, the need to find algorithms that op-
timally allocate the physical resources to virtual demands emerged.
The Manticore project evolved to Manticore II project2 and finally to
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Table 7.2: Publications in conferences and produced software
International Conferences
Year Paper Title Conference Quality Indicator
2009 The Bottlenecked Virtual
Network Problem in Band-





CORE Ranking: C, In-
dexed in IEEE Xplore
2010 MANTICORE II: IP Net-
work as a Service Pilots











2011 Virtual Network Re-
source Embedding Al-
gorithms in the Framework
ALEVIN [DSB+11]
7th EURO-NGI Confer-
ence on Next Genera-
tion Internet
Indexed in DBLP and
IEEE Xplore




shop on IP: Joint ITG
and Euro-NF Work-
shop "Visions of Future
Generation Networks"
-
2013 A Distributed, Parallel,






CORE Ranking: B, In-
dexed in DBLP and
IEEE Xplore
National Conferences
2008 Estrategia de asignación de
recursos basada en criterios
de justicia para las inter-





2011 Comparación de Algoritmos






Year Software Name URL Quality Indicator
2011 ALEVIN – ALgorithms
for Embedding VIrtual
Networks [DSS+11]
http://alevin.sf.net Software published in
Sourceforge and used in
several research papers
IP Network as a Service in grid and e-health virtual research commu-
nities.
The author of this thesis was actively involved in the Euro-NF net-
work of excellence. Specially, participating in VNREAL4, a Specific
Joint Research Project funded by Euro-NF which extended research




Table 7.3: National and international research projects
Project Name Duration State Partners Involved
The Manticore Project 01/11/2007
10/05/2008
F i2cat (Spain), Heanet (Ireland), Nor-
dunet (Sweden), Department of
Telematics Engineering UPC (Spain),




F i2cat (Spain), Heanet(Ireland), Nor-
dunet (Sweden), Department of
Telematics Engineering UPC (Spain),






E i2cat (Spain), Heanet(Ireland), Nor-
dunet(Sweden), Department of Telem-
atics Engineering UPC (Spain) and






F Department of Telematics Engineer-







E i2cat, Department of Telematics Engi-
















E University of Passau (Germany),
Hewlett Packard Italy, University of
Manheim (Germany), UPC (Spain),
WIND (Italy), Almende (Holland),
AKT (Germany) and SWP (Germany)
Project State E: Executing, F:Finished
rithms, allowing researchers to evaluate and compare novel solutions
to the VNE problem according to a wide set of criteria (see Chapter 6).
Finally, the author currently participates in the All4Green project5
which aims to save up to 20% of energy in data centers thanks to
the collaboration of the energy provider, the data center and the
Information Technology (IT) customer. Thanks to All4Green, this the-
sis has introduced the energy-efficient VNE problem that looks to use
the consolidation of virtual machines to dynamically dimension the
network trying to minimize the energy consumption(see Chapter 5).
At national level, the author of the thesis participated in the CICYT
projects TSI2007-6637-C02 and TIN2010-20136-C03 in the study of Fu-
ture Internet architectures, specifically in the VNE problem within
the network virtualization context.
5 http://www.all4green-project.eu/
8
F U T U R E W O R K
”I dread the events of the future, not in themselves but in their results“
Edgar Allan Poe
The contributions presented in this thesis can be used in several
existing network virtualization projects and testbeds with manage-
ment systems that use VNE algorithms to automatically allocate VN
demands to SN resources. The contributions introduced throughout
this thesis can still be improved and, as network virtualization is still
in its infancy, several exciting VNE branches can be subject of further
investigation.
This chapter is divided into three sections: Section 8.1 makes a sum-
mary of the possible projects/testbeds where the contributions intro-
duced in this thesis can be applied. Section 8.2 details the possible
enhancements that can be made in order to evolve and improve the
current state of the presented contributions. Finally, in Section 8.3,
new VNE branches subject of future research are highlighted.
8.1 thesis contributions , where to apply them?
Within the European scope, the GÉANT1 network is the fast and
reliable pan-European communications infrastructure serving Eu-
rope’s research and education community. Funded by the European
National Research & Education Networks (NRENs) and the European
Community, the GÉANT network and project is in its third genera-
tion, along with associated development activities. One of the joint
research activities promoted by GÉANT is the Future Network Re-
search. Specifically, inside this activity, GÉANT identifies the current
and potential uses of virtualization2 as one of the main research ar-
eas. Inside this area, GÉANT recognizes network virtualization as one
key technological enabler to provide IaaS in order to build a new net-
work architecture. The VNE mechanisms proposed in this thesis can
be used by GÉANT to allocate virtual resources either in a centralized
o distributed way helping to accomplish one of the main GÉANT’s
objectives: to build GÉaNt virtUalization Service (GENUS) [175] based on






GÉANT plans to build on top of the results of different EU projects.
Mantychore is one of these projects. It provides a NV solution at IP
level. One of the Mantychore’s objectives is to implement a market-
place [176] when networking resources can be offered by InPs and
acquired by VNPs. The contributions to solve the VNE problem in-
troduced in this thesis would be of high value in such a marketplace.
The output of optimized VNE algorithms provides an automatic way
for the VNPs to choose the more suitable substrate resources offered
by InPs.
One of the first EU project dealing with NV was 4WARD3. This
project clearly defined a network architecture based on NV. The
follow-up of 4WARD called Scalable and Adaptive Internet Solutions
(SAIL)4 uses self-managed virtual networks to test its Information Cen-
tric Networking (ICN) approach [177]. 4WARD and SAIL are clear ex-
amples of where the VNE solutions proposed by this thesis can be
applied. Either in 4WARD in the definition of the resource allocation
tasks needed in a NV based architecture or in the testbeds used in
SAIL.
There are several, either finished or in-progress, EU projects based
on network virtualization that could make use of the contributions
presented in this thesis to optimize their virtual resource allocation
mechanisms: Generalized Architecture for Dynamic Infrastructure
Services (GEYSERS)5 is a project that provides a NV-based business
model at layer 1. FEDERICA6 is a testbed infrastructure based upon
Gigabit Ethernet circuits, transmission equipment and computing
nodes capable of virtualization, to host experimental activities on new
Internet architectures and protocols. PHOSPHORUS7 is a project ad-
dressing some of the key technical challenges to enable on-demand
end to end network services across multiple domains. The Phospho-
rus network concept and test-bed will make applications aware of
their complete Grid resources (computational and networking) envi-
ronment and capabilities, and able to make dynamic, adaptive and
optimized use of heterogeneous network infrastructures connecting
various high-end resources.
Within the scope of United States (US), several NV-based initia-
tives have been proposed: Global Environment for Network Innova-
tion (GENI)8 is an experimental facility designed to form a robust, fed-
erated environment to allow computer networks’ researchers to ex-
periment on a wide variety of problems in communications, network-
ing, etc. GENI is funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF).
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that allows researchers to directly control the way packets are routed
in the network. Basically, network virtualization is enabled by FlowVi-
sor [178], an OpenFlow-based approach to switch virtualization in
which the same hardware forwarding plane can be shared among
multiple logical networks, each with distinct forwarding logic. To
choose the proper resources in the hardware forwarding plane to be
instantiated by FlowVisor, the contributions presented in this thesis
can be very valuable.
Also in the US span, different testbeds for research experiments
like PlanetLab9 [179] or VINI [21] (that runs on PlanetLab) provide
network virtualization capabilities. These public testbeds can take ad-
vantage of the VNE mechanisms developed throughout this thesis to
provide an optimal provision of VNs to the researchers that act their
users.
NV can be an useful tool to test clean-slate Future Internet archi-
tectures proposed by Internet pluralists (see Section 2.1). Research
initiatives such as: The Atomic Redesign of the Internet Future Ar-
chitecture (TARIFA)10 [180], the Recursive InterNetwork Architecture
(RINA)11 [181] and Content Centric Networking (CCN) [182] may use
NV-based infrastructures to test their proposed approaches in real-
istic scenarios. In that context, the contributions introduced in this
thesis can be used to provide efficient and optimized resource alloca-
tion of virtual demands onto physical resources.
8.2 further improvement of proposed contributions
Some of the aspects of the VNE contributions presented in this mono-
graph have still room for further improvement, namely:
In Chapter 3, a single-path flexible VLiM strategy based on the
paths algebra framework was proposed. The paths algebra frame-
work is able to obtain all the paths between each pair of nodes in
the SN, besides, they can be ordered by any metric. To take advan-
tage of the possibilities provided by the paths algebra, future work
can be devoted to improve the current approach by including a coor-
dinated node mapping stage that could provide a two stages-based
VNE solution or even a solution performed in one stage. In addition,
future work can be devoted to investigate backtracking strategies to
act when a VNR cannot be satisfied due to bottlenecks present in the
SN.
DPVNE was introduced in Chapter 4. It makes use of hierarchical
partitioning that allows to perform the VNE in smaller, cooperating
parts of the SN. Up to now, DPVNE uses the Multilevel Recursive





be devoted to the study of the the effects of different partitioning
methods in the results of DPVNE.
DPVNE just used one centralized algorithm (ASID [52]) to perform
VNE within each partition of the SN. An interesting branch for future
investigation can be devoted to the evaluation of DPVNE with differ-
ent centralized VNE algorithms. Another subject of future research
is the placement of delegation nodes and its effect on message over-
head.
The VNE approach presented in Chapter 5 is, to the best of our
knowledge, the first approximation to energy-aware VNE solutions.
Consequently, there is substantial room for future improvement. In
particular, this first approximation considered homogeneous power
consumption for nodes and interfaces, and omit the high modularity
of current network devices: In future scenarios, the power consump-
tion of the networking devices will not be constant when they are
active, but will highly depend on their load. Additionally, in terms
of power, the main goal should not be just minimize the number of
active links, but to try to deactivate all the links terminated on the
same line-card, so that it can be shut down or slept.
Consequently, future work can be dedicated to extend the current
static MIP-based VNE approaches (EA-VNE and EA-VNE-LB) and
the dynamic relocation heuristic EA-RH, so that so that the modu-
larity of network devices and the load dependent power consump-
tion are included. Also, as the evaluation environment used in Chap-
ter 5 is offline, another unexplored research branch may be to explore
online evaluation scenarios to see how EA-RH behaves throughout
the time and which will be the optimal interval to execute periodic
energy-aware VN relocations.
8.3 future research vne branches
Apart from the aforementioned improvements to the contributions
presented in this thesis, several key challenges of the VNE problem
remain unexplored. For instance, Section 2.2.4.2 mentions the secu-
rity requirements that VNOs and InPs while performing a VNE and
Section 2.2.4.3 introduces the network environments where VNE is
currently being investigated.
Also, recent research [183] has introduced the concept of data cen-
ter network virtualization where a Virtualized data center is "a data cen-
ter where some or all of the hardware (e.g. servers, routers, switches,
and links) are virtualized" and a Virtual data center is a collection of vir-
tual resources (VMs, virtual switches, and virtual routers) connected
via virtual links".
In this environment, the virtual network embedding problem be-
comes the Virtual Datacenter Embedding (VDE) problem where more
resources can be virtualized (they include routers, switches, storage
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devices, servers, security systems and links). Existing VNE solutions,
commonly considering just bandwidth and processing requirements,
will not be sufficient to solve the VDE as the requirements for the
new resources should be considered as well. Specifically, future inves-
tigation can be dedicated to the study of energy-aware approaches to
solve VDE as energy consumption is one of the main concerns in data
centers since it accounts for a significant amount of their operational
costs.
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